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I WASHINGTON (AP^ - A Secret 
5 jury rfeport focusing on Mitchell said, 'John, you'd better 
rf!|President Nixon is to go to the House im 
ipeachment Inquiry Tuesday. And the 
White House was granted more time on 
ne^torliie matertaleovered _ __ 
under this subpoena," said a briefai^call your Dick Kleiiidienst and tell him f'ln election campaign,rare 
nouncement from Jaworski's office. , jy? what's going on in the southern district,' " ing theirinfluence with tin 
Neither Jaworski nor St. Clair would say " Dean testified - -
.. ^ - • . .. •.. „ what is asked in the subpoena. DEAN SAID he passed along word to 
another matter — a subpoena, fqr more |^ But; Jaworski complained to the Senate Kleindienst, then attorney general, that 
Judiciary Committeerecently that he had Mitchell thought it was a "runaway grand 
been denied 27 tape recording and other .jury." 
material asked for earlier in the year, f On that and other. points through the 
Jaworski's predecessor in the job, day, Dean's testimony at the criminal con-
Archibald Cox, was fired when he refused 
to agree not to pursue his quest for ad­
ditional materials tbjrough the-courts. 
documents. 
Lawyers for former White House aides 
. H.R. Haldeman and Gordon Strachan 
• decided not to go to the Supreme Court in a 
renewed attempt to deny the House 
' . Judiciary Committee the grand jury 
: 4greport and a satchel full of accompanying 
material. 
HE AND STANS, top figures in the Nix-
accused of sell-
the Securities: 
Exchange Commission in exchange for a 
secret 1200,000 campaign contribution 
from Robert L. Veseo, ^financier theSEC 
was then investigating^ v~f§ . 
One perjury count a&usei Mitchell Of 
DEAN FINISHED his direct examina* 
tion and was undergoing defense crips* 
examination when the trial recessed'for 
the night. He was scheduled to resume his 
May 10, 1973. 
y» kf&irjif 
spiracy trial of Mitchell and former 
Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans 
touched a number of points listed in the in-
THE WHFFE HOUSE said that no con*- dictment with which the grand jury even-
trict court and the U.S. Court of Appeals. 
•, THE DEADLINE for delivering the 
report, set by the appeal coprt in its 5-1 
decision, was 5 pjm. Monday. 
• At midday, U.S. Dist. Judge John J. 
Sirica said that barring an application for 
Supreme Court , review "the grand jury 
material will be delivered to the House 
Judiciary Committee at .9:30 a.m. 
The White House had a Monday deadline 
to answer a subpoena issued March 15 by 
Special Watergate prosesutor Leon 
Jaworski for one of the three Watergate 
grand juries. 
But over the weekend presidential 
lawyer James D. St. Clair asked for more 
time, and Jaworski agreed to wait until 
Friday. 
"IN AGREEING to the White House 
sideration is being given to firing Jaworski 
should he attempt to force compliance for 
the material.. 
/ A spokesman for Jaworski said the sub­
poena did not involve the Watergate cover-
up or White House plumbers cases, in 
which indictments were returned earlier 
in the month. 
In another Watergate-related develop­
ment, United Auto Workers President 
Leonard Woodcock had called for Nixon's 
firing last October, but said he' now 
prefers impeachment because the 
President's quitting would only leave the 
"myth of a martyred President." 
NEW YORK *(AP)*— Ousted White 
House Counsel John W. Dean III testified 
Monday that former Atty. Gen. John N. 
Mitchell became alarmed over the zeal of 
a grand jury that was targeting in on him 
and "^uggwisa i taKr&cBon 
tually charged him. 
Mitchell was charged with conspiracy 
obstruction of justice and perjury. 
about the Vesco case to William Casey, 
who was then SEC chairman; 
"Mr. Mitchell asked me to call Mr. 
Casey," Dean said, to postpone deposition 
taking until after the election. 
AND THE testimony about Mitchell's 
efforts with the grand jury was designed 
to show the conspiracy to obstruct justice 
— including attempts to cover up. — was 
operating less than two months before; the 
indictment was handed up. 
^?F^tiiywa84he4»eJb^evM in-
dieted Mitchell and StansThe indictment testimony at 10 a.m. Tuesday, 
claims the conspiracy began March 1, 
1971, and continued until the indictment S||Earller. Dean testified that there came 
s'% time when the $200,000 contribution 
threatened to surface, and Mitchell told 
tyUtchell dnd Stans are accused of im­
peding a massive fraud investigation by 
the SEC into Vesco's operations. 
Much of Dean's testimony enlarged on 
what already was in the trial record. 
However, he. expanded on . talks he had 
with Casey on the Vesco matter—most of 
them, he added, at the behest of Mitchell. 
'Day of Dialogue' 
him, "The whole thing is something we * 
just don't need before the election." 
A number of Vesco employes had Men 
subpoenaed in the SEC investigation of 
Vesco, and Dean testified: "Mr. Mitchell 
said Vesco gave a large sum of money and 
he wanted me to call Bill Casey and get-, 
some postponements ..." 
f; 4W2 
By Gail burris 
Texan Staff Writer •> ' 
To maintain interest in The Daily Texan and Student 
Government funding controversy, student leaders want 
Tuesday to be a "day of dialogue" in the classroom, Stu­
dent Government President Sandy Kress said Monday. 
"We are trying to encourage students and faculty to 
devote all or part of their classtime to a discussion of 
what these issues mean to the student community," 
Jresssaid. 
The following questions are suggested by Student Government Presi­
dent Sandy Kress for classroom dialogue: 
• What are the legal grounds the University System Board of Regents 
used to end guaranteed funding to the Student Government and The Daily 
Texan? Is there any justifiable basis for their position? 
. * Did the regents have a responsibility — legal or ethical — to give 
these student agencies and the student body any prior notice before mak­
ing this decision? Does the fact that University officials were told more 
than a year ago that the current fee structure might be legally 
questionable affect your answer to this notice question? 
. • Was this action designed to challenge Student Government's or The 
Texan's independence or freedom? 
• Is mandatory funding the best means of financing these student ac­
tivities and, if not, is there a better mcpuis than the one devised by the 
regents? : 
• How necessary is it to,academic fre^dom to mainfoio a strong andin-
dependent^ student newspaper and Student. Government*? ' " ';t 
^Another rally will* be held at noon Wednesday on the 
Main Mall "to discuss where we go from here," he said. 
Signatures on petitions asking the University System 
Board of Regents to call a special meeting before March 
29 to reconsider its funding decision now total 4,500. 
"I WANT 35,000 signatures," said Randy.Burgess, who 
is organizing the petition drive. 
"I feel that students are not aware of the gravity of the 
situation and as soon as it is discussed and the conse­
quences realized, activity will be increased,". Burgess 
said. • .:-i" :.;0; 
He said volunteers are needed to help with both faculty 
and student petitions, and anyone interested may signup 
in the Student Government office. 
' "The Wednesday rally is mainly to update what's 
happened since last week," Burgess said. "We want .to 
give suggestions about possible activity this week and 
over the spring break to keep the pressure on." 
V.. KRESS EMPHASIZED that the spring vacation "will 
be an excellent opportunity to expand our efforts. 
~ ? "The effect of toiling in hometowns wid getting 
parents to write letters could be enormous. This alone 
could make the regents reverse their decision," be said. 
Because the issue is so dramatic, continued involve-
ment is needed, Kress said. > ^ | 
"We'll win or lose on the basis of our activity the next 
two weeks. A lot of people are watching to see if interest 
is sustained; if it is, the result emild be very positive/' he 
added. ; . 
, Several members of Student Government contacted 
various faculty members Monday to encourage them to 
£ ~ .. 
m 
By CHERRY JONES 
Texan Staff Writer 
Federal officials arrived at the Univer-
, sity Monday to continue their delayed in­
vestigation of University minority enroll­
ment policies but said the probe may not 
be complete this week. . 
The five-member team from the 
regional office of Civil Rights of the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare (IlEW) i>egan the investigation in 
February. The team did not complete its 
study at that time. Because of previous 
commitments the investigators could not 
return to the University until Monday. 
Mary Teague, University equal employ­
ment opportunity officer, met with the 
federal officials when they arrived Mon­
day. 
The team members and Ms. Teague dis­
cussed areas to be investigated this week 
and "the logistics of our getting from 
place to place," Sandra Williams, head of 
the HEW team, said. 
In Februacy, the investigative .team in­
terviewed administrators and department 
; heads primarily concerning University 
policies involving minority students, but 
this week the team also will look into 
' employment policies at the University, 
Ms. Williams said. 
"We'll be looking more heavily into 
faculty employment right now," rather 
than staff, she explained. 
With the expansion of the investigation 
to include employment policies, the team 
may not complete its study this week, Ms.' 
Williams said. 
"We have a very heavy schedule and a 
lot of people to talk to in a short time." 
Appointments with several department 
chairmen already have been set. up, Ms. 
. Williams said, and interviews with faculty 
members will be arranged this week. 
the HEW tearrican be reached at 471-
1293 or in Main Building 206 for ap­
pointments. 
Ms. Williams said information gathered 
in February had been analyzed "to some 
extent, but we really haven't drawn any 
conclusions yet." 
A report on the team's findings will not 
be ready before the end of April, she add­
ed. 
Three groups filed charges of racial dis­
crimination at the University last fall, and 
amendments to the 1964 Civil Rigfcs Act 
require an investigation when the federal 
government receives a formal complaint 
of discrimination against a recipient of 
federal funds. 
Approximately $12 million in HEW 
funds to the University may be jeopar­
dized if racial discrimination is found and 
not remedied. 
Warmer . . . 
Partly cloudy skies 
with a continuing 
warming trend are 
forecast for Tuesday 
a n d  W e d n e s d a y .  
Southeasterly winds 
will be from 8 to 15 
m.p.h. The high tem­
perature will be near 
70 and the low Tues­




discuss the issue in their Tuesday classes. 
"I GOT A very good response from the faculty I talked 
to, and I think the others did, too,"1 said Jarilyn DuPont, 
who helped* call faculty members. 
Kress urged all students to raise the issue in their 
classes Tuesday. "Thle issue is complex, btit we need to 
take time out to ponder this community matter and dis­
cuss the relationship between classroom work and'the . 
funding controversy." 
During the Wedhcs^y raUy,~i>o6ths t^l besetup with ' 
petitions amf names of legislators by congressional dis­
tricts so students may call their hometown represen­
tatives over spring break. ^ 
"We really need to organize a strong lobbying effort T; 
over tlie break. We need to commit ourselves to a long- • 
term effort," Kress said. 
Kress said he is helping draw up a legal brief to be < 
presented to Atty. Gen. John Hill "to give our statement • 
of how we viewed the education bill which the regents 
based their decision on.'' 
S*.£* .n 
E 
By JAMES DUNLA|P^®t 
Texan Staff Writ«£ir ^|/ 
Constitutional 
against*financingraiApusconstruction. 
rejecting a mindrity report supporting the iti! 
Later in the session, an amendment to limit the iunoint of:? 
taxes the state can take from an individual was,defeated bj^five' 
votes, 84-79. ; ' 
University System Regent Frank C. Erwin, rqiresenting the 
System, sent a letter earlier this year to Finance Committee 
Chairman Neil Caldwell of Angleton asking that the building use 
fee be excluded from the state debt category. 
UNDER A provision of the proposed Finance Article, building 
use fee bonds would be considered part of the state debt. They 
could be authorized only by a two-thirds vote of the Legislature 
and a majority of the electors voting on the specific bond. 
The minority report sought to keep building use fee bonds out­
side the category of state debt, their current status. / 
Supporting the minority report, Rep. Walter Parker of Den­
ton said building use fee bonds are an "economical way to 
develop bur campuses." - -L X.. 
: "WHAT'S WRONG with a project funding itself?" he asked. 
^ Rep. Bill Munson of Denison said the legislature, under the 
current system and under the one favored by the minority 
report, has no control over the issuance of the bonds. "It's up to 
the Board of Regents," he said. 
% Rep. R.B. McAlister of Lubbock, favoring the report, said if 
the buildingiuse fee were included in the state debt, "We won't 
be able to useTit later if it's needed." 
: CALLING BUILDING use fees a "backdoor tuition," State 
Sen. Lloyd Doggett of Austin opposed the minority report. He 
said, "It creates a substantial burden for parents and self-
supporting students to suddenly find fees raised without any 
legislative input." 
; .Doggett said Sunday the effect of the adopted provision would 
itl curr^t Wei bM^if d&rease or 
•h 
**be to keep the fee 
eliminate it. 
mW n ^ollowing th^w^fnywprt's defeat, tiep. DavidFlimey. _ 
Fc^t W<yth introduced aft-amendment that would limit state 
6.75 pm^nt of an individual's total income unie» ap­
proved by a two-thirds vote of the legiaiature. 
FINNEY SAID the plan would "stop and reduce unnecessary 
spending and tie the growth of state government to the.growth 
of the economy." 
Gov. Ronald Reagan of California attempted to implement a 
similar plan in his state, but it was defeated in a statewide elect" 
tion. 
Under Finney's amendment, each year the state comptroller 
would issue an official estimate of tbe anticipated revenue and 
the total personal income in the state. ; 
From this data the Legislature would determine the state 
budget. Legislators would be prohibited from making ap­
propriations dyer the estimated revenue unless it was approved 
by a four-fifths vote of the Legislature. 
REP. TERRY Doyle of Port Arthur attacked tbe amendment 
on this point, saying it gave the comptroller tbe power .to limit 
the Legislature. 
In its defense, Sen. Walter Mengden of Houston said the tax 
Ceiling would "encourage economic growth and increase bank ' 
Checks ratter than welfare checks." 
Rep. Caldwell said, "The people of California had the good. 
sense to realize they aren't clairvoyants. No person can predict * 
what will be needed five decades from now." 
•m After a motion to table the amendment failed'7840, the 
proposal itself was rejected 84-79. < 
Tuesday, when delegates say the Finance Article should be.^-
completed, Finney said he will move that his amendment be in^ t -
eluded as a separate item when the proposed constitution is *ub^ 
-
mitted to the voters. MA 
-
m 
Abtonto* balloting Will con­
tinue through Tu««day for tifM 
April 5 Austin School Board 
•lection. Friday will be the last 
chance . to vote absentoe for 
those students leaving Auttin 
for spring 'break. Amorig 
voting placot convonlont to 
students is the University State 
Bank^_Also, rogistration for the 
May 4 primary ejection will 
continue -throug î Wday at 
booths oh nmpuit  ̂
By CINDY HAYS 
Texan Staff Writer ' 
l Atty. Gen. John Hill ruled Monday that 
police may. give reporters access to 
offense reports so long as the information 
is not an infringement upon the right to 
privacy of those persons mentioned in the 
.  reports.  ; • /  
. Hill's opinion was termed a clarification 
of an earlier ruling in which he had said 
police were not required under a new open 
records law to allow reporters to see 
offense reports. 
^ The Jan. 15 ruling had been criticized by 
the press, since the information previous­
ly had been available. V 
HILL'S ORIGINAL decision was made 
when The Houston Post asked for the 
name, age, address, offense and disposi­
tion of the case in each arrest by airport 
security police. 
Hill- said records of law enforcement-
agencies that deal with the detection and 
investigation of crimes, and the internal 
records of those agencies which are main­
tained for internal use' are not matters of 
public record. 
In the new, more liberal expansion; 19111 
Jsaid although the report is confidential, , 
the information requested can be ex­
tracted from the police reports and releas­
ed to the press. 
THE NEW guidelines were based on 
what Hill called ''legislative intent"'. 
Reciting testimony before both a 
legislative committee last year and his 
opinion committee^ Hill said that 
legislators never intended to allow police/ 
to keep material secret they had normally 
given to reporters before the Texas Open 
Records Act was passed in 1973. 
However, Hill said an agency which did 
not release information before the 
passage of the act could not be forced to 
now.  ' v . . .  
The attorney general said the new 
clarification "doesn't benefit and doesn't 
hurt" the press. 
The opinion centers on- three main 
points: 
• Public disclosure of information must 
never violate a right of privacy or con­
fidentiality declared by the U.S. Constitu­
tion, the courts or other valid statutes. . 
• Except for documents that might 
' violate one's right of privacy, "the press 
may continue to be accorded access to 
records to which they were accorded 
access prior to the enactment of the Open 
. Records Act." 
• Tbe open records law exempts from 
compelled disclosure law enforcement 
agency records dealing with the detection 
and investigation of crimes. 
Hill will use the new guidelines to judge 
whether The Daily Texan has the right to 
inspect the budget and operations of the 
Special Services-Security Division (SSSD) 
of the University System polipe. 
, The Texan made the request last Oct. 1, 
but Hill delayed his ruling until the Post 
casejiad been.resolved. -
. Hill said the new interpretation could 
' have an "authoritative influence" on his 
decision, but the case will rest on whether 
' the ' University police had made the 
.'rt^ords availabie before the l973 act. 




- . With his face paintad rod, whit* 
. ; and blu* to symboliz* tho 
, ' American Hag, Gay 
'j' member WondoB Jono 
tho group's appficatien to i 
:k as a campus arganisati' 
p day with Edwin Price, 
| doan of students. Gay liberation 
| received permission to register as ' 
I an official student organisation 
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OMse Razing Continues 
Parts of Hunnicutt To Be Resold 
tt House was jnade of Wcfabmilk.exH«ss(ddis- Admit EDWARD 
JOHNSON 
.Texan Staff Writer 
smolition of Hunnicutt 
Ifyuse' continued Monday, 
slowed by the cold, damp 
wteather, Demolition 
Foreman Weldon Johnston 
said- * > • • &?.-
IWhen tw workers left Mon­
day, the windows, interior 
woodwork and most of the 
nqetal roof had been removed. 
•Explaining that his contract 
with Central Christian Church 
obligated him only to '.'(dear 
th£ area," Johnston said the 
p&rts of the house belonged to 
'•him. 
CENTRAL Christian, Ilia 
Guadalupe St., owns Hun-
ni'cutt House and began, 
demolishing the historic 
-structure Saturday..to make 
w^y for a parking lot and to 
Enlarge the xh,ur-c^'s 
playground. • <•/"" '  
Church board' chairman 
Tiylor Gaines has said the 
decision to tear down Hun­
nicu
because Preserve Austin, 
Irtc., which was planning to 
move the house, had failed to 
secure property for the 
relocation. go 
THE DEMOLITION  ̂will 
continue slowly because 
Johnston is trying to preserve 
as many: parts of the house as 
possible for resale to be used 
as ornaments on other houses, 
hp 
"Nearly all of the 
salvageable pieces of the 
house will "go 'olh other 
houses," Johnston said 
ONE MAN has 
interest in buying the attire 
two-story front porch, 
Johnston noted. 
He declined to predict how 
long the full demolition opera­
tion would take, saying only 
ebbervi le,  presse  ­
belief that the home could be 
moved-
SINCE ALL of the walls — 
interior as well as exterior 
were nude of thick stone and 
the floors were made of wood, 
he said Hunnicutt House 
might be too heavy to move. 
ittwg he had ant bees 
on the site dung the mor-
Johnston said he had 




protested the demolition 
Saturday. 
a 
TSP Panel Byes 
Alternatives 
• By MIKE POWERS 
Possible solutions to 
*8! 
the 
cut-off of mandatory lee hut-
ding for Texas Student 
Publications (TSP) were ex­
plored by the TSP executive 
committee Monday night. 
Recommendations will be 
that it could be done faster if presented to the full board in » 
he was not attempting to meetin8 at 7.30 pjm Tuesday as 
preserve individual parts of 
the building for resale. 
Johnston, head of 
Johnston's Building Materials 
in TSP Building 4.121 
Among suggestions adopted 
were three task force 
proposals by Dr. Richard 
C o - O p ' s  
Genera l  Book 
You To A 
S p e c i a l  
Of Grove 
B o o k  
w 
Invites 












Elun, a member of the TSP 
Board and of the e«s«t*ve 
body. 
First, he said, m lanestiga-
tion of the feasibility of in­
creasing the percentage of 
advertising material h The 
Daily Texan for additional 
revenue should he made. 
Second, he cootianed, the 
producer of a new scommc 
device (which allows a 
newspaper to go tram a com-
posedpage directly to printing 
plates, thus avotdung the ex­
pensive photographic plate-
negative process) shoriM be 
contacted. 
'Maybe we can pick up 
enough money on the sale of 
the "cameras and related 
platemaidTC equipment and 
elimination of personnel ex­
penditures to aid oar 
monetary problems," added 
Elan*, in reference to balan­
cing the const of -the new 
production device. 
Third, he said, other possi­
ble sources of income should 
be analysed, such as outside 
contract 
derived 
sonnel and equipment 
Other items on the board 
agenda include appointment 
of Mike Wilson, elected in the 
February TSP election, to till 
the Place 3 vacancy created 
by the resignation of Pam 
Mayo; selection of the BJH5 
Pearl editor; discussion of 
The University System's two-
page ad in Tin Texan Thurs­
day and possible appointment 
of a committee to consider 
changes in the TSP election 
code. 
0Tu 
BUMS run on Congress Avenue as driver contract is negotiated. 
Photo by foul Cat ape 
By LARRY ftANSEN — 
A wctkmd contract agree­
ment between city bus drivers 
of the Amalgamated Transit 
Union and the American Tran­
sit Co., parent company to the 
Austin Transit System, has 
removed a strike threat to 
(ktt Bams, secretary of 
the bus drivers" local, said 
Monday the new three-year 
contract was tentatively ap­
proved Friday and ratified by 
a vote of the membership Sun­
day night 
The old contract expires 
Monday. 
BARNES SAID im­
provements in working con­
ditions, wages, hours, holiday 
pay and vacations are some of 
the benefits derived by the 
employes of the Transit 
System through the new con; . 
tract • f • 
City Urban Transportation 
Director Joe Tonus was able 
to give some details on the 
contents of the contract. 
He said the transit workers 
will receive an average pay 
increase oi*il cents per hour. 
Transit employes, prior to 
the new contract, were given 
no overtime pay whatsoever. 
Under the new agreement, 
employes wiU receive" time 
and a half overtime pay after 
44 hours per week during the 
first year of employment. 
During the second year., 
workers will receive similar-
overtime pay after 40 hours of 
work per week. 
TERNUS SAID employes at 
pr&ent receive a one-week 
vacation after two years of 
49< 





*i* pW«lm« el $1 wr 
IMtKl MkHm »t 
litimtt InIii hi 
What are we 
gonna call 
the Co^Op's T-Shirt 
imprint 
& 
:A $20 gift certificate will go to the person who 
Scan come up with the winmng name for the 
•now defunct "Printing Press." 
ENTER NOW! 
Submit your entry to the 
souvenirs* department 
ballot box on the street 
- floor. Nothing to buy and 
. you need not be present to 
win. The winning entrant 
will be notified after Spring 
Break by mail. Contest Ends 
Sat., March 30. 
jrim, 
Hour Rnw 
Parking With $2 
Purchase or Mwt 
* The Latin American Policy Alternatives Group 
Presents a Public Forum on 
THE UNFINISHED REVOLUTION it 
The Mexirmn Revolution of 1912 left in its wake more than 60 years of 
privation for the country*s workers end peasants. What form has the 
growing economic dependency on the U.S. token? What reforms does the 
Echeverrie government offer? Whmt does the growing insurgency among 
the morkers end peasantry mean? •r^ 
Features speakers and subjects: 
Fernando Rello: Punto Critico - Mexico City; 'Workers 
Struggles in Mexico" 
Jorge Bustamante: "Reforms under Echeverria 
Government" 
Wilt# Convoy: X>U.S. Economic Domination of Mexico" 





employment. Under the new 
contract employes will be 
allowed a one-week vacation 
after one year of employment 
and a two-week vacation after 
the second year of employ­
ment. 
Transit employes will 
r^ejye Ifliree paid "holidays 
per year under the new agree­
ment; they presently receive 
none. Ternus added that 
employes who work on the 
new paid-holiday dates will 
receive time and a half over­
time pay. 
TRANSIT workers also will 
be allowed- to receive three 
days, of bereavement pay for a 
death in the family. , 
Ternus added employes will 
be given full jury pay instead 
of one-half pay as is the pre­
sent policy. 
There also will be an im­
provement in the company in­
surance plan. Ternus said the 
company will pay the full: 
premium for the system's in­
surance plan consisting of 
hospitalization protection and 
$3,000 in life insurance. 
Spurr Appoints 
Dr. John D. King, associate 
professor of special education 
and of educational ad­
ministration, was announced 
Monday as the new chairman 
of the University Department 
of Special Education, effec­
tive Sept. 1,1974. 
King has been acting chair­
man "since last July, when he 
replaced Dr. Jasper Harvey. 
King's appointment came 
as a result of a recommenda­
tion by the budget council and 
the faculty of the department 
to University President 
Stephen Spurr. 
HAMAGSHIMIM 
Student Zionist Movement 
JEWISHNESS TODAY: 
MUST WE FIT IN? 
Discussion on Assimilation, ancfafuture Co-Op 
EVERYONE INVITED! 
WED., MARCH 27. 7:30 p.m. 
1801 RIO GRANDE Apt. No. 106 
tor more info, call: ' 
GAIL 478-5332 ELUOTT 472-7493 



















Should Professors Be 
*Required To Submit To i 
{Teaching Evaluations 
per mo. 
NEW HOUSING POLICY!! 
DEXTER HOUSE 
1103 W. 24th 
OCCUPANCY ONIY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as^60 
Luxurious Private Rooms $ 1 nn 
I W per mo. 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas " •-
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby . 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
• Special Meal Contracts 
• Available At Madison House 
Now accepting fa It '74 Contracts 
^ ; for US. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St^i||i|| 
Mstisi «*•-*•»> •- <78-8914 
Coma See * Come Live 
$ $  
^ ̂  > 
fh 1974 Trtfc OAII Y TiaCA^  ̂
* 
i Union 334 
J Wed., 12:00 noon 









THE UNITED STATES AND THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY: PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE - V -T' 
An international conference. ^ 
Co-Sponsors: Center for European Studies 
and the International Studies P 
Location: Joe C. The 
Cental 





9 a.m.: , "The European Unity Movement." 
Participants: Guy Vanhaeverbeke 
(Common Market Information Ser­
vice), Werner Feld(LS.U. at NeW 
Orleans), Henry Bornamann (Ger­
man Consul General), Donald Haii-
cock (U.T.) , 
2 p.m. ^Atlantic Relations: The Uncharted 
. future" .. 
Participants: William Dutton (U S. 
• Department of State), Morris 
* " Adelman (M.l.T.V/ Claus Soensken 
i , /^German Embassy), R. de VVarren 
/ - ^French Consul General), Francis 
Beer (U.T.), George Hoffman (U.T.) 
J 






Paper, an Increasingly' 
scarce resource, is becoming 
- more financially feasible to 
p; recycle. Prices for ^waste 
/f paper are going up, according 
u to representatives of Capitol 
Paper Stock Company of 
Austin. Old newspapers now 
> ^ are worth $1.3§ oer 100 
^ pounds, , M® 
Capitol s monfMy"T;rartsjiCv 
tions include buying 1.7 million 
pounds of paper almonth, a 
company employe said Mon­
day. This figure is steadily ris­




because of the rising worth of 
waste paper, although most of 
the contributors are 
^ecological groups not in­
terested in the money to be' 
made." 
One such group is the Jester 
Ecology Club, now collecting 
approximately 1,000 pounds of 
newspaper a week from 
booths set up in Jester West. 
Club member Craig King said 
Monday the . amount of con­
tributed paper is rising. The 
club hbpes to join the Student 
Government Environmental 
** Protection Committee in its 
picked up when new editions 
are delivered. The old papers 
wolild then be £old, with The 
Texan receiving .the revenue 
"We'd like to put out 20 box­
es at first," Ms. Howell said, 
''and that would cost $350." 
She said Student Government 
planned on managing the pro­
ject first but found difficulty 
in obtaining a University vehi­
cle for pickups and deliveries. 
Currently, most used paper 
throughout the nation is not 
tuning recycled. 
^ Reports from the American 
Paper Institute show nearly 
half of the fibers used for 
paper and paper board 
production in 1971 came from 
.Reclaimed wastes. -
Approximately 2.2 million 
of the 30 million tons of paper 
- .consumed in the United States, 
'Af  
In 1070 were channeled back 
into paper manufacturings 
One possible use of waste 
paper is as a source of energy. 
One ton of shredded organic 
refuse has half the heat value 
> of a ton of coal, according to a 
report released by Lt. Gov. 
Bill Hobby. Using trash and 
garbage would save more 
valuable conventional fuels, 
- the report said. 





plans for recyclingThe Daily 
Texan. 
Chairperson Joy Howell and 
committee member David ^ 
Hollar as well as Texan A conference on "The 
Editor Michael Eakin and United States and the Euro-
Editor-elect Buck Harvey, pean Community: Prospects 




By ANNE MARIE KILDAY Discussion of trade and 
tariffs, as well as exchange, 
rates, dominated the panel' 
The city's new "park and 
ride" bus system - Monday 
carried only 36 North Austin 
commuters on its .first day of 
operation, Joe Ternus, direc­
tor of the Urban Transporta­
tion Department,-reported. '• 
The mass transit program 
.allows North Austin residents 
to park their cars at the Pox 
Twin Theater parking lot, 6757 
Airport Blvd., and ride ex­
press buses to the University, 
Capitol and downtown areas. 
The specially marked buses 
leave every 15 minutes or 
when filled between 7 and 9 
a.m. and 4 and 6 p.m. Fares 
are 30 cents each (correct 
change only) and transfers 
are issued upon request. 
Ternus predicted use will in­
crease as confidence in'the 
service grows. 
"Transit, riders in -Austin 
-have alwayS had a 'wait and 
see' attitude toward new ser­
vices, so today's turnout is 
really not unusual," Ternus 
said. 
"The cold weather was also 
a factor, because potential 
riders feared they would have 
to wait in the cold," he added. 
"Instead, passengers were 
able to park and board buses 
immediately," Ternus said. 
Taxicabs also 'will be 
available during the hours of' 
the "park and ride" bus 
system. Fares are $1 per per­
son and a minimum of four 
passengers per taxi is re­
quired. 
plan to meet with Texas Stu­
dent Publications General 
Manager Loyd Edmonds 
Tuesday. They will discuss 
possibilities of recycling The 
Texan on a permanent basis. 
"This plan could help The 
Daily Texan pay for itself, if 
Mr. Edmonds agrees to it," 
Ms. Howell said. "With the 
price of paper going up, the 
worst The Texan could do is 
break even." 
Tentative plans include 
recycling boxes set up beside 
present Texan boxes. This 
would enable ol^ papers to be 
for the Future" opened Mon- fj| The issues of East and West 
day and will continue Tuesday' " —'-*1 J 
discussion. 
at the Joe C. Thompson 
Conference Center. 
The conference, sponsored 
by the University's Center for 
European Studies, included 
two panel discussions Monday 
by national and international-< 
scholars. 
Dr. Ed Hewett, University 
assistant' economics 
professor, headed the first 
panel discussion, entitled 
"Economic Relations in the 
North Atlantic Area: Trade 
and Monetary,, Issues." 
vice, stressed the importance 
of the conference Monday. 
"The American public travels 
more than any other people of 
the world, yet they do not un­
derstand „their, role and 
relationship" to the rest of the 
world," Vanhaeverbeke said. 
economic relations and. the 
desirability and consequences 
of expanded trade between the 
United States and the Soviet.$L 
bloc were discussed at ar$|>' 
afternoon panel, directed by#!'. 
Alec Nove of Glascow Univer-; 
§ity in Scotland. 
•Jt The panel's topic, "Atlantic, 
'Relations with Eastern^ 
Europe and the Third World"'tv „. . . . 
also included discussions ot|.J4U °.^8 woney to 





For Study Center 
By STEVE ESTES 1 
A proposal asking, for a 
hudget of S%OOQ tft run an. 
International stumesCounsel^ 
ing Center was submitted by 
Student Government to 
University President Stephen 
Spurr Friday, Alan Beychok, 
chairman of the Student 
Government Education Com­
mittee, said Monday. 
"The International Studies 
Counseling Center would be a 
centralized facility that would 
distribute information on all. 
University programs with in­
ternational implication," 
Beychok said. 
The information bank of the 
center  would  inc lude  
programs operated by all 
American universities. There 
Eastern relations with Euro­
pean countries and the. effect 
of these relations on the 
^United States. 
^ Tuesday's panels will be 
"The  European  Uni ty  
Movement" at 9 a.m., led by 
Dr. M. Donald Hancock, 
University associate govern­
ment professor, and "Atlantic 
Relations: The Uncharted 
payment by April 12 to avoid a 
bar being placed on their 
preregistration material. 
To remove this bar, a stu» 
dent must first determine to 
which offices he owes money. 
Then he must go to each of­
fice, clear the debt and 
receive a clearance stamp on 
his course card. 
The stamped card should 
then be taken to the academic 
^%HP^rams-estabifsh^ty 
both American and foreign un­
iversities which have received 
University accreditation. 
A complete listing of all 
scholarships and foundation 
money grants  would  be  
available to students. The 
-center also, would have a 
profile of " all academic in­
stitutions worldwide and their 
respective specializations, 
Beychok explained. 
The staff would include a 
fulltime director of inter­
national studies, a senior staff 
secre ta ry  and  s tudent  
counseling and research 
assistants. : ? ? 
Center where a new. course 
sity geography professor. All issu^ff. ~ r 
panel discussions are open to Students.paying debts after 
the  publ ic .  Apr i l  23  »b1i t  be fore  
Pi, fife 
not spoakof reality 
It U a palnful fore* 
fallen 
-into shadow 
wii r' m 







JDjii dreary matquM 






th« lots of identity 
In such overwhelming 
'thallownos* 
b*re is light 
i which yields i\o illwrnln* t̂j<»r* 






"3 ̂  • 
wmt 
fn«ri and women 
walk and talk at the darkneu 
compasses them1 
they Test their familiarity 
longer recognising each ofho  ̂
IIP wt are creatures of the lighilj 
who lose all hope of fulflllmontfp 
when the darkness ondermlnes f̂ 
| our soul 
:my|py#,it Is not that I do not wan||: 
l̂ove you in times of sadneu; it i«feff 
^because I can not — wo are botK  ̂
* of the human condition ,̂ 
strangers they become 
• forbidding ,th* other the temptation  ̂
touehj* 




wm -c.d. pritchett 
in these melancholy days and weeks : 
we sacrifice butterflies and snakes t 
boddhisattvas in ehsorceled meditation 
military men in full regalia at attention 
little big horn replay resounding from 
we sacrmce snakes and butterflies ' 
children whispering a name inside their 
eyelid shows 
between commericals FDA sacrifice of 
> . y Jones-between-the-toes 
in these melancholy days and weeks 
we sacrifice butterflies and snakes 
t »^d. pritchett 
m 
m. 
.untH you can,no longer walk  ̂
Away 
the dilemma of dreams and reality. ,. 
' ' "And what do you do now7'0fl 
, * I carry a; plastic squirt gun|| 
Jt shoots small minded men only*#,: 
tomorrow, \ 
Austin comes of age, i 
and I am a young man 
Information concerning eon-  ̂
tributions to the weekly Ars Pootica 
column should bt directed to Molly 
Stafford, 471-4591. 
The Austin Committee on 
Foreign Relations'and the 
Texas Ex-Students' Associa­
tion held a reception Monday 
night for the participants in 
the conference. 
Guy Vanhaeverbeke, deputy 
director of the European 
Community Information Ser-
preregistration, which begins 
April 29, should keep their ^ 
paid fee receipts to obtain a 
new dean's course card At the 
Academic Center. 
Students can check their 
financial status by calling the 
Office of Accounting at 471-
1863. 






B i BETTY BELIEVES: 
• BiLingual, Tri-Cultural Programs now existing in the Austin Schools should be continued and 
broadened. , 
• Communication between students, teachers, administrators. Board and the Community must 
be emphasized and determinedly sought out. 
• Teachers deserve salaries that reflect their professional status and increase relative to the ris­
ing cost of living. 
• AISD Board terms of six years are too long. Shorter terms would create Board Members who 
are more responsive to the.needs and interests of the 9ommuriity. 
The School Board election is April 6, during spring break. VOTE ABSENTEE TODAY at 
University State Bank, 19th & Guadalupe, 8:00a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Betty is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin. For more information or to volunteer 
support, call 346-1312. 
J -  .  '  r  '  ,  '  '  Pd Pol Adv.bf Students for * ProgrmssJim R*Mponsib/mSchoot Board DavQuWck, co-nrdlnator,. 1908 West A v. Na 21. PrintodstThmOBi' tf Tmtsn. TSP Btdg.. Unfvmfty of Texas, Austin, Ttxm. 
...j DOBIE MALL 
No. 29 
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purchase over $10 




All you need is a thumb and this book and you're set 
for hassle-free adventure in all fifty states, Canada, and 
Mexico. Here's how to plan your trip, how to get further faster, 
when to refuse a ride, lists of hitchingand drug laws, mileage 
charts and maps, phone numbers to call for a place to crash,:. , 
and a lot more. Including what kind of reception you can 
expect in places from New Jersey (hostile cops) to California 
(beautiful everybody). 
THE HITCHHIKER'S FIELD MANUAL 
by PAUL DIMAGGIO 
$6.00 hardcover. $1.95 paperback W 
urn 
m \ ( fl % 





by JERRY SILVERMAN "" 
Introducing you, the entertainer. 
With this great new do-it-yourself 
niethod, you'll be playing "Nine 
Hundred Miles," : "John Henry," 
and more than 65 other favorites 
in no time at all (literally). The only 
step-by-step approach to the five-
string banjo, It hab been phenom­
enally successful in student work­
shops throughout the country, 
turning, thousands of ".listeners" 
Into banjo-pickin' perform«|ts. 
$8.95 hardcover, $3,"95 pa^rback 
" ' Si 
MacmUlan 
INTERNATIONAL 
SKIN CARE CENTER 
OUR SKIN LAYERING 
Using Organic Enzyme—No Chemicals 
Removes 
• ENLARGED PORES * SCARS 
• PITS < • WRINKLES 
• BLACKHEADS ^ • BROWN SPOTS 
• ACNE TYPE CONDITIONS 
OUR HAIR REMOVAL 
• NO NEEDLES • NO ELECTRICITY 
• FAST • PAINLESS 
• REDUCES HAIR BACK TO NORMAL 
OUR MUSCLE TONING 
r K • 
. SAGGING FACIAL MUSCLES 
OUR COSMETICS 1 ? " 
• ALLERGY FREE • EASY TO WEAR 
• ACCENTS YOUR NATURAL BEAUTY 
LAMAR VILLAGE SHOPPING 
fSSMmoa ITORTOLAMARSif# ' 
FOR COMRLIMENTARY SKIN ANALYSIS 
CALL 451-7811 MON. FRI., 9 5 
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 




Basically soft, feminine g^g 
and paslel...a polyester'^ 
shirt waist dress with* 
fr wide 1930's lapet^and |Hr ̂  1 
flared'' skirt. ^ In - pink,'-^^ 
yellow or green. Sizes 5- '' 
13, $24. 
t 
f - V  
ON-THE-DRAG 
240  ̂GUADALUPE 
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m Co/led Second Officer Spock to my cabin for a private conference this 
fevening regarding a decision mad* white we won temporarily detourod 
-through the unexpected opining of a space-timewarpin sector throe, and 
transported to Earth daring tho 20th Contury. ;£-' *?a; ",l 
f asked Spock why ho had trained our phaaonlftiiho'KogoMs' R» 
he Main Building of the University of Texas at Austin. 
<>rk^ Juki.. i.i_ /-..i.:. v:.L" The decision was a simple ono, Captain Kirk," said Spoek. iyOur T 
.efescanners revealed a series of gross injustices perpetrated by the ad-,i| 
. minjstrators of that Univorsity and formally approved in the Regents' Room. '; 
; Although our policy « not to interfere in terrestrial affairs of others unless 
our mission is jeopardized, I Mr that in this case some action was 
warranted. I directed a low-concentration i*Qm^n$^Jh§.<Meg 
Room during a monthly session of the board. o rnr  vni r rm p a ~3 
| You must pardon me this departure from protocol, Captam, said Spoc 
Wp ih^nir M 
IPf 
.—comment 
• f- i „ /; /-<- ': 
- ^ • fy', f lH 
^ : 
P/f 














Reforming the schools 
To the credit of UT students, the two sanest members of the Austin 
School Board, Carolle Keeton McCiellan and Gus Garcia, were elected 
with massive support in student dominated precincts. This spring's school 
board electioh presents an opportunity to elect additional sensitive 
representatives to four more plaices, giving progressives a 6-1 majority. 
Unfortunately, this slate of candidates is not as progressive as it could be. 
IN PLACE 1, Rev. Marvin Griffin is Mrs. Exalton Delco's chosen 
successor. Mrs. Delco was the "liberal" on the school board prior to the 
election of Garcia and McCiellan, but that is as informative as the fact 
that Les Gage was the "liberal" on Travis LaRue's City Council. Liberal 
is a relative term, and the new coalition that has recently emerged in 
Austin makes progressive politics a whole new ball game. 
Griffin has had close ties with Republocrat ex-Gov. John Connally, but 
it could be argued that Griffin's position as regent of Texas Southern 
University required staying on Connally's good side for the good of the 
school. Accepting that explanation, the question still remains whether a 
candidate can become truly independent just by declaring his intention to 
be so. 
THE PLACE 2 CANDIDATE, DeCourcy Kelley, is without a doubt the 
most attractive candidate gunning for any of the seats. She is a certified 
* teacher and has a record of community involvement going-baek to days 
when many of the present victories were hopeless dreams. We endorse 
D e C o u r c y  K e l l e y  w i t h  n o  r e s e r v a t i o n s .  '  ^  ' — ~  
Place 3 candidate M.K. Hagfe is an incumbent and therefore must share 
blame for the unresponsiveness of the present board. It is rumored that 
the developer also aspires to the office of president. It 
June Karp is running for Place 4, and it is extremely difficult to forget 
her work for Dick Nichols d&ring the last City Council election. Some of 
her past political associations raise the same sort of questions raised by 
Marvin Griffin's candidacy. Every candidate makes a pitch for the stu­
dent votev-and promises are cheap. How much weight should we give to 
past records? "SI':''' '. 
WE ENDORSE this slate with grave reservations: it looks like the best 
thing we dan do for Austin's schoolchildren at this time. These candidates 
have promised, if elected, to oust Will Davis, Roy Butler's handpicked 
successor to the presidency of the school board. They can also be expected 
to raise Austin's abysmally low teacher salaries. 
We must remember that Mayor Butler is partially responsibly for many 
of tire problems currently blamed otfDavis. Since ^54, every ifehobljte* 
trict in the nation has been on notice that racial segregation is a con­
stitutional no-no* Butler stood figuratively in the schoolhouse door until 
just before the court orders hit the fan and then moved.to his present posi­
tion, leaving Davis to catch the flak over the busing pseudo-issue. 
REBUILDING FROM THE BUTLER years will be a long process. We 
feel that cause will best be served at this time by electing Griffin, Kelly, 
Hage and Karp to the school board. There is much room for disagreement 
with this judgment, but there is no excuse for University students ab­
dicating their responsibility as citizens to help upgrade the quality of 
education in Austin. Vote your conscience. . : — S.R. 
- •  
if 
& 
At our own 
PWW0 By Roqyfy Wood If 
*••••••••••••••*••** •** 
^ By LYNDON HENRY 
the current attempt to restrict 
ridership on UT shuttle buses by checking 
IDs is not only a negative and shortsighted 
approach to the problem of bus over-, 
crowdedness; In this time of acute energy 
shortages and mobility crisis, it seems an 
utterly reckless action. The problems of 
relieving overcrowding, financing opera­
tion and defining rider eligibility can be 
solved in many more positive, alternative 
, ;ways. 
' Under no circumstances can such an ef­
fort to reduce ridership be condoned. 
Riders forced off the buses will turn to the 
only real alternative available to 
transport them to and from the University 
area — automobiles — thus wasting more 
fuel, increasing traffic congestion, exacer­
bating air pollution and further worsening 
the parking piroblem. The area to suffer 
most will be, of course, the University 
itself. ( 
Seeking an approporiate and positive 
solution, on the other hand, requires first 
recognizing that the shuttle bus system is 
not a dispensable frill or luxury, but rather 
vital to the very functioning of the Univer­
sity — keeping more than 10,000 cars a day 
out of the UT area. Environmental im­
plications of this magnitude furthermore 
demand that the shuttle bus system be 
regarded as an Austin necessity, not mere­
ly a plaything of the University. 
A proper response to the overcrowding 
uttlesystem 
!' ' m, \ V\ > - . • ippI 
GM says to it 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
® 1974, The Washington Post-King 
WASHINGTON - First they lured us 
into the suburbs, next they cut off our gas, 
and then we found out that Ford didn't 
have a better idea. In fact, neither it nor 
Chrysler nor General Motors had any idea 
at all. Just hang in there, ole buddy, and 
wait for 23-cents-a-gallon gas to return 
and the fins to grow back on the Cadillacs. 
One of the most telling points made by 
economic historian and committee assis­
tant counsel Bradford C. Snell in his sub­
mission of material to the Senate antitrust 
subcommittee is that Detroit's Big Three 
haven't had a technologically significant 
idea in 40 years. Reo introduced automatic 
transmission in 1934; Packard gave us car 
air conditioning in 1939; and outfits like 
Bendix and Motorola gave us such things 
as power brakes and the alternator. 
Monster, quasi-monopolistic cor­
porations have castrated themselves of all 
ptrwers of invention ; but even if a General 
Motors were able to come up with a good, 
new idea, they would suppress it. They 
have their money invested in the obsolete 
technology. Progress for us means reduc­
ed profits for them. 
Thus, while Honda takes an old idea like 
the stratified charge engine — invented in 
the early 1920s — and brings forth an 
engine which meets the needs of pure air 
standards, what do wie get from General 
Motors? Major breakthroughs like bashful 
windshield wipers that hide when they're 
not in use. . 
Backward march f-
Snell's account of General Motors and 
the diesel railroad locomotive is the case 
study of concentrated money and power 
forcing the adoption of an inefficient and 
backward technology. The only -thing the 
diesel locomotive had going for it was that 
GM, after having eliminated all but one of 
its competitors, makes 83 perclent of them. 
The diesel locomotive is dirtier, nosier 
and slower than an electric engine, it lasts 
only half as long, does one-third the work 
and costs three times as much. While 
railway systems in other parts of the 
world, were converting to overhead elec­
tricity, General Motors, Snell tells us, was 
using its power as the single-largest 
freight shipper to make already elec­
trified American roads abandon a superior 
technology for its diesels. 
Even when an important innovation is 
readily available and has been mandated 
by law, the great corporations may simply 
tell the authorities to go shove it. This has 
been the experience that San Diego County 
had with its gasoline vapor ordinance. 
Surprising as it may be to us layman, 
problem would first of iUte Daseif dn the 
principle that current patronage levels 
must be maintained. If this requires ad-
ding more buses to solvie crowding, then 
additional buses must be purchased or 
leased. Furthermore, City of Austin 
emergency financial assistance could be 
sought — in fact, should have been sought 
months ago — to cover these additional 
costs of obtaining and operating more 
buses. But we have been informed that no 
such effort has been made, "phe University 
has continued to regard the. shuttle bus 
system as its inviolable domain. 
Such emergency funds from the City of 
Austin could be requested on the grounds 
that a certain number, (to be estimated) of 
nonstudent shuttle passengers are com­
muting to and from the University area, 
and that this transit usage constitutes an 
over-all benefit to the city and should be 
supported. Our preliminary , information 
indicates that, at most only four ad­
ditional buses wou$|e need^jglpjlp} 
' morning peak use^-i - • • 
Such a solution would be, however, only 
a temporary measure. For student riders 
to pay a mandatory fee while others do not 
is certainly unacceptable. Clearly, a more 
equitable means of financing shuttle 
operations is ultimately necessary. It is 
probable, however, that a truly definitive 
solution will require the completion of the 
upcoming regional transportation study, 
in which a citywide pirepaid-fare system 
and other possibiliities will be explored. In 
the interim, city funding to help keep the 
status quo — i.e., to keep nonstudent 
riders on the buses and out of cars — 
should be pursued. 
These problems could be substantially 
ameliorated through a coordinated city-
University program of augmenting the 
shuttle bus fleet, expanding hours, reduc-
it's a fact that the va^rslost injransferr- -ng ^ introducing operational 
mg gamine fr^tra^te^tOTage^iJ^^ init^atfons.' For ^example, bus-only ianes 
-truck-to-gas station -to-car constitute a CQ^ ^ demarcated on^iH 35 frontage 
major source of hydrocarbon air pollution. 
By "recapturing these vapors, it appears 
that the 1976 air pollution standards may 
be met without spending money for 
special equipment on our cars. This might 
crimp GM's strategy for making money 
off of unnecessary air pollution devices, 
but the vapor-recapture equipment exists. 
It is for sale and for several years has 
been required by San Diego law. 
There are endless numbers of promising 
possibilities for solving our problems. 
Many should be perfected, but few are 
likely to be put into general use. Not when 
you have the oil-auto-rubber combine able 
to creat an untouchable federal highway 
trust fund to pay for $156 billion dollars in 
roads; while we have to beg donations 
door-to-door to pay for the disease the cars 
on them cause. 
On Behalf of The Daily Texan 
And Student Government 
Noon on the Main Mali 
m 
*« > ' 
. The current student services funding controversy, the nuclear power 
plant fight, the hassle over the West Austin street plan, all underscore the 
need for students to register and vote in Travis County. Austin is where 
we pay taxes and where decisions dre made that most affect the quality of 
"our lives. ' • . 
* REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS have until April 3 to get registered 
~if they want a say about which candidates will represent their respective 
parties in the general election, as well as a ticket to their precinct conven­
tions. 
- The Student Council for Voter Registration is sponsoring four tables on 
campus where voters can sign up. Locations are the Main Mall, the West 
Mall, 24th and Speedway Streets and in front of Jester Center. Registered 
voters may change precincts if they bring their registration certificates 
to-these locations; new voters need only ah Austin address. School boards, 
city councils, county commissioners, state and national leaders will be 
elected whether students vote or hot. We ignore these elections at our 
peril. — S.R. 
La Raza Shuffle 
t' 
Democrats have their Sharpstown, Republicans have their Watergate, 
and now Raza Unida has — what shall we call it? — the South Texas Shuf­
fle. • . . • /, — 
RAZA "UNIDA FOUNDER Jose Angel Gutierrez is running for county 
judge down in Crystal City and is, according to several sources, somewhat 
hacked off that he has drawn opposition jn his own party primary. The 
Texas Observer reports that Gutierrez "arranged for the county chair­
man to. be out of town around filing time. When his opponents tumbled to. 
that one, they mailed in their filing applicatins, but lo, the county chair­
man then discovered that they had included four words too many in the 
loyalty oath ... So sorry, said the chairman, these applications are in­
correct and I can't possibly, accept them." 
Members of the dissident faction, calling themselves La Raza Libre, 
took these shenanigans to court and won a place on the ballot. Attempted 
election rigging are nothing new is South Texas, but we had hoped that the 
early victories of Raza Unida Party meant a change in the system rather 
than just a change of its operators: ' 
THESE LATEST REVELATIONS come on top of long standing charges 
that Raza Unida Party tqok Republican mohey to torpedo McGovern in 
1972. The pay-off accusations have been met with shrill denials, but no one 
has yet explained why Republicans should lie to each other in internal 
memoranda uncovered during the Watergate investigation. Beside*, if 
. Gutierrez took no money for the numbers he did on McGovern, then the 
Republicans should have reported his speeches as campaign con­
tributions. , 
We supported several Raza Unida candidates in 1972 and will probably 
support steveral more this year, but if Raza Unida Party organizers hope 
#yer • '. "nojofere*- "-'disaffecltiit;' 
.progressives chastize the Democrats, they had better clean up their act. 
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firing line 
Free 
To the editor: 
I do not doubt that the recent regents' 
move on funding The Texan is intended to 
stifle opposition. However, I believe that 
you are making a grave mistake in 
fighting for continued compulsory fee type 
support. Under current law, 'money 
collected by the state (read: regents) is 
state (read: regents') money. He who 
pays the piper calls the tune. 
It's unrealistic to expect the regents to 
cheerfully fund their opposition. As long 
as they control the purse strings, fights 
over funding, the editor, etc. (i.e. control) 
are inevitable. 
" The Daily Texan is currently a free 
press only by permission of the regents. It 
will be a truly free newspaper only when it 
collects all its own funds. Subsidies are 
shackles. 
When you go over to a subscription 
basis, count me in for a subscription. 
Robert K. Szabo 
Linguistics 
Poll the people 
To the editor: 
On behalf of the student body of the 
University of Texas (a popular phrase 
these days), I wish to thank the student 
leaders, the state legislators and the 
various faculty members for their.voteof 
confidence on the matter of voluntary fun­
ding of certain student activities. Implicit 
in the argument that voluntary funding of 
Student Government and The Daily Texan 
will kill these "institutions" is the 
assumption that students will not volun­
tarily fund these activities. On one hand 
you extoll the wisdom and maturity of the 
student vote and demand a greater voice 
for students in everything form local to in­
ternational politics. Yet, you have no con­
fidence that the same wisdom and maturi-
ty will continue to support your obviously 
"necessary?' organizations, 
It is assumed that the students are not 
mature enough, responsible enough or in­
telligent enough to financially support 
such worthy and essential causes; At 
least, the student controllers of Student 
Gpvernn^ent and The Daily Texan 
proclaim/ themselves to be worthy and es­
sential. Their statements, however, ex?. 
hibit the fear that their own perceptions of 
worthy and essential are not shared by the 
student body. Perhaps it-is time to deter­
mine how the students really feel. The stu­
dent leaders should welcome the chance to 
solicit the feelings of all the students, un­
less they fear the students' verdict. 
William Kazmann 
i Graduate Student 
Puppets all 
To the editor: 
Friday the Texan quoted Regent Jenkins ' 
Garrett as saying "students are directing 
this (protest) at the wrong people ... All 
( we did was approve the recommendation 
of the administration." At last a regent 
has admitted publicly what was obvious 
before, that the regents are puppets of 
Frank Erwin and Charles LeMaistre. If 
Regent Garrett is not willing to take 
responsibility for his voting record he 
should resign. But, alas, he would'just be 
replaced with another Erwin yes-man. 
Dick Shocket 
Graduate Student 
SUN meets tonight 
To the editor: 
Save University Neighborhoods will 
meet tonight (Tuesday.March 26) in Union 
Building 315. " j 
Topids of discussion will be the city utili­
ty rebate system and the appointment of a 
SUN member to the Landmark Commis­
sion established by the historic zoning or­
dinance. 
All interested persons are invited to at­
tend. • ^ 
. . • Save University Neighborhoods. 
Where'«Flemiiis? 
ft the lllff''B? 
/ I've just got home from attending the 
noon rally on the Main Mall.^t this rally I 
heard student body presiden^Sandy Kress, 
Texas Editor Michad 'EakiU, former 
President ^eff Jones, and several others 
speak out'Oit the seriousness of the latest 
regents' (Erwin's) attempt to silence The 
Texan and the Student Government 
But onejjrominent person was mteslng. 
Where was Frank Fleming? As the 
president-elect for next year, the decision 
of the regents more adversely affects him 
than Sandy Kress or Jeff Jones. I can't 
help but recall ohe of Fleming's campaign 
handouts, "Frank Fleming — he cares." 
What does he care about? Surely not the 
students or he would have been at the ral­
ly. Maybe Frank Senior hadn't given 
Fleming his instructions yet? If this is the 
kind of president we're going to have next 
year, then Erwin was right in cutting the 
funds to the Student Government. 
Richard Carter 
Mechanical Engineering 
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roads and other thoroughfares. Devices 
enabling bus drivers to remotely control 
traffic lights could be installed.' Some 
ramps to and from IH |15 could be 
allocated for bus-only suse {perhaps via 
control gates, a procedure now under way 
in Dallas). These measures,, too, could 
qualify for federal funding. 
As a solution, the changes in operational 
structures and methods suggested herein , 
could be a means of preserving and of­
ficializing what can only be considered a 
transit planner's dream — a 
spontaneously-created, Successful park-
and-ride operation. This process would in­
clude purchasing land; grading, paving 
and marking spaces ; and perhaps erecting . 
suitable waiting shelters. Moreover, such 
improvements may well also qualify-for 
funding by the U.S. Departments of 
Transportation and of Housing.and Urban 
Development. 
There are solutions 
Full coordination with the citywide tran­
sit system could be of decisive advantage 
for University area commuters. One 
possibility (short of an across-the-board, 
citywide prepaid system) would be for UT 
commuters to ride free on all Austin Tran­
sit buses by showing a prepaid pass or stu­
dent ID. Revenues currently paid by the 
University to the Austin Transit System 
could be applied to support this service. 
Perhaps the most substantial improve­
ment of all, however, vtould be effected by 
installation of the rapid transit line 
(CARTRANS) proposed by our association 
in a preliminary study last summer, and 
currently being evaluated by regional 
planners. CARTRANS electric trains, 
operating in a tunnel through the central 
area, could provide fast, frequent, 24-hour 
service, free of exhaust* pollution and 
noise, at an operational cost of ap­
proximately $6 per year. per Austin 
household. Campus subway stations at 
21st and 24th and Speedway Streets would 
be linked to outlying parking facilities. 
These and other proposals for improving 
the UT shuttle system and transportation 
to, from, and within the University area 
will be forwarded to appropriate^ 
authorities. We invite those who are con­
cerned with furthering such im­
provements to assist and join'us. 
Lyndon Henry is executive director of 
the Texas Association for Public 
Transportation. 
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By BOB E. SCHUT2 
Austin, as #e all koow, Is 
blessed wifti numerous 
stately, trees of various 
species, many of which 
grow in areas, adjacent to 
creeks. Aware of the 
natural beauty along these 
creeks and hoping to 
preserve it, city officials 
have classified many of 
these creeks as greenbelt 
areas. 
Their concern for this 
preservation ha* been 
demonstrated by the re­
cent "Think Trees Week" 
which included a contest to 
find the largest trees in 
Austin and by the passage 
of the new creek or-
dinance. And Howard 
Ferguson has proposed a 
tree ordinance which 
would further aid in the 
preservation efforts. 
Even with all the con­
cern for Austin's trees and 
creeks which has.° been 
demonstrated by citizens, 
trees on soil pedestals 10 
feet high and 10 feet in 
diameter adjacent to. a 
creek seem to mock this 
concern. Certainly the tree 
shown in the photograph at 
right is not "in a position of 
esteem" as Webster's Dic­
tionary defines pedestal. ; 
And others 
The pedestal tree and 
others in a similar situa­
tion can be found along a 
section of Big Walnut 
Creek in Northeast Austin, 
approximately 2,000 feet 
upstream from the U.S. 290 
iSliifcsowr 
These trees have resulted 
from the construction of an 
earthen levee and 
associated channeling vin 
the adjacent creek. "j\ 
Monnessoo and Company 
of Dallas, developers for 
Chimneyhill, constructed 
the levee to protect' 
dwellings to be built within 
the 25-year flood plain. 
To alleviate potential 
flooding of,residents across 
the creek from^fe 
Chimneyhill because of the?Si 
wereS' 
' Mfc 
levee, tons of soil 
removed in the creek area. . 
However, on May 8,1973,ME 
the City of Austin Planning  ̂
Commission considered  ̂
the proposed channeling 
and prohibited the cutting  ̂
of any trees over 10 inches*!® 
in diameter in the channelf^Wj Even with the new creek 
city with trees 
pedestals?" 
Health and welfare 
Thenew creek ordinance  ̂
states the concern for 
creeks quite well: 
waterways have long beetf  ̂
corridors of natural beautj|| 
and their existence ha: 
greatly contributed to th< 
attractiveness of the com,,,, 
munity, to the economic ,̂ 
value of the land, and to thei ;:v 
health and welfare of its;*y 
Citizens. The aforemene  ̂r 
tioned rapid growth and 
development has. not'only 
created drainage and 
flooding difficulties, but -
has also resulted in un­
necessary destruction of 







trees ̂  area. 
have frornva 
the levee construction, the^T 
channeling and .the "tree's 
.intention requirement. 
The pedestal trees are ̂  
profoundly symbolic of the,,-
conflicts of interest whichr 
will inevitably arise ii£ ' 
applying Austin's new7  ̂
qreek ordinance. With th$;?u 
niew federal legislation  ̂ ' 
regarding flood insurance,'• 
it is likely that levee con- -
struction and the 
associated creek channel- * 
ing Will become more com-
monplace in flood-prone 
areas. In attempting to 
maintain some semblance 
of naturalness in our 
creeks, will Austin become 
ordinance and particularly 
with the federal flood in­
surance legislation which 
restricts construction 
within the 100-year flood 
plain, it is false to believe 
that the natural beauty of 
our creeks is completely 
protected. Even with this 
legislation, it is possible to 
change the location of the 
flood plain through levee 
construction. 
But always 
with such a change is the 
necessary channelization 
for the waterway to carry 
the same amount (or 
more) of floodwaters that 
it carried prior to levee 
construction. The deter­
mination of whether such 
m 
• By vCnVIl 
'as 
ftr JAMES MEADOW*, OmldeSigihatttils^iees* f^r Student Government 
"I* to 13,325 students opposing the.̂ - not even a majority: 
KEITH FRA2ER i. mandatory fee, we don't see^Furthermore, -27.3 percent of 
how Editor Eakin has ttepl^vjthe students thought it stamra 
this past semester. y£be financed optionally and 15.5 
Mr. Franks went on ta;^percent felt the University 
justify the mandatory fee by' 'shouldn't collect any fete for 
stating that the majqrity (55.8,v .̂ Student Government. >; 
percent) of the student body  ̂ The United States ConstltuN 
approved of it. If 55 percent of /tion guarantees every citizen 
the people in the United States  ̂Ith* freedom to aissociate with 
wanted to draft you to fight in 'whom and in the manner they 
Vietnam, would that make it, choose. It also provides that 
is time to commend 
Board of Regents. They have 
just put Student Government 
and The Daily Texan on a 
positive optional, check-off 
basi&rdSb longer will anyone 
be forced to finance the ac­
tivities of the political hacks 
Student Government nor 
will we be forced to pay for 
The Daily Texan — right? If students want to pay Ano person should unjustly be atill WfiiiA am # im ... \ "5^ 9Jik-* LI. 
An exalted tree at Chimh&yhtil. Vt 
•{?> • ifipt I 
"Channelization is an 
^'unnecessary destruction 
of the natural and 
traditional character of the 
waterways" will be dif-
> ficult and will most likely 
be a problem- which recurs 
often. 
; The individuals who 
' worked toward the crea­
tion of the creek ordinance 
should.be commended. It is 
a necessary: first step in 
the preservation of our 
creeks. Perhaps the next 
more 
'PS® 
step is in the area, of 
severely limiting 
channelization. It is doubt­
ful that both channelization 
and preservation of natural 
beauty can ever be com-
•• patible. 
Bob E. Schutz is an assis­
tant professor of aerospace 
engineering and engineer­
ing mechanics and 
member of the steering 
committee of the Walnut 
Place Neighborhood 
AssociatioiS^SiWS '̂ 
still have the option. 
Young Americans^ for 
^Freedom and other groups 
have long maintained that 
these mandatory fees be 
abolished. The regents' action 
Of March 15 comes as justice 
and equity for many students 
— not as an attack;of freedom 
as stated by its opponents. 
Michael Eakin,..supposedly 
a defender of individual 
freedom, opposes the regents* 
decision. He believes people 
should be forced to finance 
opinions they oppose or don't 
even bother to read. We dis­
agree. 
Eakin quoted the TSP 
manager, who said he "thinks 
The Texan could survive a 
'derived of his property. It 
(naturally follows that no per-
for The Texan, let them, but 
don't'force us to. 
Sandy Kress also opposed' ^s°n should be forced to sup-
the regents'vote. He defended ̂  port political views they op-
his stand' by saying the AP08®-
current system "is legal." If Why should Student Govern  ̂
legality a substitute fot' ment and The Daily Texan be 
morality? Defenders of the^J-exempt from these absolutes?* 
Student Government man*'*\Now, because of the regents'! 
datory fee claim that "the' "decision, the students at UT 
students need a voice" and are again free to voluntarily 
/'Student Government must - support or not support these 
exist to help the students." %^'two campus activities which 
If the students want thigthey may or may not bfelieve 
benefits, they can voluntarily in. 
pay for it and we'll see 
EXACTLY how much the 
students really desire Student 
Government. It seems Mr. 
Kress gets fidgety when his 
If the Texan and/or Student 
Government dies, so be it. The 
regents will not have dealt the 
final blow. They will die 
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An obsession for destruction 
fhi 
To the editor: 
Standing in front of Hun-
nicutt House Sunday it 
became very obvious to me 
why the members of the Cen­
tral Christian Church 
developed an obsession to 
destroy their next-door 
neighbor (Hunnicutt House) : 
jealousy. 
"Thou Shalt Not Covet," yet 
 ̂ standing between Hunnicutt 
House and the church, there is 
a tendency to draw a com­
parison betwedn the .warm, 
magnificent beauty of the 
Hunnicutt House and the'all-
too-familiar sterility of the 
Central Christian Church. -
It is with a callous 
desregard for anything 
beyond the haughty 
maintenance of its "image" 
that the Central Christian 
Church has hypocritically pur­
sued this obsession with the 
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WMl of Lamar) 
\ 
mark; it makes me sick. >  ̂
* Dean Ornish 
Senior, General and Com-
' parative Studies 
year." The Texan will only is put to the real test. 
survive as long as enough In Mr, Franks' article, he 
students believe it (s worth refers to last semester's poll 
buying — and on a com- when only 46.1 percent of the; 
petitive basis like all other students approved mandatory! 
papers. 
A willing majority A 
Jeff Franks said in an arti­
cle on Page 2, "the regents' 
will be going against the 
wishes of the majority of the 
students if they pass a 
proposal making. The Texan 
tee.opttonal.', If UiUl 18 inte', 
then we submit that .The Tex­
an will have no trouble getting 
their "majority" to fund the 
paper. 
Mr. Franks also said that a 
recent poll showed that 24.2 
percent of the students 
believe the fee should be op­
tional and 8.6 percent of the 
students maintain The Texan 
should not be supported by 
any fee collected by UT at all. _ 
Student Government's worth V ficlency and unpopularity with, 
the students: the very group 
they purport to serve. 
James Meadows and Kelw 
' Fraser are members of Young 
1 AmericanaJorFreedom^^pl 
FIRST HOU SWOOP IN 
ALL THE l'S....TH£N HIM 
POP <N ALL THE DOTS.,.. 
!. At vAr.-l*. <r * i.'A 
IF THEf cowe 01 -̂ EVEN, 




QrOSSWOrd PUZZIQ Answer to Yesterday's Puzzie 
a 





6 Tropical fruit 
12 French 
plural article 
13 Son of Adam 







21 River In Italy 
22 Native metal 
23 Preoositlon 




31 Indefinite ar-• 
tide 
32 Temporary ; 
bed 
33 Insect 




38 Sick r; 
39 Cure 
40 Speck 













64 8ea eagle . 
W Sharp pain < 
90 Waste metal 
. 67 Oepoait. 
DOWN 
: 1 Fish sauce 
2 Outfit 




6 Itemize ( i 
7 Incline 
8 Refuse 
9 Southern " 
cuckoo 
10 Sesame J 
11 Dutch town 
17 A continent 
(abbr.) 
19 Conjunction 







28 Poker st̂ k? 
,29 Man's-
nickname, * \ 
iiDQ mHEnra nraa 
rjBB nmraBB aaa; 
HOHQrfl BBSSHBH' 
HBliSE SQBSHH •MM BIDE [IS 
••• ••• QSHEH 
ranbh una •huq 
BSB 
•an ciBrn amto 
C0QHB BSdESS 
GHSBEas BEnaa 
rass BQHBB BSD 
HEW I3I3BHH BHB 
30 Stitch 
32 HaiUng 





























48 Period of time 
49 Study 









































MOM & DAD... 
WHAT GOOD DOES THAT DO YOU 
AS A STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
TEXAS? 
HERE/ YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO ELECT AAEMBERS OF THE TEXAS 
LEGISLATURE WHO WILL REPRESENT YOUR UNIQUE INTERESTS AS A 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT. FOR EXAMPLE, LLOYD DOGGETT WAS 
RECENTLY ELECTED TO THE STATE SENATE WITH STRONG STUDENT 
SUPPORT. HE HAS PLEDGED TO BLOCK, THE REAPPOINTMENT OF 
FRANK ERWIN. V S>C 
DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO VOTE 
FOR CANDIDATES RESPONSIVE TO 
STUDENT INTEREi 
DEADLINE FOR MAY 4 ELECTION 
FRIDAY I 
I' ̂  
fr NUPTIAL NUGGETS 
One-of-a-kind 14 karat yellow gold nugget 
^Wedding bands. Center of each ring is \ 
inlaid with genuine gold nuggets. -;' 
A. Bridegroom's, $190.00 
SB. Matching bride's, $190.0Q ,'HA; 
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J SPONSORED BY STUDENT COUNCIL FOR VOTER REGISTRATION . 
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By ED DALHEEM 
Texan Staff Writer J 
If the TCU tennis team Was 
r^n^inu ^ Barren is asked is, "Have 
^ a V°ur Payers improved?" 4 tough afternoon at 2 p.m. ... ,_jt 
iiesday at Penick Courts. : , 
_  _  . . .  >  ^ p r o v e d , '  h e  s a i d .  I  d i d n t  s e e  
"them play last year, but peo-
1^::as. coach, possesses pie that saw them say they are 
vm- '."a ^distinguished C6>ll6gi3t6v hehar atiH cinno fho hoainniln  ̂
Houston, 7-0 but stands 7-2 ott ^plast Weekend in the Rice In-
the year in dual matches. lactational, butWoods is confi-
The inevitable question that dent ̂  teamwfll^ continue 
i iM' t 
m 
fc. ~*i * 
amateur and professional 
flaying record; Bartzen was 
undefeated in 90 collegiate 
matches at William and Mary. 
He was also undefeated in 15 
'jDavis Cup matches and serv­
ed as nonplaying captain for 
'-ihe I960 team.. Bartzen also 
»as ranked in the top 10 
lationally from 1953 until 
.962. His. list of awards and 
itles is lengthy. 




^k^doesn't have much mote than 
ood facilities and a dis­
tinguished coach. The Horned 
Frogs finished the Southwest 
Conference last season in an 
undisputed last place. The. 
Jrecord 042. That was one 
'less win than the team got the 
"year before. 
| Bartzen inherits the same 
group of players that par­
ticipated last season plus 
• freshman Jack Irvine," who 
I will play No. 4 against Texas. 
:..TCU was shut out in its only 
ISWC match of the season by 
playing. w^ll in £tsr dual 
matches. "We jvst haven't 
-made the adjustments in tour­
naments. We play better in 
dual matches than when we 
are separated all over, the 
court and playing different 
teamsv" Woods said. 
Woods thinks that the team 
will be able to rebound from 
last weekend and regain their 
confidence' and morale. "We 
is 
better and si ce the beginning 
of this season they have im* 
proved," Bartzen said. 
Two of the main problems 
with the TCU tennis program 
has been scholarships an<f 
coaching. They had been play-/;<realize that we have to win 7-0 
ing without a fulltime coach, 
bat the hiring of Bartzen is a 
big erasure of that problem 
and next season TCU will give 
its first three tennis 
scholarships. TCU is current­
ly the only school in the SWC 
without tennis scholarships. -
In addition to Irvine, TCU 
will play John Popptell, Jim 
to stay in the SWC race, 
.Woods said. "I don't think 
there has been any loss of 
morale." 
The Texas lineup mil be. 
Dan Nelson, Stewart Keller, 
Gonzalo Nunez, Graham 
Whaling and senijjr^ Jin^g 
Bayless. - ^ 
New coach or not, it looks •• 
like TCU will continue its 
string of losing seasons which 
began in 1948 and was in-, 
terrupted only once, wheil ; 
they finished third in 1949 with 
a .722 winning percentage.' 
> Texas! Monday after­
noon baseball 
doubleheader with the 
Hansen, Max Falls and Cli^ . . University of Minnesota at 
Gridley, in that order. 
TCU's new-found interest in 
its tennis program is not much 
of a threat to Texas, at least 
not this year. "He'll 
(Bartzen) make them better 
tennis players, but I don't 
think he'll make enough 
difference as far as turning 
the team around," Texas 
Asst. Coach Dave Woods said. 
Texas was disappointing 
Clark Field was canceled 
because of the un­
seasonably Cold weather 
and wet grounds. 
The two teams will play 
a 1 p.m. doubleheader 
Tuesday, weather permit­
ting. 
• Minnesota, last year's 
Big 10 champion, was rain­
ed out of a Sunday 
D & M Volkswagen Repair 
' SPECIALS 
BRAKfc* 
Replace Brake Shorn on All-
4-Wheels. Twn Drums and 
Repack Wheel Beeringa 
Disc Brakes EXTRA 
ALIGNMENT 
Align Front End 
Balance Rent Tire* 
•12.50 
: Align Rear End _ 
DalcTnceKear Tires' 
*12.50 
MAJOR ENGINE TUNE 
*18.00 
Parts and Labor 
WARRANTY 
and Labor 
Type IV's and 1972 
Type H's extra 
Factory Trained Mechanics 
MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD 
836-4480 
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 7 a m. to 6 p.m. 
611-C Wert Powell lane 
UT Interaction Committee 
invites you to an 
INFORMAL 
with 
Ambassador Ed Clark 
Member, UT Board of Regents 
Texas Union 213 Tues., March 26 1:30-2:30 p.m. 
Austin's Finest Italian Restaurant 
GRAND OPENING! 
A Rear Treat For Those Who 
Love Homemade Authentic 
^ Italian Food 
Sorving. Spaghetti - Pizza - Lasagna 
23 Wiiies and Imported Beer 
W / SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE - SICILIAN PIE $ 
LUNCH 
DINNER 
11:30 - 4:30 
14:30-9:30 
GREAT PIZZA 9:30-1:00 a.m. 
Marti'Is Italian Restaurant 
727. West 23rd 
V 
• doubleheader in Seguin 
against Phillips University•; 
of Oklahoma, i *} „ 
The Gophers of veteran 
Coach Dick "Chief" 
Siebert have only two 
starters returning from a 
team that went all the way : 
to the College World Series 
; last year. 
Siebert misses out-
' fielder-pitcher Dave Win-
field most of all. Winfield, 
i who received pro-contract 
offers in baseball, basket­
ball and-football, is playing 
for the San Diego Padres of 
the National League as an 
outfielder. 
The Gophers probably" 
will be led this season by a 
strong pitching staff which 
includes junior Ken 
Herbst, sophomore Steve 
Comer and seniors Robert 
Turnbull and Denny Allar. 
—Texan Staff Photo by David Newman r 
Si * One of Many 
Texas'leftfiela^r ferry Pyka slidesacross with one of the the SWC behind'Texas A&M, was forced to cancel a 
46 runs the Longhorns scored in a three-game sweep doubleheader against the University of Minnesota Tues-
.. over SMU during the weekend. Texas, in second place in day because of cold and wet grounds. 
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) 
— Heavyweight champion, 
George Foreman weighed a 
hefty 224% pounds, and Ken 
Norton scaled 212% Monday 
at weigh-in ceremonies during 
which Norton refused to lend 
the champion a pair of trunks. 
Norton has weighed in for 
Tuesday night's 15-round title. 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE"PRACTICE 
\ :'-x ' OF , . 
PSYCHIATRY 




BY APPOINTMENT 2200 GUADALUPE, SUITE 221 
476-8217 
IFYOUINIEETA 
HORNY BULL ON AN 
fight and was leaving when 
Foreman, who had arrived for 
the weigh-in without a pair of 
trunks, said: 
"Hey, man, I gotta borrow 
ydur trunks." 
' "Man, you're not gonna get 
mine," replied Norton, who 
later told newsmen: "He'sthe 
heavyweight champion. He 
-ought to have^a whole factory 
""full " 
It was the only exchange 
between the two fighters. 
Meanwhile, the squabble 
over fight officials continued 
with Foreman's manager, 
Dick Sadler, insisting on a 
North American referee and 
the Venzuela Boxing Commis­
sion standing firm to appoint 
Venezuelans as the two judges 
and referee. 
Foreman is rated a 3-1 
favorite to make a second 
successful defense of the title 
he won Jan. 22, 1973, at 
Kingston, Jamaica, when he 
smashed Joe Frazier to the Inglewood, Calif. 
floor six times in less than two . ' The challenger from Car-
rounds. 
5 ? Foreman said he expected a 
tough fight but that he was 
ready last week arid that it 
didn't matter what he weigh-
son, Calif., also counts a split-
decision victory, over Ali on 
his 30-2 record, with 23 
knockouts. ' 
• • • 
Joe Louis arrived Monday 
and took only. 16 seconds of The Foreman-Ndrtoii fight 
. reflection to predict that Ken 
ud torium beginning at 8 heavyweight crown from 
p.m. Tuesday.. Tickets are 
priced at $5, $6 and $7 and 
students may purchase tickets 
at a $1 discount at the Univer­
sity Co-Op. All seats are-
reserved. 
ed because he was fit. 
Norton, who at 28 is three 
years older than Foreman; 
reached the highest weight of 
his career for his cham­
pionship bid. He weighed 206 
when he lost a split decision to 
Muhammad Ali last Sept. 10 
: A cross from Hardin North * < s < 
on the corner of 23rd and peart 
* SALE * Shoe Sfiop 






goods • LEATHER SALE • Various kinds, colors • 75' per ff. 
BmkAmericarq Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478=9309 
BOOTS 
Lî hi - Heavyweight Boots 
Lowa • Fabicuvo-Vasdue 'GdUbier 
The Montezuma Horny Bull: 
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila. 
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE 
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice. 
Its sensational, and that's no bull 
C} 97 4 QO Proof. Tequila. Barton Distillers Import Co.. New York, New York 
Highest Quality Boots 
Fit By Experienced People 
Whole Eaurth Provisior\ Co 
504 west 24th 478-1577 
ATTENTION 
SECOND SEMESTER COLLEGE JUNIORS 
AND FIRST SEMESTER SENIOR WOMEN 
nice fotfrss brochure 
George Foreman. 
"Foreman won the title 13 
months ago and then quit 
fighting," said the Brown 
Bomber, looking trim for his 
59 years. "I like Norton 
because I think he will b& 
sharper and in better shape. 
"Norton is big and strong. 
Foreman won't push him 
around the way he did Joe 
Frazier last year." , > 
Although he has a notorious­
ly poor record as a 
prognosticator, Louis remind­
ed listeners that he forecast a 
triumph for Foreman over 
Frazier in their Kingston, 
Jamaica, bout last January., 
"I think George is too heavy 
and may be too slow," Joe 




23rd & Gtiadfllupe 




from *2.25 up 
See us for 
Recorders & 






of any scheduled airline 
FROM 
THE SOUTH 
*330 Round Trip From Miami 
45. wl 11 P«y you $392^70, supply you wtth round-trip 
' *)r to Ft. Mtciellan, AlabaiM, and provide you 
with iipfforms, neili arid lodging 'for one month this summer If....' 
you .qualify for the College Junior Program. This progrm gives 
you the OMortuntty to preview life as a conmissloned officer 
in the Women s Amy Corps »1th no. obligation to you. APPLl N0U! ' 
AppHcattorts wustM submitted by March 25, 1974,. For further 
information-€*11-collect •:—*— — "> •••—-
-.Pnfi * •>» "i. 
GOOD for overseas stays of 
22 to 45 days thru May 31. 
Jet frorri Miami; via 
connections in Nassau, to 
Luxembourg in the heart of 
Europe. Add $15 each way 
weekends. 
SAVE $130 against com-
parable fare of any other ; 
scheduled airline. • 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIR BAHAMA-Tor lowest jet 
fares to Europe no matter, 
when you leave or how Ibng . 
you stay. Get details on all 
IAB fares with savings up to 
$280 this summer for stays 
of over 45 days. Visit beau­
tiful Nassau on the way. 
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
Prices subject to change. 
Phone Toll Frae— 
In Florida: (800) 432-9530 
In Texas: (800) 223-5500 
Jlsewhere: (800) 223-5390 
Air 8ahama { 
Miami, Fla. 33131 (305) 379-9591 
Send folder CN on Lowest Youth 
Fares to Euro&eQ Tours Q 
u. Mloins WAIKCK 
WAC SUCTION omcot 
US AttMY MCMffTINO 
MAIN STATION?. 
U. WaN»r wtt l» MI th* 2nd fUor ht lh« RIS an 
M30 MOA0WAY 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 71217 
PHONt: 225-5511, IXT, 4547 









w strength ?lor the Wolfpack 
Burleson ^ a menacing 
WafriorS jmd the darling "©! 
the Wolfpack-oriented crowd, 
:" NORTH CAROLINA State's 
dazzling All-America forward 
scored 21 points, many of 
them on his patented play ot 
GREEtf&ORO, N.C. JAP) 
Lifted by hometown idol 
David Thompson, irrepressk 
ble North Carolina State won 
its first national collegiate 
basketball title by throttling 
Marquette 76-64 Monday night 
ih the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association cham­
pionship finals., 
The rousing victory before 
19,742 fans at the Greensboro 
GoUseum clirhaxed an im­
possible dream" season for 
;the Wolfpack. 
, JOn probation last year for 
recruiting irregularities in­
volving the fabulous Thomp­
son, North Carolina State 
cherished a crack at the 
national championship, long 
held by UCLA. . ,< 
• LOSING their only game in 
ttfo years to the seemingly In- WEST PALM BEACH, Fla; 
destructible Bruins; North ; ,iupi) _ T fj t has;mafi 
Carolina State came back to ^ 
i %j But the Warriors* batttaff^sion' triggered by Pete 
7*4 "back behind team leader^^Trgovich shortly after the 
figure — clogged the area Maurice Lucas qnd made «$^tiart of the second half, 
around the basket and con- same of it; Lucasscored It oK^f 
stantly disciplined Mar Ti- 1— 
queue's smaller team. 
m 
his team—leading 21 points 
with eight minutes gone in the 
PLAYING for most of 
;$ame without their ultra*', ̂  
talented starters, the Bruinfc ' 
leaping over the basket, grab-s^ BURLESON, a string bean game to give the underdogs a-'%roke up right after a sluggish 
bing a teammate's lob passmenter who "made The#.*49-18 lead. -v ^lirst half when Kansas held a? 
and dropping the ball in for Associated Press' A IK Thompson scored fot»r? 38-31 lead. 
two points. Each time Thomp- America third team, Scored 1< points as North Caroling An-America Keith Wilto 
son made his eye-catching points for the winners. State, helped by two technical Paying his last game for 
moves, it virtually brought With their, fans ^reaming , fouls .qd. Marquette. Coach A1 Bruins, scored four ppints^and^^ 
the whole crowd to its feet. Go Pack, Go,North - McGuire, reeled off 10 points DaVe ^ers threw in fou^ 
Tom Burleson, who played Carolina State scored 10 of the V to 53 seconds. *nore to shoot UCLAinto a 43§*fs. 
much of his career in the game's first 12 points and it; * It was also North Carolina " 4lJ,ead w.ith 15 minutes left W 
shadow of UCLA's. Bill looked like their pregame' State's 57th triumph in the 58 Then Bill Walton closed out t 
Walton, also was a tower ofo^O^-point edge was justified, games over a two-year span, his UCLA career with two 
lightning layitfs as the Bruin§ 
ran away to a 53-43 lead with#* 
11 minutes remaining. 7 1 
Walton, a controversial 
figure when he earlier in 





• * * 
Bruins't t&LA's blase iM tOOk 
t'": third place in th^ National 
c .Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion championship basketball 
playoffs Monday night, trim- in the consolation game, thenl ,, 
mina tinHmriviiwM Kansas was pulled and received a 30@£; 
Marquette's Uoyd Walton cha 
A V . . "i • 
p IM Basket 
By KELLEY ANDERSON^ 
V. Texan Staff'WriteffflM| 
Julian Cano scored 24 jfkjfnts' 
as Akala opened up a lead late 
in the second half to gain a 
berth in the intramural class 
A semifinals with a 48-34 vic­
tory over Pi Kappa Alpha 
Monday. Akala will meet the 
Chuck Taylor Memorial Squad 
also a semifinal winner over 
Jester II, in the finals. 
"first hatfTas thelead see-" 
; sawed and JPi Kappa Alpha 
took a slim 21-19»halftime ad­
vantage. Cano had only six 
/points.. / 
Just when it appeared that 
Pi Kappa Alpha might run 
away with the game, Akala 
came back and outscored 
them 8-1 to take a, 31-29 advan­
tage. - • 
Pi Kappa Alpha' pulled up to 
•mmm 
whip UCLA in Saturday's 
semifinals and came...into 
Monday nighVs finals charged 
sky'high.:;:..;.;';:-;'>•-/ 
Whether soaring to score on 
his "alley-OOp" shots or leap­
ing high to intimidate Mar­
quette's shooters, Thompson 
tfas the nemesis of the 
singled and 
homered to knock in two runs 
Monday in leading the 
Rangers to a 4-3 defeat of 
Atlanta in a grapefruit league 
baseball game which saw:ve* 
Dave Campbell singled off g u derp leged
reliever Clay Carroll in the ^8-61 on a 26-3 scoring ejcplo-- second standing, ovation 
eighth inning Monday to drive — ^ 
in Alan Gallagher with the run 
that broke, a 1-1 tie and gave 
the Houston Astros a 2-1 vic­
tory over the Cincinnati Reds. 
tie the game 31-31. but then 
Akala began to click and 
finished the game by scoring 
17 points, to only 3 for Pi Kap-. 
pa Alpha. • ' 
Robert Crook led Pf Kappa 
Alpha with 14 points. 
In the other semifinal game, 
the Chuck Taylor Memorial 
Squad, on the strength of a 
late second-half surge, 
defeated Jester II, 41-26, to 
the fihals. ," 
The first half was tightly 
played, with neither team 
c 1 ear 1 y esta blishing 
dominance over the other. 
Jester II took its only first-
half lead, 10-8, early in the 
game, but the Chuck Taylor 
team then scored 7 un­
answered points en route to a 
19-14 half time edge. 
Chuck Taylor came back 
and went, in front 29-24. Then 
both teams became cold, go­
ing scoreless for almost four 
minutes. 
A jump shot by Casey Wren 
ended the stalemate and in­
itiated a Chuck Taylor scoring 
spree, in which they finished 
the final minutes of play out-
scoring Jester II by 12-2. 
David Quisenberg was high 
«point man for the ChucK . 
Taylor team with 13 points, 
while Greg Glein had 8 for 
Jester II. • 
' Akala and the Chuck Taylor 
Memorial Squad will play for 
the intramural championship 
at 8 p.m. Wednesday, on Court 
2, in the Gregory Gym annex.-
Hank Aaron, connect for his 
second home run of the spr­
ing. 
Aaron, who is one home run 
short of tying Babe Ruth's; 
career record of 714, hit his 
second of the spring when he 
connected for a two-run shot 
off the Rangers' Pete Broberg 
in the ninth. 
V Gallagher had opened the 
inning with a single to center 
and advanced to second on 
Greg Gross'infield out. 
The Reds tied the score at 1-' 
'all in the bottom on the third 
on singles by Joe Morgan and 
" Dan Driessen and a double by 
Andy Kosco off Don Wilson, 
swho pitched the first suyp:. 
1 Sp 
i§M • 
m "1 * 
fiOKTH ftXC 'VAStflwe 
504 west 24tK 478-1577 
f «T«HT5 «POQT»» 3c—« Onmp«5»K 
Why Hassle 
With A Dealer 
For VW Repairs? 
THE BUG 
CORNER 
801 West Ave. 477-2725 
\ \ 















(2 for 1 Sailing) 
2-4 Weekdays 
10-12 Weekends 
\ Ferguson Jenkins -andvlnings for the Astros. 
Broberg combined to limit the iK. Jerry Johnson snuffed diit k 
Braves to seven hits in the Red threat in the ninth when 
game, including three by first-1 she'retired Terry Crowley on a 
baseman Mike Lum. fly to right center after 
• • • fdngles by Merv 






A 60 mile trip down the Rio* Grande starting' 
at St. Helena, Mexico. Leave: March 29, at 
4:30 p.m. Return: April 5. Price: $75 includes 
gas, canoe or kayak, paddles* life jacket, 
guide; and all food ana drink. 
• :pj!̂ i Sign up and information; Union Rm. 342.® 





& # Oralm'canwThM H«M4MHow>«gtiTTwMiMn: Homn^Ar*#W*yHonM«geADdbliNy 
Django Reinhardt 
, Paris. 1945 J12 







. TVflEC OL&M-ftiir HMTON HUCMKfftftSON-XMAH.JOMES • iwcludlnyPlcWn'TMCMjbtfls • . AOhostMAOience/LaiwwnieMahtt •veS^Blm/wiiiwWeepFeilw 
Cab Calloway 
16 Classics J10 
first time on LP 
. . .the Jazz 
teddy Wilson 
/ piano solos n-o 
•including: Liza/Rosetia 
Sreaktn In A Pair Of Shoes/ Oont Blame Me 
BfttwecnThe Oevtl AndThcDe«p BlueSaa 
r-nSSSavST^S 
^ . FACETS Jl 
. ouSSSSSer Cj 





Miles at Newport 








Piano Solos J8 
T OWN LAKE 
SAILAWAV 
,180.0 S. Lakeshore 
• : : 1 442-9220 
Sidney Bechet 
Superb Sidney J4 
' Also: 
Unique Sidney J13 




And Duke Ellington at Newport J5 
Also: 
On the Sunny Side of the Street J 9 
Rare Recordings of the 20's, Vol. I J23 
Rare Recordings of the 20's, Vol. II J25 
Rare Recordings of the 20's, Vol. Ill J26 
Rare Recordings of the 20's, Vol. IV J28 
Louis Armstrong Special J30 
|IX îrgers 
¥vT> "/ '' ̂  '' ' 1 
I SUPER BERT 
Vv Quarter Poundermr' ^ 
w/cheese 
A flam* broilad all-bMf burger haapad high with 
layara of hot ehaaaa, lattuca. and onions • aarved on a 
toaaty aaaama aaad bun. 










v U ! 
•••••••• 
SAVE ENERGY AND SAVE $$ ] li 
you save 23* 1 
With this coupon 
Umit 2 
J i i >* I 1 "i \ . 1 fir 3 ' " «" * 
v pii&fi 'T t « 
^ ARTTATJS Jsl • eofysftrt •. A 
"2 
«dW*n».l*newT>W'4eKnoe 
aowwpiw i»yifnii'0 > »i utinPoi fcw 
Eduke Ellington 
m liberlan suite 
a tope parallel to hartem JC 
(the harlem suite) ; rrfj 
including: , >, — 
Liberian Sulte/ATone Parallel To Hartem • 
Duke Ellington 
Liberian Suite/Harlem Suite J6 
»j. louis drmstrong 1 
 ̂ AND HIS ALL STARS tldZZj 
dukeellington n. C 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA ^ -
AT NEWPORT 
Including: 
Back Home Again In Indiana « 
AThemeFfom 
"TheThre«penny Opera' (Mack The Knife) 
TakeTKe* A' Train/Sophisticated Lady/Skin Deep 




Primping for the Prom Jl 1 ^ 
Monologue J20 
The Complete Duke Ellington, Vol. I 
- 2J29 (2 Discs) . 




. bermy goodman 








young tester young 'î =; 
TtwiMllMltryauiglNturad \JPOj. onr»eonling» •. - j 
from1936.37,38.30 : n't A: 















! Lester Young 
Young Lester Young J24 
Benny Goodman 
Live 1937-38, Vol. I 
Also: " 
Live 1937-38 Vol. II 
L * ' 1  
fats Waller 
Collection J18 





BennyGoodnSi •MteiMpw *r*t orchettr* 
^ *** 





< i p  
HoneytucUvRoM.OnTr 
Jftr' ' 
.'4 , ' j,?: 
\*/U 
li.'-' -V 
."V : Hines, 57 Varieties J16- v , -
'' ,-/• «"{• GMplbniM, Willow Weep for Me 313 ,; 
-w - King Oliver, West End Blues J21 
< f 's Luis Russell, With His Orchestra J22 
-h" N®w ^or't 'n ^ 40's,From Be-Bop to Cool J27 
" " * Coleman Hawkins, 1930 to 1341 2J3H2 Discs) 
The Ugly Place. wlfH the 
Beautiful Quality, Service, and 
Value 
3303 N. Lamar U 
452*2317 
QP||̂  I 
10-9 p.m. 
<Dally 
' "Largest Selection 
Conver 
Every LP and tape duarent 
Expert Salespeople to Help You 
Bankamericard and Mastercharge 





MON-THURS 10 a.n 
FRI & SAT 10 a.m.r-
9 p.m. 
10 p.m. 
P ii -r V V S.v.• THE MUSIC PEOPLE 
We have a very complete 
selection otroofc,classical folk, 
pop. jaz^nd country music, 
and well I ieglad to order any 
THE DAILY 
" ' ' ' t' 
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we have a chance to oust 
& 
'• i ;/ sU 
. *3. 
i' Is 
opportunities in education, and academic excellence. 
commitment to work for equal 
Place 1 MARVIN GRIFFIN 
• Pastor of Ebeneier Baptist Church and an East Austin resident 
• Regent of the predominantly Black Texas Southern University 
• Advocate of teacher pay raise and career education 
Place 2 DE COURCY KELLY 
• Holds a teachers certificate 
• Member of the Continuing Task Force for Equal Opportunity in Education 
• Past president of Travis Co. Democratic Women 
Placed M.K. HAW 
• Incumbent, likely to be elected president if progressive majority wins 
• Former teacher and principal 
• Masters degree in school administrator 
Place 4 JUNE KARP 
• 73 years teaching experience 
• Business agent for Austin Federation of Teachers 
VOTE ABSENTEE BEFORE YOU LEAVE 
FOR SPRING BREAK AT UNIVERSITY 
STATE BANK 19th GUADALUPE 
901 W. 24th 
Pd. for by Student Action Committee 
.Robert Howard, Chairperson 
Young Democrats 
Staeoy Suits, President issSL* 
Paye 8 Tuesday, March 26 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
v i, jf{\ t  
1??$ ' ay-,,M 
V 7 > 
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P! 
Men 
By DAVID BARRON 
Residents of Men's 
Residence Halls will vote next 
month on a referendum which 
if passed, would re-establish 
student review boards for 
prosecutipn of rule violations 
in men's dormitories, 
University housing official 
|$id Monday. 
. These judicial boards ex­
isted until last year but were 
abolished under an altered 
regental rule* Karolyn 
Heimlich, assistant director 
for Jester Center and Men's 
Residence Halls, said Mon-
April Referendum lo 
r m l<Tt kae totran 110 ai« •aL *'wJi§§ ntx» .f , It has taken its since th® The referendum 
beginning of September to get taken in Roberts, 
an accurate reading if we Brackenridge, Moore-Hill 
could have judicial boards in Simkins dormitorie§. Jester 
our residence, halls. We've Center is not included in the 




popular, rule, we must have 
the option of review," Ms. 
Heimlich said. 




m " * ig, 
IP APPROVED bf 
residents, the boards would 
try cases of rule violations; 
referred to them by the head 
resident or coordinator of 
each residence hall. A hearing 
would be held and the board's; 
decision would be referred to 
Ms. Heimlich's office for final 
approval, she added. 
jurisdiction. , . _ 
^ Although the ^art'ls lifeti-
sion will not be final, "I think 
it's unlikely that any decision 
would not be accepted by my 
office. But if the board makes 
a decision that it does not 
have the authority to make or 
does not carry out its iunc-
tions, such as whitewashing 
^violators of a particularly un-
the boards 
has come under fire by a 
• group of students led by La-
mont Wood,;.president of 
Prather Hall 
five men's residence halls will 
"probably" reject the judicial 
' board referendum, and that 
the entire, sys.t&m.r„is 
"unnecessary^; 
Judicial boards are func­
tional in Women's Residence 
Halls because their, operation 
is "a little betted organized"' 
"The rules are not needed, than the#*en>, Ms. Heimlich 
since pressure from one's 
peers prevents most rule 
violations, such as excessive 
Theater Theme 
noise. Besides, most rules, 
such as not having popcorn 
poppers in rooms, are 
resented anyway," Wood said. 
He added at least four of the 
35 
Teachers Shown 
By MARK Mcf ARLANE 
A - media and teaching 
program was presented to 
facul ty  members '  and 
graduate teaching assistants 
Monday in the Academic 
Center auditorium by. per­
sonnel of the University's 
Center for Teaching Effec^ 
tiveness. 
''This is a small segment on 
the things we can do with 
media to supplement and 
enhance teaching," Herman 
Mathews, co-director of the 
program, said. "The theme is 
Lf^Vaca Again Curtails 
Austin's Gas Shipment" *h 
'I'ha PifiT'A# Aitcfin UfAflt Itri npnklnmn nnn TT»_ p6] 
that teaching is basically 
theater, and teaching effec­
tiveness depends on how good 
a show the teacher puts on." 
To illustrate how important 
media is to the presentation of 
material in the classroom, 
two facul ty  members  
presented portions of their 
media-fillW class lectures.. 
Dr .  Aust in  Gleeson,  
per iod in  his tory* '  in  
demonstrating one of her lec­
tures. "Anybody who teaches 
a course in Western Civiliza­
t ion to  a  few hundred 
students, as I do, has. to put on 
an act," she said. 
The City of Austin went un* 
der a 68 percent natural gas 
curtailment by Lo-Vaca 
Gathering Co. Monday, t 
I Lo-Vacai officials blamed 
the curtailment on the cold 
weather which increased the 
demand for gas for heating. 
problems are expected, Han­
cock said., ^ \ 
The curtailment became 
effective at. 10 a.m. Monday. 
Lo-Vaca ̂ officials did not say 
how Iom the curtailment will 
last, i&Qcpck said. The eom-
, pany is giviqgthe city slightly 
Four short films also were 
shown to /illustrate ways "to 
improve teaching presen-
ssociate professor of.. Nations. The different films 
useg slides, ex- shown were about film as a 
riments and an overhead recorder of events, film made 
projector to demonstrate in one discipline and used in 
Snell's Law and fundamental another, film for generating 
opt ica l  phenomenon in  an  in-  d iscuss ion and f i lm for  
, teresting manner. "Physics creating a mood for introspec-
has to be theater to interest tion. 
students to come to class," 
However* the boards did not 
go into operation until they 
had received the legal ap­
proval to do so, she added. 
Jester Center also is in the 
process of establishing the 
board?. 
Relays Queen j 
Choice Made i 
"^ .Madel ine  Har twel l ,  a  
sophomore marketing major , 
was announced 1974 Texas 
Relays  Queen Monday by the ,  4  
Texas Relays Student Com-
mit tee .  .  • , - '* .  
' ' She will serve as hostess for *£ 
the Texas Relays April 12 and 
13 and will reign over the Tex­
as Relays Festival Week April 
7-13.  . v -  ' '  ^  ;!  
Chosen to serve-as her court 
were Kyle Barnhouse, Loyce 
Bates, Cindy Roberts, Mary 
• Russel l  and Mari lyn 
Smothers. . 
X Ms. Hartwell said of the ap­
proximately 60 coeds who 
applied, 15 finalists were 
selected. The queen and the 
court then were chosen by the 
committee. 
Shirt Mightier Than the SwordfSi 
T«xan Staff Photo by Jay Mttfer 
student wearing the 
speeches on the steps of the Main Building. He is perhaps M 9 
one of more than 3,600 studenta-who have signed petHioni ̂  
asking the University System Board of Regents to reconsider 
funding of The Daily Texan and Student Government. 
back sin^e Feb. 11. 
utilities director,, said the <jay This is the city's first cut- • 
^deficiency will be compen-
*$ated by a daily supply of 10 
t r i l l ion  cubic  fee t  of  
supplemental gas supplies 
form Texas Oil and Gas Ctorp. 
and the daily burning of 195,-
000 gallons of fuel 
Current fuel oil inventory 
contains 10 nyllion gallons, 
and further deliveries are in 
progress .  No unusual  
Gleeson reasoned. A „ . _ , . 
Dr. Patricia Kruppa, assis- • New Years Eve Introduces w 
of Beer for $1,2S music and/colorful slides to 





























s123 ' Sausage Plate 
All You Shovld lot 
Mill Cipf tilMiu 





All Week Long' 
' .•* Every Nighr Is.. • 
SHAKEY'5 
p&t 2915 Guadalupe "HI® 
v. presents 
ALVIN CROW 
AND THE NEON ANGELS 
\ TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
Serving your favorito Beer and Wine Coolers, 
Sangria, and ,21 yqrjpties of Pittas _ 






Second Level, Dobie Mall 21st 6 Guadalupe 
free parking in the rear 
V 6 Ba .•* *••  
The 
• Snappy Service 
• Pleasant Atnmphere 




Hot Roast Beef, sliced wafer thin, / 
stocked high on a toasted sesame ̂  
bun. Help yourself to ell you went 
of Barbeque Sauce. Horseradish 
Sauce, Mustard and Ketchup. 
20COFF ALL ARBY'S 
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 28 
1705 Guadalupe 472-1582 
5400 Burnet Rd. 451-3760 -
4411 W. Ben White 892-2058 
Armadillo World Hdqtrs 
presents 
ON THE CENTER STAGE 
52514 BARTON 
SPRINGS RD. 
I Texan ! 























no refunds • 
















WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27 
8:00 P.M* 
^ UNION JUNIOR BALLROOM 
INTRODUCING TO UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
Hvl 
DR< M. THOMAS STARKES 
Author. Lecturer, Teacher . \ -• 
s, WILL BE SPEAKING ON: * 
t WITCHCRAFT 
DEMONOLOGY 
- SATANISM 7 





ALVIN CROW & the Neon Angels 
GREEZY WHEELS -
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
BLIND GEORGE SENATOR WINEGLOWE 




April 6 & 7 Nacogdoches, Tex. 
Tickets Available at: 
OAT. WILLIES 
1610 San Antonio 
SUNSHINE RECORDS 
2622 Guadalupe 





f . ROCK N ROLL BY 
JACK 
M NO COVER MON.-THURS 







U  ^  I ' 1  i  i i l :  1  L f ] 5 i l  l . ^  i  U i p . i  l i  L ^ i l  1 ^ 1  
•u LOU McCREARY IS FOR: 
LOU McCREARY ii the only candidate in thie wttd has 
called the Lo-Vaca - Coastal States gas situation what it is — 
Energy Freud. 1 
LOU IVICVKeAKY is the only candidate who has proposed 
positive legislation to prevent future energy fraud. l 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE ^ VOTE FOR LOU 
McCREARY ON MAY 4th. PLACE 4, STATE 
REPRESENTATIVE B 
lavtfwtodt wmI Ktny Cftmrnwli, Ce*Oi*lifwm, 1101 Sevlh 
, / / « •  n u r . s t  s t u n n i n g  
tho Anwrwun Indmn 
a 
N. PfeU Arfv. NL fer by InrfeMntfant lh»rfe<M Uv McCreer*, Jomet ewieAeck efnl « 
'A rare and wonderful book' 
IV.is'urKjfon Past 
BALLANTINE BOOKS 
"  • *  A D iv is ion of  Random House,  In  
A ttending the 
Summer Session? 
' 
i n A 5 
liiWHY' NOT 
tfeY THE BEST! 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
• Maid Service 
• Close to Campus 
• Private Transportation 
If** w i 
t ' • Private Pools 
$ 
Si* J. ^ 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GET$ 







Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
also available for Summer 
HURRY! 
Because only Kotex_ 
tampons have sof t^B 
rounded ends.. .  genf le 
insert ion guides 
instead of two bulky 
tubes . . .  and moreiwi  
protect ion than th^g 
leading brand. But | f f i  
the only way to be 
convinced is to let a 
Kotex tampon be Hj  
mm your f i rst  oneMjHj 
T/vasn'trl 




. For a uia|«Jze package of Kotex* 
I tampons (5 lampons), a pretty purs*,^-,' container, and a.very explanatory' 
• book entitled "Tell It Like It Is", 
I mail this order form with 251 in coift^i,^ 
" ^AkMkP fnailirtn IA I  1 
•IS 
I 
to cover mailing and handling lo: 
Kotex tampons ' . . • ' 
Box 551 CN1 j I*- 4^5, 
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956 
Name: 
;W,sy, 
. '-Allow:'4 weeks (or. deiivw. " *•Ofte/f^pites December^!; 
Limit one per customer. 
tS74 . 
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. i> fcii 
listening music '1 got' to tne 
crowd. The simple syncopa­
tion of their "own" beat got 
repetitious ... kind, of lulling 
the appreciative cro^d to 
sleep and soothing the excite? ' 
ment which had pervaded 
most of the show. . 
OBVIOUSLY SOMETHING 
had to be done about it. So, the 
drummer got out from behind 
his drums, came up to the 
microphone and began psy­
ching up the crowd. 
''We're going to wake you 
up," he said. "We gotta get 
you all moving/' 
The drummer made his way 
back to the band, while the 
Dootiies got down on another 
hundred bars of the Doobie 
mp. 
By ilEF® HOLLAND 
Texan Staff Writer ! 
. The Doobie Brothers and 
KEO Speedwagon appeared 
Monday night before a stan­
ding-room-only crowd in 
Gregory Gym. j 
^ though, Speedwagon put on ait , The Doobie Brothers handl-
>'•^excellent show. ed their music extremely well 
Their final song, "Golden — everything was played 
Country,'' may have been the "album perfect," which only 
tightest song played Monday ..^goes to show they've vastly, 
night by-either band. ?£<*'. £ ^improved as musicians. 
UNFORTUNATELY/ the BUT - no matter how ##-
The bands appeared in the ^Imassive crowd didn't respond you play Doobie Brothers 
Cowboy Minstrels, a yearly; to Speedwagon much^fpmusic, it's still Doobie 
benefit sponsored by the Tex­
as Cowboys. And the Cowboys 
did a commendable job of 
organizing the production and 
supervising the seating; 
.g!ji The show began with REO 
' Speedwagon, a West Coast 
band with a typically West/ 
fcoast sound . . whining 
guitars ... the works. 
probably because of the 
band's lack of local exposure. 
Or maybe it was because of 
Gregory Gym's miserable 
^acoustics. 
| But the crowd did respond 
"When the Doobie Brothers 
Brothers music, unfortunate^ 
ly, and with the exception of 
"Jesus Is Just All Right With 
Me" everything they played 
sounded alike. 
The lead singer is one 
reason why most every song 
were announced and th^ sounded similar. He has little 
Doobies responded back^vocal range. He had to strain 
opening the show with their for the high ntes and struggle 
The Doobie Brothers 'rock on. 
—Tram Mwt* by chip Kaufman Except for a few needlessly,.,, first Top 40 hit,s"Liste«|„to the sf(/for the low notes. 









Cinema •iWW9 DRIVE 
'tJMz 
y, g , their easy: 
Hi 
^SSWiKS? 
Brothers W ThPSl>W«t'' 
started clappingand graeraUv 
getting down4|| ||g gg 
SHAZAM!!|^3 ° 
dozen fireworks wait off 
in the dark gym and clouds of 
what looked like smoke came 
billowing down into the first 
few rows. The quickly aroused 
crowd was now screamingly 
conscious, dancing and sing­
ing, even though the Doobies 
kept with their beat and didn't 
fill 
sing anything in that time.; 
sft'he fireworks * and smoke 
was a cheap gimmick, but it pi 
certainly did the trick and the fl%. 
concert was an 
success. 
SongfestJlated 1 Sahm 'a Bundle of 
ing Song *74," this year's edition of the annual presentation "...ia., „ .. 
j n 1 ii Bv MARK PERL PVprfa YlWTaroia RalH anH and h*r hnrmh fnr his i 
^Legend ofBoggy 
Creek1 
« "Si 74,   
sponsored bjHhe Panhellenic Council, will be presented at 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday in Municipal Auditorium. Admission is free,f: 
and Panhellenic encourages students and the general public to 
? attend this program of songs and skits. 
"Sing Sohg^^participants are the various social fraternities 
and sororities, or combinations of the two, who compete in 
musical performance for the Sing Song trophy. 
Among the numbers to be performed are an Andrew Sisters 
medley, a salute to Hollywood and a commentary on streaking. 
Judges for the event will be Dr. Walter Ducloux, director of 
the Austin Symphony Orchestra; John Bustin, Austin American 
Statesman critic and columnist; and City Councilman Lowell 
Lebernfenn. Wally Pryor will act as master of ceremonies. 
y  E  Fred  (Marci i B U)' i«»d 
Texan Staff Writer "dfVthe Firedogs (Bobby Smith, 










OLIVER REED^RAQUEL WELCH 
RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN«« MICHAEL YORK 
FRANK FINLAY • CHRISTOPHER LEE 
GERALDINE CHAPLIN • JEAN PIERRE CAi&I, 
in A fCHARD LESTER FILM 
2&&L 
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS" 
It 
r 
SIMON WARD x FAYE DUNAWAY.***  ̂
 ̂ CHARLTON HESTON I 
Muse by.MICHEL LEGRAND ' 
Screenfiay by GEORGE MAC bONALD FRASER ;: • 
Based on the noiel by ALEXANDER DUMAS-
Executive Producer ILYA SALKM) 
Directed by RICHARD LESTER •TECHMCOUDR' fWlS BY DELUXE" 
#VflC/IBOND PICNIC • 6:40-9:50 CORPORAL • 8:15 
$1.50 
TWO BY RENOIR! 
LAST DAY! 
A very funny film -SIGHT AND SOUND 
"Jt+n ftmoir. ihejpwd oU mom of Fhmf* j 
nil i"r makrn, procet omv egmn ihtt he it 
drfuuiriv fftond ,«*»d fnr more voaikfrnt. 
prrrepiirr umd thmn won of the 
wun/t hm hmr* followtd him uuo the 
fitmfirU THE EIJLME CORPORAt i> 
both truly funitv. mtirir aad ^rvrcxaftrf. 
-A^H Wriler. THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"On* oftkemo# dr*i*ktfui of earned*ca. With 
^ Ml of a mmm im command 
of hii MMfiiim, RmoiV hti.gifett tu another-
mqur rowHMi M his mnd our timet... m *i»-
Mt»Vt m*4 w«rrr» rtrilord view of ike volue o f 
Paul Bw-llff. -NE* YORK HEBALD 
.  ̂ TRIBUNE 
^^ < r--£ -«kc y 1 
IE£ 
THE ELUSIVE CORPORAL 
.. ———AMD- . 
"A French import, PICSlC ON THE GRASS, which urn 
urritien. produced, and directed by Jean Renoir, is at much 
fun as a barretful of monkeys and tnaket just about at much 
nense. It s a radically imperfect work, but since-hs imperfec­
tions are nearly all enchantin/f, / refuse to sajfy-wwd against 
them. / m convinced that M. Renoir hadn^frhje^mffhtest no­
tion uf where he was heading in this picture from one day's 
shooting to the next; the results are a triumphant vindication 
of the artist as impraviser. For Af. Renoir is an artist, and his 
intention here, like Chaplin's in his earlier comedies, isn't to 
make sense, but to give delight."7 v 
— • -NEW YORKER 
PICNIC ON THE GRASS 
bSTARTS WEDNESDAY 
f-mr, 
A TEXAS PREMIERE OF 
SATYAJIT RAY'S 










JOHN HENRY FAULK 
TEXAS WORLD PRE MERC 
FILMED IN BASTROP 
MANY LOCAL ARTISTS 
Molfy, ' 
In love with love.. . -
and who knew 
: dktnt matter 
HELD OVERI 
OPEN 1:45 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
F*o. 2-4-6-8-10 
_ NOMINATED FOR 
ĴACTNICHOLSON a *C*DEMY*WARDS 
.TBR USI DRimf BBeiT?Tno WACttMTFiua. AWAmcMnrtm I DCdl AvIvK 
TRANS 
WZ3 » B«n White BW - U2 2333 
An Avco Smbotsy IM>«> mnUbvMue 
orm 7:00 






$1.00 til 6 p.m. 
FEATURES 6-8-10 
"TRINITY BOYS" ARE BACK AGAIN! 
COME EARLY — DINE WITH 






or Douglas Saldana, or Sir 
Doug or the Texas Tornado 
joined Freda and the Firedogs 
for a concert-dance in the 
Union's Main Ballroom. • 
Whatever you Call him, Safari 
was a bundle of energy releas­
ed on stage, giving his, all 
"through every song. 
Sahm played the old stanr. 
dard rockers, some of his old 
hits from the Sir Douglas -
Quintet days and a few of his 
newer songs, the packed 
auditorium loved every 
minute of the performance — 
once it finally, got started. 
Problems with .the PA 
system and the monitors 
delayed the start of the con­
cert from 8;30 to ?;45 p.m. -
Riverside 
Twin 
Cinema I9S0 EAST RlVER5tDE DRIVE 
drums; John Reed, guitar; 
and David Cook; pedal steel) 
finally took the stage for a 
warmup and played some 
country standards and a cou­
ple of original compositions. 
Freda, playing piano, came 
through well despite the faulty 
mikes with vocals on "Pick 
Me Up on Your Way Decfro," 
"Don't Come Home Drinkin.' 
With Lovin' on Your Mind," 
and "Help Me Make It 
Through the Night.'* Smith 
provided the vocals arid a good 
. Nixon imitation on Dylan's 
"Knocking on Heavens Door*" 
arid "Dry Creek Inn," written 
by Smith and a friend, Ron 
<Howard. **'?.: ' . > 
.. When Sahxn joined .Freda 
$1.00 til 5 pjn. 
Mon. - Fri. 









BEST PICTURE * BEST DIRECTOR -HXrtmCrifrAma* 
 e  bunc  o  i  part of 
the show, he was accom­
panied by Line Davis on sax 
and fiddle and Sill Joor play­
ing trumpet. 
With a "Here's a song about 
my hometown," Sahm opened 
with "Anyope Going to San 
Antone." He' followed with 
"The Bandera Special" doing 
a fine fiddle duo with Davis. 
Next they got the crowd rock-
- ing airitlr "She^-About a 
; Mover," one of the national 
hits th§t came out of the Sir 
Douglas Quintet, one of 
. Sahm's many bands in San An­
tonio. , 
During "It's All Oyer 
; Now, " an old Stones song, just 
about everybody in the 
audience was singing along 
with Sahm, Reed, Smith and 
Freda. Near the end, Sahm 
started playing his old Gibson 
J-175 hollow-body like Pete 
Townsend, hitting the chords 
with 360-degree revolutions 
of his arm, resulting in two 
broken strings. That didn't 
stop Sahm, who picked up an 






CIMWA g J2JS-3 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 






BUI<H * THE KID ARE BACKI 




to carry on with. , J 
Sahm put down his guitar 
for "HorJcy Tonk Women" to 
do a Mick jagger imitation 
that Mr. D himself would have 
a hard time equalling. 
After a break Sahm came 
back with "Faded Love" and 
"Jole Blon," a cajun classic. 
Sahm asked for requests 
and was answered with shouts 
of "Texas Tornado,"^"Wastea 
D a ys, W as ted Nights,'' 
"Nueva Laredo" ami "Men-
dicino." 
He obliged wiUi "Texas Tor­
nado," the .title cut off his 
latest album. Then the group 
did a song written by Smith, 
"The Streaker Blues." 
. Sahm continued with "John-= 
ny B. Goode,""complete with' 
a Chuck Berry duckwalk 
across stage. They followed 
with "Hot Tomato Man," a 
song written by Sahm and 
Freda and the Firedogs. 
"This next one is by the 
great Freddy Fender. Freddy 
this is for you wherever you 
are/' and Sahm went into 
Fender's great "Wasted 
Days, W as ted Nights.'' 
Fender (real name 
Baldemore Huerta) is a Tex-
Mex rocker from the Valley 




F ft EE 
2 for 1 Spaghetti 
-$139 
all day 
mMOX OFFICE OPEN 7:15 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 








S  T A T  E  
£ . . .  :  ; or, (,'̂ i • 
$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5i00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
SJUUHar llnrted AMists 
ELUOTT GOULD • ROBERT BLAKE 
VARSITY .»•.*! 
.••100 '.L'ADAl.UPL STREr V 
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
I ac\H/6ody" Diane 
fantastic cAlleq, Ifeaton 
WEEKI : '» 
V Sleeper m 
AUSTIN V,? SI 19 
1 JO SO CONGPf :,S Avr 
AP 
RAIIL NEWMAN- ROBERT REDFORD 
$1.00 Hi TM |un. 
CONQUEROR • tKM-10-00 
PHOT • IM 
SUPER WAYNH 
KnWAIBHUOHIS 
®HN SuSAN HAYWAI 
QnmmSoopE 
KATHARINE ROSS. 
"BUTCH CASSIDY AND 






01973 W.ll oiinty Produclloni 
CO-HIT 
OIK? Wilt Himy Production, 
:<• 
WMhbyi Opan 4J0 
"Sapwdod" at 4JS-<:10 
»f «;20-t55 
MANN THEATRES 
IN 6757 A WORT «W0. 454-2711 
LAST 
DAYI 
"Day of the Jackal" 
Pete 'n Tillie 
"IW at 4:15-10:20 
"Jadial" at 8 *m. 
1 COLOR byMovMab < 
•AST SCREEN 






710 E Ben White 
444-2296 
PANAVWON*^?: i 




JOE DON BAKER 
i M 
A George Roy HWWaul Monash Production. -( 
Co Starnng STROTHER MARTIN • JEFF COREY • NEl^RV JONgS 
FEATURES 2-4 -̂8-10 




710 f Bon Whit 
444^ llV'i 
—BOX OFFICE OHM 7:00 SHOW STARTS ATuUSK-
 ̂CO-FEATURE AT ORIVi IN'S ONLY 




WELCOME HOME SOLDIER I0YS 
REDUCED PRICES 
riLSP.M, 
MON thru SAT 1500 S. PLEASANT VAUEY RD . . . .MA JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 444-3222 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS f ft C „ , .. 
• ' •MMM fJL V MMIIIiy A W0M NMWNtlMIS PIUS CO-HIT 
itjo 
tR ft M. 
i*4 
Airmen over 
lOf Class R 
aaas 
- , tMiW 
IU 
tH t pjp. 
Bit..' 
 Touch nMH "4== 
\M , ' Vu -
t1'* '•••Zml'PQ 
HEW ADMISSION PRICE 
ADULTS: $2.00 
CHILDREN (UNDER 12) 
FREE WITH PARENTS 
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 
.IB lllillif 
W( 
^•B«8thig;« starring ̂ .pf two L.A. vice cq» (Ellibtt 
M JGould Elliott Gwdd and Robert 
Blake; produced by Irwin 
Winkler and Robert Char, 
toff; written and directed 
by Peter Hyam'g; at theg  ̂
State. umn 
and Robert Blake) who 
take their work seriously 
although somewhat offfsS 
tnandedly) and who produced 
tangible results: provable 
sffF 'Their efforts 
WILUAM f'STONE 
Texan Staff Writer 
Si? 
There are so many things 
54J 
xnoviie like "Busting" that it 
almost serves as an example 
oi whatnot to do when making 
a motion picture. • 
'" 'Busting" is largely a 
patternistic assemblage of all 
i ^ihose cute and exciting 
|||iyawn). things seen in every 
•^scop-action movie made today, 
, • tjand had it been a «parody 
' (something on the order of a 
,r V'BlazfngSaddles"), it might 
, have worked. 8^ 
, ^ "Busting" pfays it straightf 
- though, ami thus becomes just 
, . another ugly face in its 
overworked genre. 
/•BUSTING" tells the story 
" ;W"'Trrr «V»» ' "*Wl V*9 81*6 , : 
.sW^rendered useless, however, by 
pa prevailing system of corrup-
;'tion, political connections and 
monetary pocket-lining. ^ 
Everyone they arrest 16, 
off scot-free because of the 
proverbial, "phone call from 
^higher up," and gradually: 
;this system proves not only 
frustrating to the men, but, in 
fact, as more of an obstacle to 
them than the criminals they 
oppose. "Busting" makes the 
point  that  the 'most  for­
midable enemy bf the con­
scientious policeman' may 
well be the corruption within 
his precinct. 
As such, "Busting" acts as 
little more than a shabby 
redundancy of the problems 
even has the same downbeat 
ending). Furthermore, Gould;• 
can't begin to match the 
drama of his situation the way " 
A1 Pacino could. 
Gould plays his character 
with a deadpan cuteness that 
provides the movie with 
whatever interest it offers in 
the way of entertainment, but 
hi .s  portrayal  presents  
somewhat of a handicap in the 
film's more serious scenes.1; 
AFTER GOULD has sifr-
fered a horrible facial  
beating, I really couldn't br­
ing myself to care, because 
Gould himself doesn't seem 
to. He doesn't seem to take 
himself or his predicament 
with any real  depth or  
sdHousness, and it's precisely 
here that he crosses a fine line 
from cuten o,. 
Blake appears rare for file' 
sole purpose of side-kicking 
Gould, and fortunately, he 
isn't called upon to act much. 
though,„ 
because tib one 
Wk\ 
t else acts much 
either.) About the<>only en­
joyable aspect of Blake's 
characterization is that he is 
forever trying to stop smoking 
(just as was Walter Matthau 
in "Th«|§gs Laughing 
Policeman" J, and therein 
scene, and I, lor one, will re*-
joice. 
%(Qf course, they'Hprobably 
just substitute a chase scene 
etc.), is photographed with a 
diffused and magnified 
technique which, I suppose 
should mean something (but It 
with trains or helicopters in* Jtan't clear what), 
stead, but one can't expect; ^fTHE UGHT has a 
miracles.) 
^Another 




— make good, despite a Pan', 
idora's boxful of flaw&; and 
MA 
eethe!- l^st bis/,maybe, in its own minuscule* 
direction is. unf^ay, U will serve to impnjy#|| 
^ imaginative and academic,r^inentiu After all, producer$.m> 
harsh, , (although his void for flair and vt^aren't about to stop makihgll1'? 
aspet i t^  oi  
gives the audience a chance tb ^Busting" which depreciates 
identify with something'. ' • its quality is director Hyams' 
,,dea||,>yith in "Serpico" (and jlu, (HjB /its right in, 
f \« | |wm 1" '  Dillards To^rerror m 
After  s i t t ing through 
"Busting," I have become 
convinced that somewhere, 
displayed majestically in a 
sacred shrine, carved in mar­
ble, there rests a divine axiom 
of cinema which states that 
cop-action "isn't • really cop-
action unless it has a car 
chase scene. "The French 
Connection" had it; "The 
Seven-Ups" had it; "The 
Laughing Policeman" had it; 
"Magnum Force" had i t ;  
"McQ" had it; and, of course, 
"Busting" has it. 
AND FRANKLY, i t ' s  
probably the most boring, 
predictable thing in the entii^ 
Obsession with light. Every 
source of light in this picture, 
;Me.g«v 'SsunlightiV lamplight, 
r J. vw V 
because of this, "Busting' 
^n't even visually enjoyable.. 
tire of themBv. 
HOPEFULLY,f 
protagonists must face. But 
the way it's done, it's more*,,, 
irritating than meaningful, f If the film were 
it becomea almost idealistic, this visual drabness^fBusting" lWlu bring maricetl, 
might have a valid excuse,.Saturation to the point 6® 
Ksjew mor§ ho-hum films litest 
small, uppre 
- • barn. The trapped farmer 
then realizes his family and 
J 'Renowned historian Henry 
Steel Commager is the guest 
at 7 p.m. Tuesday on Bill 
Moyers' Journal on channel 9 
Commager, who has taught 
at a number of universities 
1 
31 
and has been called upon a I'® 
number jof times by con-
gressional committees as an ^ 
expert on American con-
stitutional and intellectual 
history, proves a serious > 
im-
*»0 «u*.v ;• - u Mmttr your Inner peace. . fgyg 
ji'Naws "«»ol rti'W. iwiwWai WWP'WW'fWdVjtnSlMl 
74 I Dream of Junnl# «w»*A end (Ioum.). frrVfi you o»» b»l»n£e ^ 
i. , '8rJw :'V«>Hr '•^n9lrtp;.>nt^;^rtS<n;,Wea'fe)i« 
» Bill Moyer't Journal 
24 Happy Dayi menl.lt will be beneficial. - lose light of original motives. f'--
36 Winnie the PeoH-and Hw ' Tree ' . deeiiton*^ar0l^ti!e^Wngo^»S#-i v and ^rlndulwnc** coMl^be^^<lge«S 
7iMpm ""ore totally itabl* environment." ,4V,-> gncodtclou* compuiklOnt, 
movie. i t ,   i  , ' 7 Hawaii Flve^ ' ,««MINII Conflict Is Indicated. Your egi I,<amUC0RNi could'be confllet befweef.s, 
'"There'i th<> itanriard />ritir>nf thoNivnn nfimSnietro Movie: ••• .?«»•*<«* WMon, and your Interper- ; your loose of.tradition and youfefi ,1  neres lJ*e s ianaara ,  cr iuc Oi tne lNlXOn aaministra- Wilderne**" . *5^ *onal relatlon»hlp» require balance. deilre to do lOmethlnj) unorthodoxpy^ 
34 Nbc Mytfery Movie •' JWNCM' Achieve your fortune by allgn'Jt ^OUAMUII A b»»lcally optlmlttlc outlooK 
The Dillards bring their 
bluegrass sound back to 
Austin this week, beginning a 
-five-day stay :at Castle Creek 
Tuesday.. .. « 
- The Dillards —guitarist 
Dean Webb, Mitch Jayne, 
bassist, Billy Ray Lathum, 
banjoist, drummer Paul York, 
and the " group's namesake, 
guitarist Rodney Dillard — 
formed as a group in 1961 
while they were still in high ; 
school in Missouri, and soon 
were playing in coffeehouses 
and supperclubs-around-the -
country. 
Two years ago, Elton John 
asked them'to be the warm-up 
act on his second American 
tour.  •••• ' •  
The group lias released a 
' number of albums, including 
" Back Porch Bluegrass," 
"Pickin' and Fiddlin'." "Live > 
*% Almost , '?^Roots and 
Branches" and the latest, 
"Tribute to the'American 
Duck.-"—_ — - -
The shows at Castle Creek 
will begin at 8:30 p.m. and 
tickets are |2.50 in advance, $3 
at the door on weekdays, and 
$3 advance and |3.50 at the 
door Friday and Saturday. 
camera shot of a car shooting 
out (airborne) over a hilly 
peak in the road and returning 
to the pavement with a painful 
jolt. There's the standard shot 
of a group of darling little kids 
crossing the street as the cars 
whiz by, just missing them. 
And, to be sure, there's the 
expected smash-up at the end. 
But somewhere, sometime 
somehow, someway, someon 
is going to make a cop-actio; 
flick without a" car chas 
tion in the course of the 60-
minute conversat ion with 
Moyers. 
He calls Nixon "beyond any 
question, the most dangerous v 
president  we've ever had in,r  
: the White House." ; ' • 




» Black Journal' 





• 9 Creativity and Modern SodOty 
?4 Marcu* Welby, M.O 
36 Police StOry ' 
9 Byline 
„ lirsat 7:30 p.m. on Ml J' 
*channel24.^ieunusualplotif?|<>:Mi>.m. 
' ' "• - - -'SiSS 7 Movie:''tN 0evll'» 0«jn''f 
9 The Advocates '' 
CSlt InB your will and initiative. Inner.;,: 
• balance cen result. " * 
;H!k)i Personal speculations may be Irf i. 
A conflict with friends' advice Or aven-^'i between desire and actual rtfesafe 
isown hopes and wishes. - . .«S$t ^ulrtmenH. You could be demawsii??. 
''fflHOl L . .Ill .1.J 
dominates your tnood, and travel I* 
indicated relatively soon. ^ 
.mcKi You are able to distinguish 
Health affected by will and un-
involves a oian who is bitten 
y by a rapid sk#nk and, fearing , 
madness, 
THE PUB ; 
presents IMK*' 
BOBBY BRIDGER 
^ ROGER BARTLETT 
Open Doily for Lunch 11:30 
2 for 1 Mixed Drinks till 6:00 
138th and 1H 35 452-2306 
2lst & Guodolu Second Lsvel Oobift Mall 477-1324 
Jonathan Winters, 
Robert Morse, Sip 
jfohn Gielgad. 
Kfen Russell Film 
SCREEN I 
140,340,5o40-$l 
7:40,9:40, $ ISO; 
m SCREEN II 












EVERYDAY 'TIL 1=30 P.M.1 
ALL SEATS S1.00 
ri; 
-w 
from the people who gave you "Th« Ja^KZ Slnf«r>M 
HIGHLAND MALL 
•S 
NOW IN ITS 10th WKKI 
NOMINATED FOR... 
1 
BEST P,CT^ - fST%0R^ 
EVmJtN/REDFORD\ 
ROBERT SHAW 
v A GEORGE RO/HILL FILM 
"THE StiN&' & 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20 ' 
$1.00 til 1:30 EXCEPT "Ixortitf* w. 
OK IH.H..IMIWAY79' 
NOMINATED FOR 
10 ACADEMY AWARDS; 
INCLOfffpG 
BEST PICTURE 
BEST ACTRESS V:;' 
BEST SUPPORTING 
•' U. •' ACTRESS 
BEST SUPPORTING 
ACTOR 
NO CHI10RIN UNKR 13 ADWITTID 
$IATS NOT RESERVED 
NO PASSES 








CLAUDE & the COYOTES 
| | k  •  T u « . . S a t .  A p r i l a - A p H l  
m 
himself in afc#% 'V ^ 
ALLEN DAMRON! 
kwy H« 5-7 p.mf j 
itfnqlisbAire apartments 






5308 BURNET ROAD 
OFFERS GUYS & DOLL8 
A VIP HAIR TREATMENT 
(SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER. 
, ' ANO 8TYLE) 
for  *6.50 








TO Wm falinw bM - 4SI4SS2 >*11® 





Th^v* C*ih» o'fS long way sine* 
Htat Summer •# 
'42 
m 
$14)0 M 5 Msn. thru W.-
13:41-3:35^234:15-SiOS^tlS 
Nfthing^ 
. Con Oo 
Wrong $1.00 tH 3 MON-HH . jj>Q4:10*4:30-6;30>l:10.9;30 
m*AMOONT«CTl3in5>iw^  ̂
Franco zemreui 
HIS FIRST FIIM SINCE "ROMEO & JULIET" 
"BioTHer sun 
siSTer ivioon-










Directed by Yasujiro Ozu 
in color 
Tonightl 







:.A Sfvtc* of thm Owpftmpnt of H*dio/T9l9vision/FUm 




Angela & W.C. 
BEVO'S 
:;S§g^Wo»t Sid#.TopSfp 
Mixed Drinks : 






i * / 
m 
dino now. 
TONIGHT - SATURDAY 
M Wid« World of Entartalnmmt 
36 Tonight Show ,• 
STUDENT- FACULTY PUN 
CAR IN EUROPE 
• Summer new-car leas* plan 
'• Purchase-special aavlnga -
• Hoatels-eamplng-dlsoount club 
I For Free Folder write: CTE-



























T w o  o n e  a c t  p l a y s  p r e s e n t e d  b y  t h e  l ! T  ;  
K t h n i c  S t u d i e s  ( ' e n t e r  w i t h  t h e ^ v f r o  |  
A m e r i c a n  I ' l a y e i H  
1 
• Mutt b* pre-paid 
• No refund* PvW,., 
METHODIST STUDENTCENTI 
2434 GuadoIup 
Tickets . ,  St  in i t ' l l  I $1.  ( ion.  Adm. S2 
il!.iH(t* ;jt iht' I'n Dm u.-ivtnoncJ's Hriii! 
«*= 







^ c. ^ 
r * ^ ^ \ z r -i 
VV'Jr  %• 
vk/..>Y 
rmmmfi 
Arts & Mtre Comm 
UT Students, Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Members 'JKJL flwWWIll IflMWIff * iwlw V, IpVH*
f ftV.  ̂  ̂ m 
is* i*\*i tj, a, ^ 
*fi * 
v r 




^ ̂ he Cultural Entertainment Committee of 
the Texas Union 
Friday, March 29/Austin Coliseum/8:00 pirnf 
to t i  *"  * $2 with Optional Services Fee 
Ticket drawing: March 25-29/Hogg Box Office/lO-6 daily 
TJ- "I — ' v'^ ' "ftaw 
, Klnsolving, Co^Op Bus schedule: 25< 
7fi0-7'30 
Wo cameras or tape recorders allowed. 
ife ' 




PHOIME 471-5844 MON.rTHRU FR1. 8:QO 
* 
. tLASSIFlEp^Ag^RTtSlNG 
15 word minimum 
Eaeh wofd one time .*&••£.&&S 
Each word "2-4 tiiYies ....-•• S 
Each word .5-9 limes i .07 
Each word >0 or more times'.. $ .06 
Student rate each tifhi ,.v S .75 
Classified Display 
I col. x one Inch one lime .... $2.96 
> tbl. x one inch 2-9 times .... S2.66 





We*wedey tesen Tmidqy . 10:00 «.m. 
Thvnday Hx«i Wedneedey 10:00 m.m, 
fridoy Tmn Thvftdoy 10:00 «.m. 
Men4ey Ttran fridw 2,00 | 
Tvetday T«xon Monday 10:00 i 
-"In riw *vmiI ti «rrm mcMtrfe an 
gtwin ot th»pwblhh«ii or* wipimfch far 
only ONC inwiwct iniwii<n. A1 tlrtiu ff 
rdjwtwwh thowld b* mad* ml Imw 
HMH 90 d9y» aftv iwUkiiliM." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word mimmvm each day . $ .75 
each additional Word each day s .05 
I col. x one inch each day .:,. S2.37 
"UnUassifieds" I line 3 days 51:00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) . 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldy. 3.200 ( 25th & Whitis) from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m, Monday through 




FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. H HELP WANTED ROOMMATES • i TYPING 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start 1135 - JIB. Also 
teasing for fail. 2 bedroom 2 bath, 1 
bedroom l bath. close to campus; shuttle 
bus. extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 










• Transportation a1 
• Professional Service 
• .24'Hour Phone Service 







472-7201 324 So. Congress 
A , Historic ',. ' 
Convict Hill 
in South West Austin. Offers a 100% 
stone home with corner flreplace, trees, 
and 7% loan with low assumption. 
Security Realty V 
1 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitoi Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR "SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED In-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES. DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics/ electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-S0% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, list S534, only SJ82. Camera 
. Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BanKAmericard. Mastercharge. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
1973 PINTO, extra clean. 12,500 miles. 
Automatic, AC, super buy. 12,649. Call 
soon. 474-6636. • 
- Sfr- : ' 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Protec­
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera: 476-3581, Coble 
Mall. ' 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
of tubing. All sizes to choose from. S3.00 
up.^201 Airport Blvd. 
WE MAKE professional DEMO tapes on 
professional equipment. 441-1550 or 472-
1804. 
IMPROVE YOURSELF! Be a person of 
Property! 4.9 acres East will make you 
such a person. 459-9574, 476-2134. 
1949 FORD.PICK-UP, red. Chevy V-8, 3-
speed, radio, radial tires. Asking $800. 
Call 477-3734. 
AKAl 1730DSS 4-channel reel to reel tape 
deck. Best offer. 288-2681 after, 5 p.m. 
MUST SELL SOLIGOR lens 300mm 
Bayonett mount. S95. Call Zag, 452-1551. 
MACINTOSH 2100, *370. Telecaster 
guitar - good condition, SI 35. 459-5832. 
AKC REGISTER Russian Wolf Hound, 4 
months old. male. 478-5012. Home 251-
4837. 
1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe. Good condi-
tion. S219S. Call John 454-1211 before 
5:00. After six and weekends call 263-
2297. 
MYSTIC ARTS. 504 West 24th. 10-6 
Tuesday-Saturday. Handmade clothes, 
rose pottery. True soaps. 
MARANTZ 2270 receiver, pertect condi­
tion, with case, under warranty, $450 or 
best offer. Call 441-8180. 
HI Ft SALE. Kenwood amp, KLH tuner, 
Tandberg tape deck. Reasonable, all or 
separate. 442-7515. 
VENTURA GUITAR. Like new, steel 
strings, case. 453-6328 anytime. 
1957 FORD £|CK-UP, * ton new motor, 
shocks, brakes. S520. Call Rod. 472-1772. 
ADDED S2050 IMPROVEMENTS '70 
Town-Country 12-64, SSE Austin, elec­
tric. $6000. 442-0971, Phil Ward. 441-1776. 
HANDCRAFTED silver and ceramic 
iewelry, contemporary paintings. 
Serigraphs. William Hoey 8. Co., 1612 
Lavaca. 477-3007. 
4.5 CU. FT. Refrigerator - J85. Yamaha 
FG-230 12-string and case - S90. 477-3317 
after 10 p.m. 
AKC IRISH SETTER pups. S75male. SA5 
female. Call Dick Briggs at 477-5577. . 
SONY TC228 8-track recorder and 
playback unit. S90. 474-4629. 
1972 GMC VAN, sliding side door, 6 
cylinder engine, STO trans., good solid 
condition. Call 477-3828 after 6. 
URACK, AM/FM Stereo system, 2-way 
speakers, good condition. Sounds great. 
SI 10. 453-5132 evenings. 
- BOOKS. RECORDS, posters. 476-036JL 
' Monday. Wednesday 4-6:30; Tuesday, 
Thursday 3-6:30 or 476-6074. Leave 
message. 
1969 FORD XL 3S1-V8, very dean, »por-
ty, economical. Call 474-4150 after 6:30 
p.m. 
' GERRARD LAB - *0 Turntable Ex­
cellent condition. New M-93 cartridge. 
Call 474-4150 after 6:30. 
1970 TRIUMPH 650cc "new front end, 
tank, tires, top end iob:" l mean clean. 
~ " '• ~»-3ofi, r— '— 
ONE BEDROOM-
SIM ALL BILLS PAID 
A different one bedroom floor plan. 
Carpeted, CA/CH, built-in appliances, 
lots of glass, pool, huge closets, right on 





Located by UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts in your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the'ottier things you want. 




Your time is valuable? 







B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shipping center, 390 and 
Koenlg Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215. 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
' substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On'Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750. 
THE WILLOWICK 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 




Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 64I3B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gilllngwater Com-
pany. • 
LOOK ING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee* 
: HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large .furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just oft 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. 
THE BLACKSTONE 
$64.50/month -
Apartment living V4 block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
•f.if^Looklng for a Quiet Places 
for Study? 
UPPERCLASSMEN 
to share 2 bedroom efficiency* walk to 
campus. Private entrance; parking, -
maid. »75 month plus electricity., 
Available now <-
Summer-Fall 453-3235;-\ i  - - •  
Wa^="J918 -«1 V ' 
Hancock Apts. 
Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sparkling new Luxury. 921 
East 46th. No Lease. All Bullt-lns. Near. 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. .On Shuttle Bus Route. 
454-3854 451-6654 , 472-8226 
PLAYBOYS 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes 
hanging fireplace, panelled wails, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazio 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all tile bath, 2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/patio. ; Lease required - rent 
S155/month. No utilities. Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease call 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 
' Plaia Bldg., San Antonio, Texas. AC 512- • 
227-2231. . :'T _ 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN.' Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $13? A BP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, ' 472-4162 Barry 
Gilllngwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
• 5282. '" ' 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut­
tle. Two locations, two designs. 38th and 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
••nd city bus. From 5U9-S124 plus elec­
tricity. Barry. Gilllngwater Company. 
T R A V I S  S T A T E  
4 SCHOOL ~ 
ATTENDANT 1 - $397 
per month 
' Taking applications for full time work, 
mainly 1:45 p.m. to 10 p.m; shift. Duties 
include the care, training and treatment 
of mentally retarded residents. Apply at: 
.fhe Personnel Office, Travis State • 
School, 2 miles east of Austin on FM 969 
(East 19th). 8 to 11 a.m. or 1 to 4 p.m., 
. rMonday through Friday 




Ideal for Students v ;* 
Help Clean Commercial 
Buildings 
Shifts avalTable: 
4:30 to 8:30 a.m. (Mornings) 
6:00 to 9:30 p.m. (5.y.enings) 
10:30 p.m.-to 2:30 a.m 
(Nights) 
Ideal working conditions 
Above Average Pay 
Advance to Job Supervisor 
For Interview, write, giving 
all details about yourself 
to P.O. Box 3021, ' 
Austin, Texas 78764 
GRADUATE STUDENT needs male 
roommate: share two bedroom apart­
ment, CA/CH, dishwasher^ pool, 885,f 
..half electricity. Call Robert Stark 441'. 
3377 «r 447-1001. , ^ 
HELP! NEEDED! One female roortV 
mate to share two bedroom furnished 
apt, with new-to-Austln female. 451-2654. 
Help* 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large four 
bedroom furnished house; Own room; 
call D(ane. 447-1466: 
PERSON (OR COUPLE): share two"' 
bedroom house. S62/mo. plus bills. Pets 
O.K. 454.3834 after 6:00 and weekends: -
.Dan. "... 
Just North of 27th 
GuadalupefiW 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 
bedroom house, S62.50 plus bills, fenced 
yard, pets ok. 453-1489 after 6 
(Carol). 
p.-m. 
FEMALE OWN ROOM S70. Available 4-1 
in Northeast Austin, home 926-0318 Linda 
after 5:00 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE NOW, 
Share beautiful two bedroom apartment,. 
Shuttle. "Afternoons, evenings after 5:30. 
442-1842 
"M.B.A; 
' . Typing, Multilithing. binding 
, The Complete Professional 
' FULL-TIME Typing 
1 Service 
" RESUMES 1 
with or without pictures. 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II 




Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con-
. vehient central location. 
1 Bedroom 
S145~tWfurnished S160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
S178 unfurnished $198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
600 South First St. 444-0687 
OF 
Completely furnished efficiencies, AC 
gas and water furnished. *109. • -
LA VILLITA 
903 W. 22V* 
Call 477-5514 or 476-7916 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
Si 15, one bedroom S130, two bedrooms 
SI70. Pool, sun'deck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus'enormous one and two 
bedroom.contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through fhe community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from S129. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
V . I . P .  
APARTMENTS 
33rd 8i Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing ft*- Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
S50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 




RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
*'sFALL, Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at S135, all bills 
paid, spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedrooms. Closets galore.. Party bars & 
wet bars. Prrvate patios 8> balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1845 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light east of-iM 35, take Woodland exit. 
. Phone 442-6789 
A P^araqori Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR B.RAND NEW 
I'tfe Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 





• 1 Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet < 
• Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
$120 - $135 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APTS. 
Large Apt., one bedroom, large closets, 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
gas, swimming pool, furnished. Walking 
distance to UT. No children or pets. 610 
West 30th. 4778858 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
&nd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex See owners, Apt. 
113 or cafi 451*4848. 
WQODWARO APARTMENTS^ 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1. 2, or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From S140 - S265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B A.F.B., steps from 




206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and P»tio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle W block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 \ 
TANGLEWOOD 
WEST 
1 Br- Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. S190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 





Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 452-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Giltingwater Com­
pany. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 " 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
jedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from 1125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS ^ 
" EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID, 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 ail bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenettes-Private 
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
TREES 8, VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 3 
min. from downtown. 5 min. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private, 
balconies, lots of glass. Fronp S179 plus 
E. OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
Timberereek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Giltingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry Gilllngwater Company 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart­
ment, One semester or longer. 
S135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118. 2S04 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam ceil­
ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. S134.50 
APARTMENT FINDEltS service. 472-
4162. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES'. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. J145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gilllngwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM 5139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtbwn. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gilllngwater Company. 472-4162, • <*54-
8576. 
ONE BEOROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and~4wo 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From {125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454-1583. 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. • 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut-
tie. SI50 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 44ll Airport. 452-
8385. 
, LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one 
-and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. > 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
school, shag carpet, disposal, cable TV, 
sun deck, central air, .laundry room, 
shuttle, all bills paid. Great location. 
2812 Nueces. 472-6497. 
NEED TO SUBLEASE for summer '74. 
Two bedroom, one bathr Duplex near CR 
shuttle. Quiet living. Call 454-8923. 
MUST SUBLEASE apartment im­
mediately. One bedroom River Hills. 
Will leave up. deposit. Call 444-9896. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Aiso Taking Pall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. 
THE PAD. Large efficiencies, fully shag 
carpeted. CA/CH, pool, all built-in 
kitchen. Trees, right on Shuttle Bus 
route. $130 all bills paid. 4504 Speedway, 
No. 212. 451-4252, 451-6533. Central 
Properties. 
GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. Two 
blocks from Law School, Quiet. Luxury, 
two bedroom, two bath, shag carpet, 
sundeck, pool. Now renting for summer 
and thereafter. 477-3388. 
FOR SUBLEASE. One bedroom apart­
ment. Shag carpet, dishwasher. All bills 
paid. Campus area. Perfect for two peo­
ple. John. 478-3518. 
HOLIDAY 
No. 1 '  
Part-time noon help. 
We are looking for good part-
time help to work noons. Ex­
cellent scholarship program 
offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary. 
Good pay and excellent work­
ing conditions. Apply at 1003 
.Barton Springs Rd. Between 5-
7 p.m. daily. 
MASS AG E RS 
Sharp, Personable 
No experience necessary - will train. 
Excellent wages, must have 
transportation. Call .for appointment 




Daily maid service, central air, 
completely remodeled. Also available -
single rooms, parking, refrigerator. Hot 
plates allowed. Two blocks from 
campus. Co-ed. ' 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 454- i  
8278, 471-5266. REWARD 'i ^ 
FOUND: Small white female Samoyecl-' 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Nice house plants. Cheap.-474-1100 ' • * 
Wanted. Used 125 Enduro. 452-9023. 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (e£rly). 
Yashica Mini-Camera. $50. 478-1740. 
AKC Wiemaraners. 928-1321. 
BSR 810 turntable $110 441-7572 ' 
'64 Olds F85. Wrecked. $100. 451-1585. 
Roberts 8tr rec/play $65 476-9832 
Fnshed. apt. $90 mo. abp 454-5445 
$25 reward - hoCise wanted. 478-2965 
6 volt Delco battery new 453-2104 
Exp. streakers call Mike 454-7471 
2 bd.-2 b. apts for summer 477-3388. 










Next to Gourmet 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations,.-PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
* 5218. Stark, 453- : 
bills paid. 452-5533, 
Properties Inc. 
451-6533. Central 
HALF MONTH RENT 




" T H E  M O V I E  
STAR" 
is Interviewing for clean-up persbn, 
waiter/waitresses $150 per week and 
dancers S6 per hpur. Apply in preson 1-3, 
1602 San Jacinto. 
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 3 
now taking applications part time 
employment to start after spring break. 
Profit sharing, scholarships, 'j price 
food, flexible hours, paid vacation, start 
SI.70. Must be neat and energetic. Apply 
2606 Guadalupe 9:00 to fl :00 and 1:00 to 
5:00, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
apply now: High Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
23C, East Jewett, N.Y. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid daily. Call. 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
WANTED WAITRESSES/WAITERS, 
kitchen help, managers for Flapjack Ca­
nyon. Exciting new pancake house. 1817 
S. Lamar (formerly Arkies Grill). Oood 
pay, flexible hours, fun surroundings. 
Call 441;3701 for interviews. 
COMPANION for my son of four to work 
t-time May, full-time 
. 327-2064. 
FEMALE VACANCY. 5107/month. Co­
ed- New GulldXo-Op. 510 vyejt 23rd, St. 
472-0352. : ;; C " ' 
WANTED 
BUY. SELL all types girley magazines, 
books, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
jewelry, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, .320 Congress, 
downtown. 
TENNIS HELP. 'Desire tennis lessons 
for self and spouse. Call'454-5294 after 5. 
TYPING 
Typing 










FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex­
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports,, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
Yuuf-TjMfver sily' work. Fasl/ au-Utate, -




1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 , 
Typing (50* page). Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST . 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type iaw briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms* 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 




A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in' 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports 
. Prompt, Professional 
Service 
453-7577 
Pick-up Service Available 
A to .Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St, 
472-0149 
Thesei, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
in my home par  
summer. Must have car.
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC,.carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Ville. 46th and Ave. A. 454-8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more Information, call 
454-9475. 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath, apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments In the 
University area I Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
8941 or 472-8253. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, '451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUAAMER RATES NOW! Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI'APARTMENTS, alsoone and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted,- CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efflcien-
cies. Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. 
Gillingwater Company 
Barry 
STUDIO APARTMENT. Graduate stu­
dent. Large flvlng area, kitchenette, 
walk-in closet, hanging closet, tile 
shower, private entrance, shuttle.* $100 
ABP. 478-6380. 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms $75., all bills paid.-(908 West 29th, 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money Come live with us. For.the 
next three weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses. Shuttle bus. 
451-8155 452-5326 
Robert 471-2 SIOOO, -evenings. 
MOTORCYCLE 1972 Hodaka lOOcc's. 
Excellent condition. $300. Dunstall far­
ing $60. Call after 5:00, Kip, 447-3167. 
1971 KAWASAKI 500 H-l 15,000 miles. ' 
good condition. >700. Call Jim. 451-^584. 
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, AM/FM. sunroot, 
.new paint. 8730. 447-4(49, 
1M3 STRATOCASTER, beautiful guitar 
with case. $200 cash. Flute $30. 447-4849. 
great gas mileage. Good condition, l 
New Soligor W-nO ippm tins T-4 monum 
VW STATIONWAGON. new tires, ... -
oli r M " 
' $1B. .47I-M80 Chip. 
MARTIN Wilt cfMticat gtliW' Wtttl 
frtmh tint* *3*714*. after 4 oft 






1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiertcies 
Full kitchen — • 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large xplk-in closets. 
; Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
peacefcjf courtyard with pool 
' Only steps to shopping : 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the" solution to 
your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
; Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 .bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake:Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wail; mddern fur-;. 
Mate, plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water J " f, , 
From s,145 — all bllts palcl:'-
300 East Riverside Drive : 
- —- 444-3337 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-1871, 472-4162. 
Barry Gilllngwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE* • 
Highland Mall, 1 Capitol Plata. Largel 
& 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.S0 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162, Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129,50. 
: includes shag, complete kitchen, 
; CA/CH. Smell community. 4204 
Speedway-. 452 0986, 472-4162. Barry . 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new I t 2 
bedrooms .with shag. lcemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location In 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Whele** Lane. 916-4202, 472- . 
• 4162. Barry Gilllngwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
_ every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139,50 plus electricity. 107 West 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
QUIET EXCELLENCE. West 46th. 
Modern spacious 1470' two story brick 2-
2, CA/CH, walk-in closets, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, disposal. Ar­
tist room, large living room, built-in 
bookshelves, carport, storage. Offstreet 
parking, fenced yard. Family or four 
glrj». 452-5401. 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
NICE ONE BCOROOM. Stove, 
refrigerator, yard, $98. 904-A West 




MATH TUTORING that you cWi unders-
fand. 476-0757. « 
FURN. HOUSES 
GREAT PEOPLE! «rand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frosf-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Sergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
andfamllles waifip0M(M»n*gor-85-2l>4J 
after 4 00 
LAitS AUSTIN 15 minutes cam-
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 9 bedroom 
mobile- homes. $15 to $140. Mack's 
Marine. 327-1191, 327-1151. 
FOR SUMMER SESSION i-1 house fn° 
Tarrytown. All bWls paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pffs. Call 477-5570. 
EXPERIENCED NURSE AIDS. Part 
time. Apply In person, 690& Burnet Lane. 
"MAGIC TOUCH of Venus Body 
Massage for Gentlemen" needs persons 
who massage for immediate employ­
ment. Relaxing atmosphere and 'ex­
cellent money. Full time or part<=ttme. 
Call 451-9190 or 1104 Koenig Lane, 
Austin. Ask for manager. < 
ASSISTANT APARTMENT manager 
wanted, for large West Austin apartment 
project. Two full weekdays a week free. 
Call Martha Riley. 472-4171. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: gymnastics, 
tutoring, soccer, photography, any type 
of special programming. Call Boy's Club 
Of Austin; 444-6369. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com-
~ mission. 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
FENCING TEACHER for two 
beginners. Jill Blakeney, 288-1245. 
FULL TIME POSITIONS now being 
taken at Hang-lt-On in Highland Mall. ' 
Apply Monday-Saturday from 10 a.m. - 9 
p.m. 
RESEARQiASSISTANT . EE or AREO 
major, junior or sertior preferred. Part 
time 20 hours per week. Schedule open. 
Call 926-2800, ext. 112. 
DANCE TEACHER for children. 3-5 
p.m., ,2 or 3 days week. 836-1609. > 
MASSEUSES, MASSEURS for the 
CREATIVE LIVING CENTER. Ex­
perience or interest In meditation and 
sensitivity techniques desirable. 
Professional training. 478-4209. 
WANTED: STUDENT to work part time 
- yfrd work, maintenance and painting 
for home and apartment complex. 
Availability 1-2 years. $2.80/hour. 454-
8450. • 
NEED 2 STUDENTS to work Tuesday 
afternoon and evening,.and Wednesday 
morning. Far North West. No manual-
labor but hard work. $1.60/hour. 345-2271 
or 837-2390. 
NEED 26 PEOPLE pat! time now 
through May. $2.85/hour, 3 evenings and ;• 
Saturday. Apply 7524 Nortti Lamar No.; 
207 today, 10-2-4-or 7 p.m. sharp. 
TWO WEEK "JOB; Professor and wife > 
need "mofher's helper" for two small -> 
boys when baby arrives (late April) 
.- Pay WOO, room and board.. 454-1848. 
NEED 6 FOOT PERSON to wash 
windshields at certain "apartment com­
plex (South Austin) for advertising pur­
poses. From 4 - 8 p.m; Monday.'.Friday 
weekly. $2,00/houl*. 474-1628. .. 
PART tWe' WORK 3 eveninas and 
Saturday. $300'Der mbnth. Call 452-2758. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of ty 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
MINNIE L. HAMMETT, formerly 
associated with Marjprie Delafield Typ­
ing Service. Typing of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding. Open 
everyday. Not at old address. Please call 
before coming. Free refreshments. 442-
7008. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
cents/page. 472-4212. Call before noon 
and after 5. 
TYPING Reports, Resumes 
Theses, Letters 
All University and 
business work 
Last Minufe Service 
YWw Open 9-9 Mon-Th & 9-5 
SERVICE Fri"Sat 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
UNF. APARTS. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
2323 Townlake Circle 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
muzik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
very clean. 
• or \ , 441-3020 
2 Bedroom -
Shuttle bus, 




l BEDROOM, AC, carport, rear fenced 
yard, tall oak tree*... yard, large frpnf i 
2507 S. 4th. 5135. Alt er 8 p.m. 442-8344. 
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 5 
, 6800 Burnet Rd. ~ 
.453-51.55, > . 
Applications now being taken for part-time 
position. Hours U a.m. -2p.m. M-F. Com? 
pahy benefits include: Scholafstiip 
Program, Excellent wages and -working * 
conditions, Insurance, Meal discount. 
6800 Burnet Rd. 
V w V "  W 
^^453-5155, 
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. • Save Time - Save Money' 
Next, to Gourmet on the Drag 
.*«. ' By BOB RENTPRO 55 dues-paying members, Kuhles said. It is-
• Tile 'newly-formed University vetet-anst^ self-he)^ association, not a political one, 
Association (UVA) will hold a job fair" ai#aike the now defunct Vietnam Vets Against 
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in Union Building 334 the War was, Kuhles emphasized. 
At^/hp'fJir^in h?!It!!!L » , THE PURPOSES of UVA is to bring 
the TPYA« P^L^vm!^ ^."W^ogether University veterans so they can 
/ oAf®nCy'i thjljhelp each other. For example, veterans 
the Veterans ™"»f '^tF1""' ca-"1"" & 
W a e ° .  •  .  ̂ c h a n g e  t i n s ,  K u h l e s  L i d .  § 5 * ? .  ihl MAIN purpose of the fair is to give^f* mwti 
advice about jobs to the nearly 2,600 ; Kules said UVA does not have an office or 
veterans on campus, David Kuhles, UVA^te,ePhone as y®1- but the University has 
chairman, said Monday. && promised thenp-both. The University has 
Kuhles said information will be available?^1been helpful an organizing the association, 
on government job priorities for veterans||r ^6 sa^-
how vets can become, more desirable ? "t UVA will have a table set up for a wefek on 
employes, what fields are open and some,the West Mall, beginning Tuesday, to hand 
job placements. ^out information about the association 




























Bf juA^c^MPdr , 
Mrs. Dolph Briscoe and. 
State Rep. Cirlos P. Truan of 
Corpus Christi spoke on the 
problems and needs of aged 
Texans in the Monday session 
of the Uth annual Governor's' 
Conference on Aging. ^ i^-the cities 
?,';The conference, *'01der£fe| This 
most of^the elderly in Texas, sgroups and the welfare,' friends," Mrs, Briscoe said.-
He also said passing House*- department was doing. ' ,, "We'must never giye Up opt 
Bill 845 would mean "creation^ She • §aid older people cait' r^respect to all ages. As long asW 
0 a multipurpose resource help not only those** "right' we live on this world we hav# 
center," which would end thfc ». behind them in the road of^ something to give," she said! 
problem of having various'. Jife," but also the very young^, Mrs. Briscoe's speech wa& 
Agencies in different parts 0£|| "Youngsters need patience^ abbreviated because he^ 
FREE RIBBON 
. With any typewriter or-
.adding machine repair. . •< 
"•>? Reasonable rates; : A 
Sales, Service, Rentals. 
MasterCharge, BankAmericard 
Call 474-2546 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
- Free pick-up and delivery. 
SMM SlWiifi 
To Inform Ex-GIs 
Texans — State Resource," 
was. attended by various;.; 
groups that aid the aged. ''' 
Truan spoke on "Legislation 
and Older Texans" and on the 
different bills which help the 
aged in today's society. 
Mrs. Briscoe spoke 4n the . 
main topic of the conference 
and on how the aged can be 
useful in society. 
Speaking in the Regency 
Room at the Villa Capri Motor 
Hotel, Truan said transporta­
tion is the maih problem for 
.... . . 
the:^ 
i^ipd guidance of th^ir, plde| . ̂ mother was il 
m: 
ntefa To Lecture 
On Latin Women 
mws: 
also would ease 
transportation problem, 
added. 
Truan said the Committee^ 
on Human Resources, of1 
which he is chairman, will, 
look to health care services in. , 
the state after the* Feminist and novelist Carlotta O'Neill, Spanish-born niece of 
Constitutional Convention is playwright Eugene O'Neill, will present lectures on the position 
over. of women in Latin'America Tuesday and Wednesday. > * 
- "This will be a joint venture.^. The public lectures, presented iri Spanish, will be in Business* 
"between the House and Senate; ' i^on°mics Building 151. 
Human Resource Com-4^ Ms. O'Neill will discuss Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, the poet &X: 
mittees," he said. "We will and defender of women's rights in colonial Mexico, at 4 -p.m. 
hold hearings throughout the Tuesday. "The Latin American Woman and World Problems^^|g 
state and come back with^ jwill be the topic of her 8 p.m. Wednesday talk. fflffj&M 
recommendations for legisla#H Ms. O'Neill has written six novels and three biographies* 4n< 




VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
" up sio.sft-ptus-parts.- free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression cnecks. 
Please try us! (We have moved to 1003 
Sage Brush). For information call S34-




Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 24th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business 
-c-
-JN 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 








THE BUG INN Volkswagen Sho>. Free 
Timing, Carborator adjustment with 
this ad. 1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
CARPET CLEANING, maid service, 
party cleanup, you name it - we do it. 
Quality work, home or business, at 
lowest prices. The Services Co. 453-0457. 
CAR REPAIR. Reasonable prices. I do 
house calls for'15 niore.: Also A.C. Mike, 
444-2403. -
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-




We plan float trips on the 
Upper Guadalupe up to four 
days. Call The Guadalupe 
Canoe Livery. 885-4671. 
SKYDIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 




for any pertinent information leading to 
the arrest and conviction of any person 
or persons responsible for the fire at 
Eli's Club on March 13, 1974. Call the 
owner, 474-8174 after 5 p.m.; Fire 
Marshall's office. 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4412 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
GIVE ME your old art supplies. 478-2079. 
2nd ANNUAL 8-HOUR Marathon and 
Art Show. Sitadium. April 7.. 12 noon -
4:00. S10 Exhibitor fee. Louis Henna, Jr. 
454-2501, 837-0395. 
HI! THROWING A PARTY? Let a belly 
dance troupe entertain you! Sidney, 447-










The University Veterans 
Association, a newly formed 
organization to provide infor­
mation and aid to veterans, 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tues­
day in Union Building 334. 
A representative of the Tex­
as Employment Commission 
will explain the procedure for 
'securing increased employ­
ment services for veterans.^ 
A service officer from the 
Veterans Administration will 
discuss available benefits to 
veterans. 1 
Latin America 
The Latin American Policy 
Alternatives Group will spon­
sor a slide-show and informal 
discussion with Francis® 
- GueMerft of Cuernav^a^ 
.Mexico, director of the Latin 
f American Center of the 
IjE^iends World College, at 4 
p'.ih. Tuesday in Batts Hall 
;,'20l. . 
/ Guerrero will discuss an 
eight-Week summer seminar 
on "Dependency and Libera­
tion in Latin America," 
At 7:30 p.m. in, Business-
Economics Building 150', 
Guerrero; along with Profs. 
; Jorge Bustamente and Mike 
Conroy, and Fernando Rello 
from the magazine Punto 
Critico of Mexico City, will 
disciiss "Mexico: The Un­
finished Revolution." 
AUSTIN TOMORROW 
fHAM III NHOHKMHOOD MHTINO for 
. Zone 5 will meet from 7 p.m. to 10 
p.m. Tuesday at AAanor High School, 
Manor Road. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS < 
CCNTVR FOR WUXKAN AMittCAN STUMCS> 
AND UNION- MEXICAN AMERICAN 
; CULTURE COMMITTCE will sponsor a 
film on chlcanp theater at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday in Union Building 104. 
; Jorge Herta, professor of drama at 
the University of California at Santa 
; Barbara, will speak. 
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE will 
present a Jonl Mitchell concert at 8 
p.m. Friday in Austin Ci'ty Coliseum. 
Tickets are available at Hogg Box 
< Office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily,' 
^ 471-1444. Admission Is $2 for optional 
" ticket holders. 
INSTITUTE OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES will: 
present Alex Nove at 1:30 p.m. Tues-
day-'4n Business-Economics 
Building, Nove, former adviser to 
, the Chilean government, will speak 
on "Chilean Economic Planning 
Under Allende." 
"MEDEA" CAST will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Tuesday in Drama Building 103 to 
rehearse and receive scripts. 
STUDENT SELM4OMINATI0NS for 1974-7S 
members of the Dean's Fine Arts 












Hirough Kriday in the tine; 
Dean's office, Battle Hall. ' 
arts 
av1, - MSETINOS 
AntCA INSTITUTE will meet at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday at 904 W. 17th St. for a free 
class In "The Exploration of 
Consciousness." 
ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT will meet at 
4 p.m. Tuesday in .Burdine Hall 402. 
William Mueller will discuss the 
'ii growth of schoolchildren in a ; v 
••• mestizo village.. . "a;;?; 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION WiII meet at 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday at the Baptist Stydent 
Centfi.r,.-22Q4 Saji Antonio St. Or. 
- 7 Tommy SfifkM, author of "NoAAan 
Goes Alone," will speak. 
DEPARTMENT OE OEOlOOICAl SOENCtS Will 
present John R. .JOelst at 1 p.m. 
i Tuesday In Geology Building 100. 
, Kleist wilt discuss the geology of the 
coastal belt, Franciscan - Complex 
near Ft. Bragg, Calif. 
BNJCATKMAl KYCHOtOOY symposium 
series on.'*^The Future of 
:,Sf Professional Psychology" will meet 
from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuesday tn the Joe 
„ C. Thompson Conference Center ' 
' 3.122. Dr. Nicholas °A. Cummings, 
presltleht of the California School of - > 
• Professional Psychology, will speak . 
on "Professional Schools in . 
Psychology." 
IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY will meet at 7 ' 
p.m. Tuesday in Engineering-
Science Building 402 for a discussion1 
,. of the PDP-11 mini-computer. 
I ^PTL4AW ASSOCIATION •Will meet at 7:30 
-'.v.'- p.m. Tuesday in B^usIness-
( Economics Building 155 to discuss a " 
proposed field trip. 
UNIVERSITY-TEXANS UNITED KM THE RIGHTS 
OF NODSMOKERS will meet at 4:30 -
p m Tuesday in Batts Hall 201 to dls- ' 
cuss preparation of anjnformation 
handbook and booth bn campus. 
•H'Wil>Willltr-,|ltt.qto Will hold 8 meeting 
' on the Taos ski trip at 1515 Royal . 
Foreign Service Officers ^; ^ 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C',,1 
SptnoTored if Generat St ttompamiive Studies " 
Wednesday/March 27 
WMOB 101-A 
9-11 1/t 2-3:30 
Mr. Peck and Mr. Morrison will be available 
to talk with students about foreign affair 
issues and careers. 
Crest, Apt. 3307 »1 7 p.m. Tuesday. 
;Call 447-2259 for more information. 
' SEMINARS 
DEPARTMENT of PHYSICS will present a 
statistical' mechanics seminar at 3 , 
p.m. Tuesday in Robert Lee Moore 
Hall 7.308. Or. B. Milter, Texas 
Christian University, will speak. At' 
4:30 p.m. In Robert Lee Moore Hall 
10.210, an atomic and molecular 
seminar will ,be presented. ' 
SOCIETY OF UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
UBRARIANS will meet at noon Tues­
day In Union Building 202 for a 
sandwich Seminar, ;• 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CITY tOB»Y 
' /COMMITTEE wlll present a sandwich 
Seminar at noon Tuesday in Union 
Building 104 tor. a discussion on utlli-
' ty rebates. 
UNION IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMITTEE Will 
A sponsor a sandwich seminar at noon 
Tuesda/ In the Union Building 
t:' Junior Ballroom. John Clardl, poet 
and educator, will speak. . 
Mrs. Briscoe, in a luncheon 
address, said she was proud of, 
the work the senior citizens 
A weekly summary 
of day-time soap operas 
Send now for your subscription to. 
Let's Gossip 
9712 Robin Hill Lane • Dallas, Texas 75238 
13 Wks. for $4.73 or 26 Wks. for $8.40 





















































Blood Plasma Donors Needed . 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8A.M. to 3 P.M. , I 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
simf 
Service 





Quick, Reliable Service 
^ Come by 
$£ TSPBIdg. 
Room 3.200 
. and place s 
your 
UndauMkJ 









Zm & Whltla 
NOW LEASING 
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the ttwdenH' attorney*, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bewer, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to S p.m. Monday 
through Friday in :Unlon 
Bu1t<ltrig~301." T«fephol«» 471-
7142. The student*' attorney* 
will handle , landlerd-tenant, 
consumer protection, employe*' 
right*, taxation and insurance 
ca*e*. Criminal • case* and 
domestic problem* by appoint­
ment only. 
^eluding "A Mexican in the Spanish War" and "The Dead Also 
Speak," which tell of her first husband's execution by Francisco 
franco's forces in Spain in 1936 and of her suffering and im­
prisonment. 
- In 1961, Ms. O'Neill married artist Manual Amaral, who will 
open an exhibition of selected paintings Wednesday in the 








SjxciaCivng Ut Waw(tiie&tF~a$ric$i 
Make a Cowboy Shirt. (Or our *eam*tie**;: 
will make It.) Be*t (election of cotton ' 
print* in town. $.99-$ 1.99/yd. All colors 
& die*. Pearl map*. 
Owned ft Run by UT Student 
T Z1W Chmdafut# ^ 7' 
Wtxtto&igi's +76-5905 
I HtiSimUm* I 
High in Protein-Low in Calories 
_ If the name is • 
Superior 
-so is the produa 
• • f c  
Moat •conomical for aalwls 
and main dishts 
MAS8AOE8 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAQNETIC,TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
POWDER 
^iMagie ®0ucl{0{^mi0 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN' * 
Young Laely Matteusei in Complete Privacy! ' 









SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
CAMP WALDEMAR FOR GIRLS. 
» HUNT, TEXAS 78024 
Interviewing for Counselor* March 27 and 28 at 
the Office of Financial Aids, 2608 Whitis : ̂  
ft 
Jobs for women, 2nd semester sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, or graduates with special skills In individual sports, 
art, drama, journalism, campcraft* and office work. AJso jobs 
in a stage band (freshmen eligible). See detailed list of camp 
activities posted in the above office. If qualified, secure 
Interview Information Sheet, and sign for appointment ' -
^ ^ r 4 ^ U % i. » 
^ '^r- 5 T «*/5 
r CAMP DATES: , 
June 2 - July 9 and/or July 11 - Aug. 17 
>\r U 
Mexican American Culture Committee 
and 
Center for Mexican American Studies 
presents' • 
Jorge Huerta, Director of 
El Teatro de la Esperanza 
Showing film on Chicaho Theatre 
and giving, informal discussion 




f Ideas and Issues Committee 
1 ' presents 
JOHN CIARDI 
i K 
J \J Jk 
If 7«n 
r' Sfj W s 
peel and educatg^g^f; 
- y 
Tuesday, March 26 
12 noon^ 
J* •„; ̂  
Union Jr. Ballroom 








CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
-WRITE YOUR AD HERE———— 
T ' " '  * i 
$ 
gall 
K lUse this handy chart to quic 
(15 word minimum 
< • . -1 • v; .'1 ^ * 












Cost per word 10 18 35 60 1.20 
15 1.S0 2.70 5.25 f.00 18.00 
16 1.60 2.88 5.60 9.60 19.20 
1.70 3.01 5.95 10.20 20.40 
1J0 3.24 6.30 10.80 21.60 
*1 "• .iliiV J-d' vlv ?-A- VM 
a 1.90 3.42 6.65 11.40 22.80 
Amount Enclosed— 
Number of Days 
Mail to: 
DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 






















ASHINGTON (UPI) The Supreme 
Court ruled Monday itvis- nott against 
Massachusetts law for a person to wear an 
American flag on the seat of his pants. 
|HOn ;.a 5-4 decision with four separate 
cfiinidns, the court upheld a lower court 
decision that a Massachusetts law was too 
Vague and too broad, . 
THE COURT HELD unconstitutional 
the law that provides criminal .penalties 
against anyone who "publicly ... treats 
contemptuously the flag of the United. 
States." 
: Writing the. majority opinion, Justice 
Lewis F. Powell said that "flag contempt 
statutes have been characterized as void 
| of lack of notice on the theory that what is 
contemptuous to one man may be a work 
pf art to another." 
• The Massachusetts law, Powell wrote, 
-'fails to draw reasonably clear lines 
between the kinds of nonceremonial treat­
ment that are criminal and those that are 





to review an appeal of a deci-
&f£. 
" V t 
£ 
sion which struck down New Jersey's 1847 
abortion law as an invasion of a woman's 
privacy and unconstitutionally vague. 
Since the court ruled last year that women 
andtheir doctors have a right to decide on 
an aboftion in the first trimester of 
pregnancy, it has declined to hear any. 
abdrQbn cases. r;--—-
' • Declined to hear an Arkansas case in 
jwhich police officers posing as gamblers 
intercepted telephone calls without a 
specific warrant. 
Reversed the contempt conviction of a 
COurt witness in Oklahoma because he had 
Siot been warned onpe^before; being cited 
for using profanity.-.- ;-TM. *; ^ \ 
- • Agreed to review -anantitrust ruling 
against Gulf Oil Co: for allegedly trying to 
-V monopolise <the -asphalt industry ftt 
southern California. 
7. Justice Byron R. White, in a concurring 
opinion in the flag case, said he thougit 
ihe Massachusetts law was not too vague, 
but believed it did violate the First and 
14th Amendments guaranteeing free 
speech and due process. 
; Justice William H. Rehnquist, who 
wrote one of two dissenting opinions, said 
he thought the law did not violate the First 
Amendment since the defendant did not 
seem to be "trying to communicate any 







MOSCOW (AP) — Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger 
"assured Soviet leaders Monday that President Nixon intends to t 
stay on the job for three more years and make his detente policy 
^{irreversible." „ ^ 
^ .But Kissinger also leveled a warning as he began talks in the^' 
Kremlin with Leonid I. Brezhnev trying to clear the way for. 
new limitations on nuclear weapons in the treaty Nixon would 
assign here at a summer, summit. 
'.fef v - &M 
: "IF OUR TWO NATIONS attempt to take advantage of each w 
other, if we attempt to blackmail each other or deal tfith each -
other from a strong position, then there can be no peace among 
yourselves or in the world'," Kissinger said. 
He made the remarks at a luncheon given by Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko between morning and evening 
^• •sessions with Brezhnev, the Soviet Communist Party leader. 
Both sides appeared to be assuring each other that they would' 
move ahead the detente policy which has already produced a. 
1972 nuclear weapons treaty and other major agreements'' 
despite Congress' inquiry into Watergate and the possibility of 
Nixon's impeachment '< f 
I cEORGY ARBATOV, the Kremlin's leading authority on-
-''American relations, told a group of reporters, "We have to go-' , 
^o^. Something is always happening in the United States. 
Hp "If you react to the fluctuations in American life there is 
'• always a reason to cancel a summit," said Arbatov, who is head 
,, ,of the U.S. -Institute of the Academy of Sciences. 
py:; Kissinger referred pointedly to the three remaining years in 
• Nixon's term, saying: "Our greatest goal is that over the next. 
three years we can make the relationship that has grown up-
between our two peoples and.our leaders irreversible." • - ' 
fte aSd^"tf welreatitfth/^eh other cooperatively, if . 
recognize that neither of us can gain a permanent strategic ad-j 
vantage, either militarily or politically anywhere in the.world • 
then we can bring about lasting peace and all mankind wii' 
benefit.". 
TAKE AN OPTIMISTIC view," Brezhnev told reporters in 
assessing changes for a second weapons treaty. He called the-
1972 pact, limiting defensive systems and temporarily res trie- ^ 
ting some offensive missiles, "a very good beginning <m th®|s 
process ... The further we proceed from the date of that signing 
the more people,will really appreciate the jprwortancgMjjj&ty •*> 
s t e p . "  m - •  
Brezhnev referred darkly to "peoplewhowouldlikelo make; • 
things worse," an apparent reference to congressional leaders! ̂  
who have succeeded so far in blocking trade credits for thd|s|| 
Soviet Union because of restrictions on emigration of Jews an®.-,^ 
other mirtorities. i;§ 
• "Opponents of detente are introducing petty matters tha^:f| 
have no bearing on detente," he said. fcf 
HOWEVER, THE SOVIET leader's mood was upbeat as h«|.y? 
puffed on a cigarette while waiting for Kissinger. Pravda fronts ^ 
paged the U.S. secretary's arrival and told the Soviet people h<$| ^ 
was in Moscow to prepare for a visit by Nixon. ' S f 
. Arbatov, who sees foreign journalists only occasionally, sai<§ „ 
the Soviet people "are not really sure that the United States | 
ready to drop cold war attitudes" and that "sometimes thing& 
which happen cause doubts." 
r For example, he cited the congressional amendment tha£ 
would withhold credits and most-favored nation status from th% 
Soviets, and he referred to what he called U.S. "military arjf 
maments" and "their pressure on American policy." - ;|i 
Mercury Probe 
Tlii* computer-enhanced Mariner 10 phbtograph of the planet Mercury, ©b-
tained /Monday from th« J«t Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., was 
taken Sunday from a distance of 2,700,000 miles. The picture of the partial­
ly illuminated disc (circled area) reveals what the laboratory describes as "a 
prominent bright area of unknown origin about 250 miles in diameter, 
which has never been seen before in telescopic photographs from Earth." 
Additional photos of tl|is area will be obtained in succeeding days with 
higher resolution as the spacecraft approaches its point of closest approach 
to the planet on Friday. 
Amin 
50 Purged From Army 
NAIROBI (UPI) — President Idi Amin of Uganda has purged 
clash between rival tribal military units in Kampala,' western 
diplomatic sources said Monday. 
The sources said the fighting erupted when Amin tried to 
eliminate dissident officers and the officers themselves tried to 
overthrow him. They said casualties in the weekend tank and 
machine gun battle probably totaled several hundred. 
- The confrontation was the most serious Amin has faced since 
he seized power in a bloodless coup in January, 1971. 
. _ Late Sunday, after several hours of uncertainty, Amin regain­
ed control of the 16,000-man armed forces, the sources said, and 
immediately began eliminating dissident officers, most of them 
members of the Lugbara tribe, 
Amin, a former sergeant major in the British Army, is a 
member of the Kakwa tribe. 
- . The president had already purged at least 50 officers, they 
said. Some officers had been killed and their bodies disposed of. 
Others fled the capital. 
Diplomats identified the leader of the mutiny as Brig. Charles 
Arube, who was army chief of staff before being sent to the 
Soviet Union for training about a year ago. He had returned to 
Uganda from Moscow just a week ago. 
A Ugandan military spokesman said Arube shot himself twice 
during the Sunday fighting and died later in a Kampala hospital. 
Diplomats said the trouble began earlier this month when the 
body of former Foreign Vriinister Lt. Col. Michael Ondoga was 
found floating in the Nile River. 
Ondaga's fellow Lugbara tribesmen in the Army later wreck­
ed one of Amin's residences in Kampala, claiming Amin caused 
Ondoga's death. : 
The diplomats said Amin Friday began summoning loyal 
troops to eliminate some of the 2,000 Lugbara tribesmen from 
the army. 
At the same time, they said, the dissident officers were plan­
ning their own weekend coup d'etat. Fighting broke out late 
Saturday night. . • 
The sources said the president has repeatedly shaken up the 
armed forces, government offices and intellectual circles since 
seizing power. They said they expected the current purge to 
continue for several weeks with pehaps hundreds more victims. 
•X •: .IvivvvS": 
S 
Si: 
New Distribution May Be Last Giveaway 
> SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Thousands of persons received 
cartons of quality food Monday in a renewed effort to satisfy 
demands of the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), which 
says it abducted newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst. 
Meanwhile, Oakland Municipal Couri Judge Stafford 
'-Buckiey^d&iied-a T<eque3i by attef$l SLA "soldiers" Joseph 
Remiro^nd Russell Little for a nation-wide television State­
ment they claim could help free Miss Hearst. Buckley did 
not explain his ruling. 
The same request was denied last week by Superior Court 
Judge Sam Hall of Contra Costa County." He said a TV 
appearance might prevent a fair trial for the pair. 
The $2 million food giveaway was revamped by newspaper 
executive Randolph A. Hearst after the SLA said food dis­
tributed earlier was "hog feed" and demanded more and 
better groceries for the needy. 
Several cartoiis seen by reporters contained fresh eggs, 
chickens, oranges, a large lamb roast, pot roast or ham 
other staples. 
Lee Ross, a spokesman for People in Need, said: "This 
appears to be the last one" when asked how long the food 
program would last. 
In four previous giveaways, Hearst's People in Need 
. program handed out 120,000 grocery bags with a high quanti­
ty of supplemental starchy food. 
- Monday's revamped distribution at 17 centers throughout 
the San Francisco Bay area substituted; large'cartons for the 
^!TiaUeiugraGei^.t^saa£UjnGreased!4hea%puntdaLjfreeh 
food. 
Each food box contained a slip of paper which said in 
English and Spanish: "Foods contained in this box are top 
quality and were stored at 33 degrees Fahrenheit to main­
tain freshness" It also gave instructions on freezing apd 
preparing the food.1 
Food was given to anyone who requested it, no questions 
~ asked.' 
' The SLA called Hearst, editor and president of The San 
Frgncisco Examiner, a "corporate enemy of the people." 
The kidnapers demanded he feed the needy as a gesture of 
repentance and good faith before they would negotiate his 
daughter's release. ' 
A distribution center in the Mission District ran out Of food 
in two and a half hours. One of the last men to receive a car­
ton said: "It doesn't bother me to take the free grub. It's ob­
vious a lot of other people feel the same way." 
Hundreds of persons in 
San Francisco wait in 
rain td pick up boxes of 
food in the resumption 
of the food giveaway 
program demanded by 
the SLA terrorist kid­
napers of  Patr icia 
Hearst.  Food was 









Japanese Union Members Strike 
TOKYO (UPI) — About 2.6 million Japanese union members, including 
thousands of railroad workers, began a one-day strike Tuesday for wage 
increases averaging $100 a month. 
Train service throughout the country was crippled. About five million 
people who commute to work by train in the big cities of Tokyo and Osaka 
either stayed home or rode to work in trains crowded to the limit of 
human endurance. Businesses in Tokyo reported heavy absenteeism. 
. . .  7 
Dow Jones Trading Down 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market turned in its fourth lackluster 
session in a row Monday as trading slowed to its lightest level in almost 
six months. ~ s * 
/ 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials gained 2.89 to 881.02, but 
declines outpaced advances 803 to 578 among the 1,770 issues changing 
hands on the New York Stock Exchange. . 
Wire Guild To Continue Strike 
NEW YORK (UPI) — Units of the Wire Service Guild in Washington 
and New York voted overwhelmingly by voice votes Monday to continue 
an eight-day strike against United Press International (UPI). 
Negotiations between the two were recessed Saturday by a federal 
mediator when the guild rejected a new UPI offer which would increase 
the present $300 weekly salary for top scale reporters and photographers 
to $355 by March, 1976. The guild has sought 10 percent increases for each 
of the next two years. 
Boyle Murder Trial Begins 
MEDIA, Pa. (AP) — Thin and pale, former United Mine Workers 
(UMW) President W.A. "Tony" Boyle went on trial Monday for the 
Yablonski murders. Jury selection began in the afternoon after a morning 
conference between the judge, the 72-year-old Boyle and attorneys; . 
Two jurors were seated by-midafternoon in the first day of the trial. 
Boyle spent the entire morning session of the court closeted with his at­
torneys, prosecutors and the judge on a matter that was not immediately 
e x p l a i n e d . ^ | _ V  y ;  J  „  - J  ^  ^  *  r  ^  / * ?  
'Boyle/ who' was toppled from the.unidn hierarchy by the reform move­
ment that Jcgeph A. Yablonski started, is charged in the murders of the 
UMW insurgent, his wife and daughter on New Years Eve 1969 three 
weeks after Boyle defeated Yablonski in a union election. 
Woodcock Urges Impeachment 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - United Auto 
Workers President Leonard Woodcock, 
who Sunday called for President Nixon's 
resignation, Monday reversed himself and 
said Congress instead should move speedi­
ly with its impeachment procedures. 
Woodcock and Floyd E. Smith, presi­
dent of the International Association of 
Machinists, kicked off the second UAW-
IAM legislative conference with sharp 
criticism of Nixon. 
Woodcock told the conference that dep-
site his earlier call for Nixon to step down, 
he now has to come to "the personal con­
clusion that events have gone too far for 
.resignation." 
He said he could see a set of political cir­
cumstances "where in fact if the Presi­
dent did follow the advice of Sen. William 
Buckley, who says he is innocent but must- can be ended 
resign, that this problem would fester 
over the years and we would then have 
carefully cultivated by the (political) 
right the myth of a martyred president." 
Woodcock said Congress must now do 
"its duty under the Constitution and 
pcoceed with the impeachment inquiry," 
adding it is the only way "the current con-. 




Bird Battle \ 
To Result | 
In Firewood : 
* GRACEHAM, Md. (UPI) - Since th# 
can't get the birds out of the trees they've 
decided to take the trees away from the 
birds, even if it means chopping down part 
of Edgar Ekmrich's white pine forest. 
After three nights of bombarding the 60-
acre grove with propane cannons, carbide 
exploders, firecrackers, bird distress caills 
and shotgun fire, officials admitted Moiv-
day they had not succeeded in driving o0 
all of Graceham's 10 million blackbirds 
and starlings. t. 
And like the man who burned down hi$ 
house to get rid of the rats, Emrich an£ 
the team that has mounted the um 
successful battle against the birds decide! 
to start choppipg down and thinning thl 
forest Tuesday. * 
Emrich raises the pines to sell, but h$ 
said he, like many, is tired of the bird»: 
About the economic loss, Emrich said, 
don't care about that anymore. I just wai& 
to get rid of the birds." / 
' The birds picked the evergre4n piiind 
grove because it offered "protection 
against the winter cold. 't 
The attacks occurred as the flocks heaip 
ed for their roosts at sunset after spending 
the day plundering the rural countrysidf 
for food. They have spooked pets an| 
livestock and even ripped open seed bag^ 
Farmers fear what they might do to sp$ 
ing plantings. v * 
State officials #e?e prompted'to take 
another approach after an incident Sunday 
night when a man suffered a minor han§ 
wound from a shotgun. .. 
hJL 
Squeeze May 
A railroad draw bridg* in Beaumont i* a tight fit for tlw drilling rigs. As the rig was pulled through th« 
Zapto Ugtand/on* of the world's largest MmUubmerslb!* there was only four feet to spare. I 
Pa9erv tepday'^*rch 26 1974 TJtE D^LY 
rjvf-
imtiiUMOi ,i«i e- i A .A i JLiWT* * kt * r.iiiiiirirf>iirte 
We felt if one person got hurtjil wasa 
failure. There are just too many clown! 
|out there with shotguns, and the bi 
%#lon't pay any attention to them;" an 
w fictal sal(J, 
if, 
mst- %  „  .  > * \  
i 
, j. £••> , J- "< * 
Pilcrow <y^- - ><**•% * . 
By Carrie Schweitzer and Robert Gouldy 
J- -S? 
«<•> vrSfv ~ -
.¥$&& 
€ IAA8& ''?™l 
gps ifWSS 
! \", If you're thinking in terms of 
•n inexpensive trip during 
{spring break, consider canoe­
ing. Next to hiking, it is about 
u>ja&- cheap as you can get. With 
l }*pring creeping in early, a river 
trip could be just the thing to 
temporarily wash classroom 
smog from your head. 
Canoeing even has certain 
idvantages over hiking, es­
pecially for a week-long outing. 
^ Bather than' carty equipment 
>^nd supplies on your back, 
^i^muggle them mto the bottom 
:g;;of the boat. There's plenty of |t 
space, so no need to become 
1 over-worried about, bow much 
food you can take. Fishing 
tackle can also be thrown in for 
-;.'a quiet, lazy afternoon on the 
.river bank. Unless you go back 
packing in a national or state 
park, Texas rivers are about 
the only untouched public 
lands remaining. Canoeing 
offers one of the few oppor­
tunities to see what's left of 
Vd 
rented, so is a double car rack; 
eight canoes rate a trailer. 
Wilderness/Whitewater is open i 
from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday, except4 
Thursdays when they close at 8S< 
p.m. , v 
There "are several riverside ; 
canod liveries in Central Texas 
which cater especially to river ; 
trippers. Darryl Crocker rents 
on the Upper Guadalupe in Big ; 
Springs, Hwy. 281 North. In : 
San Marcos,- Tom Goynes -
Canoe Livery will deliver and' 
pick up at your specific river 
siie. White Water Sports in New „ 
Braunfels rents along the 
Lower Guadalupe. For a more 
complete listing of liveries 
throughout the state, contact ; 
Wilderness/Whitewater in ; 






For beginners, or for prafc-
; tice, it may be best to^spend a 
day canoeing Austin's scenic 
w a t e r w a y s ,  T o w n  L a k e  
Sailaway, 1800 S.. Lakeshore 
^Or., rents canoes for- $ 1.50 per 
"hour, weekdays, 2 p.m. until 
sundown. On weekends they 
' open for business at 10 a.m.; try 
to be back by dusk. Sailaway 
offers a happy hour — two 
hours for the price of one if you 
show up at opening tinie '| 
Armadillo Canoe Rentals, iin* 
Ul&~'' mediately below Barton Springs 
at 1^03 H ether, rentscanoes on 
ah hourly or daily basis on' 
• warm, sunny weekends}. The 
* cost is $1.50 p<er hoilr or $10 
_ per, day. ' 
'0: After you've mastered the art 
o f  p a d d l i n g ,  d r o p  b y  
Wilderness/Whitewater,5440 
Burnet Rd., to complete your 
tripping arrangements. Ten 
dollars a day includes: the 
canoei car top carriers, and life 
vests for .each > member in the 
party. Their weekend deal is a; 
real money-saver. Pick up a 
caAoe and ,ijhe equipment 
anytime Friday and return it 
Anytime Monday ^or $16. A 
' 2 weekly rate of $35 is available 
* with a $20 .deposit, Reser­
vations for a seven-day trip can 
he made at no cost simply by 
Jf two canoes ace 
.i'l 
Yf/S?-. 
As with a wilderness hike, or 
. a bicycle tour, you need to be 
ready for an extended river 
3 trip. To have fun, you should 
feel comfortable in the canoe. 
n Spend a few afternoons with 
f your canoeing partner learning 
the basic strokes. Paddles are 
notorious for raising blisters; 
carry sandpaper to smooth the 
•; wood and go easy on your 
hands for the first couple of test 
runs. ' 
I? Paddling from a kneeling 
position, rather than from the 
canoe seat, makes for a more 
i( controlled and powerful stroke, f 
You will need to furnish a kneeg 
pad (an old towel). When! 
you've conquered the basics1^ 
and turned yourself into a® 
:• regular Olympian canoeist, 
-you're ready for the trip. But 
_ remember: * | 
f • Canods float and can be 
, • paddled even when they are 
•>?'> completely filled with water. 
IV • Provisions and gear are 
y^' loaded into the center of the 
'•fe1 boat with the heaviest items on 
K4vri"v" » 
bottom for ballast and balance. 
• Canoeing through rapids 
isn't a snap. Most rapids in Tex­
as rivers are too shallow 
f! anyway. If you come upon fast , 
water, consider portaging . 
around. Or, take your chances. | 
• Take along a 
repair kit. It can be used on 
aluminum as well as glass 
canoes. 
* A canoe and a big tarp 
make into a quick tent. 
Texas is plumb full of rivers^ 
Take your pick. Once you've 
decided on a specific river, get a 
topographical map of the coun­
ties you'll be traveling through. 
Topo maps are available from 
Distribution Section, U.S. 
Geological Survey, Federal 
Cen ter£.:*< Denver, Colorado 
80225. Study the map and take 
it with you When you go. Texas 
Rivers and Rapids magazine^can 
also be helpful in setting the 
easiest or most difficult course. 
The Texas Union Recreation 
Committee is sponsoring 
weekend canoe trips during. 
March and April. Check in 
Union Room 342 for specific 
dates. Sign-up fee is $7.50. 
Canoeing isn't limited to 
rivers. Several lakes, such as 
P o s s u m  K i n g d o m  n e a r  
Graham, Texas, are well suited 
to canoe trips. And one fellow 
went swamp canoeing in Big 
Thicket country last year. 
Although he found plenty of in­
sects in the swamp* henever did 
run across thejgator he claims 
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/ 24 days June 9 - July 2 
i Capitol Airways 
DC-8 252 Seats $349.00 
**add $3 departure tax 
^gffprices^ based on pro rata share of the total 
charter cost L 
D ALL AS/BRUSSELS/PARIS/DALLAS 
42 days May 30 - June 11 
Capitol Airways 
. DC-8 183 Seats $329.00 
**add $3 departure tax 
"prices based on pro rata share of the total 
f' charter cost 
>*, - rz t •* ' 
MI JBte^f^syg 
ĵAJi ̂ -k£x^^}0- f < 
fy 
Exclusively for 
University of Texas ' :$**'•' 
* S f students, faculty, staff, and families 
'- - "a 
< hM %* 
H Jke ̂  
^>i 
Group 
*k c 36 ir jjssassdlftes*' 
STON/AMSTBRDAM/HOUSTON 
22-August 2Q $452.60* 
22-July 9 $484.60* 
5-July 3 $569.60* 




May 22-August 21 ................. $394.60* 
May 25rJu(ly 12 $409.60* 
June 4-Jul(y 2 $472.60* 
June 6-Jufy 21 $487.60* 




; Exclusively for 
; University of Texas 
students, faculty!, staff, and families 
;;pgil *<•* z. ¥0Wm*&" WSM"-
:£mm 
m 
Great European Tours 
.i'V' June 3-18 . 
from Dallas 
All 16 day tours 
From $668.00 
Open To General Public Greece'& Greek 
1 CHOOSE FROM 
Four Capitals Tour ..| $668 
British Isles ^... $742 
Classic Budget Tour ......[ $762 
Heart of Europe Tour ....|... $790 
Renaissance Tour ! $868 




3"-~ ' 5 
wmm 
June 14-28 
HOUSTON/LONDON/COSTA DEL SOL 
Deluxe Tour 
s8$sm% $749.00 inclusive 
OPEN TO GENERAL PUBLIC 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CLIP AND MAIL 
Please send your brochure and application regarding 
Braley World Travel, Tours, Inc. EUROPE '74 Program: 
• London/Costa del Sol DeLuxe Tour 
• Charter and Gropp Flights, Inclusive Tour Charters 
Name, 
CX»^ 15 Street-Austiafeflos 70701- 512 4^7231 %?. ; ^ v -
:'A, 't r, Addre**— 
&City, State. Zip. 
, r wmW'̂ ''" i -- ^ Yy i 
St/-, .ih^- ; 
PEARL March 1974 
/f 
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FOR THE ADVENTUROUS 
\ „ . .  "  * *"  v  -  '  > „  * ?  V* .  
Longhorn Travelers, Inc. presents 
The Windjammer Adventure. 
; May 27 to June 2 
7 days tailing the Bahamas 
aboard the 4-masted luxury 
schooner "Fantome"—largest 
sailing schooner in the world. 
Air to Freeport, Bahamas and 
return. Six days aboard the "Fan-
tome," including cabin, all meals, 
complementary drinks, and much 
more. 
$445-495 per person, 
from Houston 
7 days sailing the Bahamas aboard the 4-masted luxury 
I schooner "Fantome"—largest sailing schooner in the 
• world. j 
Air to Freepoijt, Bahamas and return. Six days aboard the 
"Fantome," including cabin, all meals, complimentary 
drinks, and much more. 
Rocky Mountain Wilderness Adventure, 
; July 15 to July 30 
Wpp 
16-day hiking and camping excursion through the most scenic 
areas of the Rockies: Rocky Mountain National Park, Grand 
Tetons National Park, arid Yellowstone. Camp out some 
nights; enjoy the comfbrtfof a hotel other nights. Air to Denver 
and return, private motorcoach between parks. „ 
$335 per person, 
from Austin 
Green River Rafting Adventure... 
June 4 to June 9 
Five days shooting the rapids of the wild Green River through 
Utah's Desoletion Canyon. Campfire meals and sleep under 
the stars. Charter flight from Salt Lake City to Price, river trip 
arid all essential equipment, all meals. 
This year, 
take an adventure 
Calf the Adventure Experts I 
Mexico Camera Adventure. 
September 1227 :-*>u 
\ 
16-day camera tour of beautiful, photogenic Mexico, wttft ait 
expert photographer as your guickk Includes visits to Mexico 
City. Aztec ruins, San Miguel de Allende. Guanajuato, 
Guadalajara, and more. Price includes round-trip air flight from 
San Antonio, private motorcoach for travel around Mexico, ad 
breakfasts ind dinners, guide service and! admission feet. 
$319 per person, 
from Salt Lake City 
Longhorn Travelers, Inc. 
311! Manor Road, Austin, 
Texas 78723 
(512) 476-6101 
$680 per person, 
from San Antonio \ •* 






The; Penultimate Picture Shows 
ft|4Slll^^M|!ClSI!^i^lll 1^V^\ ' ""W . . ^ . - \r w 
I TEXAS UNION 
.;: v" ̂  :: .V J||£^SSIp5"K *> • ;.v-:i y • ": 
THE WARGAMj; (1967) JVtcr 
: Walkim,filmabout nuclear hysteria 
w» originally produced for the BBC 
but was considered loo realistic. 
: Richard Schickel called it "quite 
- overwhelming," something "thai 
- everyone probably: ought. to force 
hinwelf to experience," Also THE 
RIVER( 1937} Pare Lorentx (THE 
,. PLOW THATBROKE THE PLAIN) 
^4tind« att 'the pioneer American 
- ^ d o c u m e n t a r y  -  f i l m m a k e r .  T H E  '  
tf îttlVER* made for the government to 
,i««port: on (be condition of depression 
iA«eritt» and, die earlier PlOWf 
^Mtiml a» the dame milestones of 
•J^rAWriean documentaries. The story 
-of the Mississippi River, the film 
* reveals the unique poetry and 
humanity of Lorentx. (March 27) 
GRAND ILLUSION ( 1937) Jean 
Renoir's great movie about the in­
sanity of war. is imbued with the 
director's Unflinching humanity that 
refuses to make villains of anyone. 
Renoir always said he lived by "Hie 
world is one" and seldom do we find a 
'v more beautiful expression of such a 
philosophy. With Jean Cabin, Erich 
.von SlroHeiat and Pierre 
' Presnay.(Mareh 28) 
HENRY F(1946) Laurence Olivier's 
version of the Shakesperean play 
elicited mixed praise from the always 
discerning James Agee. He wrote: "It 
is not, I repeat, the most exciting or 
m 
- itself far too seriously: Why did young 
peojil^ have to be so brooding nd 
troubled? With James Dean, Natalie? 
. anil Sid Minco. (April I J) 
CLA IRE'S KNEE( 1971) The Fifth of 
Eriti Rohmer's six moral tales, it falls 
somewhere between the beautiful MY,-
N I G H T  A T  M A U D ' S  a n d  L A  
COLLECT I ON NEUSE. Rohmer 
rambles on a bit long, getting en­
trenched in oversimplified profun-; 
dities. The young Beatrice Romand ; 
gives .an incredibly mature perfor­
mance and Jean-Claude Brialy is his 
usual touching, charming self. (April: 
17) 
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA( 1962) 
Lots of stolen glances across the desert 
:%pi add up to David Lean's usual 
s|»!: meticulous atmospheres that are, un-
,|||f fortunately, starved for adequate • 
^ characterization and motivation.' 
With Peter O'Toole and Omar Sharif . 
(when he could act). (April 18) 
S x J A M K S  C A G N K Y  F E S T I V A L :  
PUBLIC ENEMY (mi) One of the 
%£> three important Thirties gangster 
iS:1!' William Whitman's harsh pic- • 
bstiire of the underworld reminds us • 
.despite the triumph of justice that > 
if :thr Kiipcrviolence of rwent years is • 
;f'; hardly abicu phenomena. With Jean 
j0; llar)i»H and Joan IIIondell.( April 19) s 
n:.; * IHTE IIEATi 1919) The dark. 
Minister film nttir of the Ml'* reached a 
high point in TmiuI Walsh's movie, y 
j^Tlie ending is supposedly a .real # 
^ i t u o c k o u l .  ( A p r i l  2 0 )  
inspiring or original film I have a^etif ̂ YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (1942) 
But I. cannot think of any that seems, '̂ ^This story of George M. Cohan 
to be more beautiful, more skillfully ^wouldn't be much without Cagney 
and chattnftigly achieved within its ^and the songs. Michael Curtiz directed 
wisely* ordered limits, or more ^^and James Wong Howe was 
thoroughly satisfying." With Robert .f cinematographer. With Joan Leslie 
ffewton' and Renee Asherson. (April; -1§~ and Walter Huston. (April 21). :. 
® UNIVERSITY FILM ' 10) 
Hii, 
TOP HAT(1935) One of the earliest 
Roger*-Astaire musicals, and one of ' 
the best known. The, famous team 
dance U» music by. Irving Berlins : 
which includes "Cheek to Cheek,,---
Directed by; Sandrich. Also starring ' 
Edward Everett Hprton. (April 11). 
JAMES DEAN FESTIVAL: v > 
GIANT (1956) Janet Dean gives hit 
beat performance in George Stevenr; 
beautifully composed • byw, 
melodramatic and heavy-handed ttotf . 
about Texas. With Elisabeth Taylor|̂  
Rock Hudson, and Mercedes McCim '̂ 
bridge (April 12) EAST OF EDEN 
(1955) Jamef Dean's -intense^, 
brilliance almost drowns in Elu l̂ 
- Kazan's boiling drama* The film • . 
' demonstrates the director's gift foî  ̂
austaining almost unbearably real per4 
' formances ofpeoplein torture ;• -
although sit aW shows that Kazan 
•< should have learned to take thftigs a 
"> liltie feis tertoudy. With exceptional 
Mrrtiinces by Jo Van Fleet and c 
It seems to have been char^teristiCof 
50V youth movies that young people 
either feaqnpd to.ki*>tW; or ran 
away from home to escape terrible  ̂
parents. NicholasRay's version of the"*  ̂
generation gap' is quite engrossing, 
but, Jifce EAST OF EDEN, it takes 
1 &¥ ° i 
PROGRAM OOMMinS ; 
M . . . . , ,  . . . . . .  . 
X p U T C H M A N { l 9 6 1 )  A n t h o n y  
^Kiflarvey's ("The Lion in Winter") 
film is bas4il on a play by 
• LcRoi Jones. The story concerns a 
L *inistcr girl who lures a young black 
^Stranger. Brendan Gill, of The New 
''^Worker, called it "terrifying" and 
s»id, "It deserves a wide audience 
between the ages of eighteen and, letV 
• "ay,sixty — an audience for whom the 
facing of a repulsive truth can b^ ex-
u: poctrf to have some constructive 
reality." With Shirley Knight and A1 
„ Freeman Jr. (March 27) 
MARA T-SADE{ 1967) Peter Brook's 
: version, with the Royal Shakespeare 
. Company, follows ,tht original play 
closely and yet manages far more than 
i ;filmcd theater. Brook's camera moves 
^ about easily to capture the highly 
"vitivial content; it seldom seems static^ ' 
'almost always heightening the play's1^ 
- 'u'tiSettKrtg effects. With Ian Richard­
son, Patrick Magee, and Glenda w 
Jackson, in her first film. (March 28) 
THE TITICUT t f OLLIES(MQ7fc 
Frederick Wiseman's much-heralded 
pursues the horrible truth of a hor­
rible situation and, in the | process, 
reveals once again the seemingly in­
finite capacity of man to visit in-
humanity on his fellow man." (April 
10) 
CINEMATEXAS 
T I L L I E  S  P U N C T U R E D  R O -
MANCE(1914) Mack Sennelt's first 
! feature film was one of the biggest 
successes in Chaplin's early career; in 
: fact, it established him as a leading 
. comedian. With Marie Dressier and 
Mabel Normand. (March 27) 
VOYAGE TO THE END OF THE 
UNIVERSE{ 1964) Directed by Czech 
director Jindrach Polak, script is co-
authored by Pavel Juracek, a leading. 
: Czech director who made the strange^ 
d i s t u r b i n g l y  v s J i o r t  J o s e p h  
: K<fion.(March 28) . ̂  v? 
HORIZONS WEST( 1952) Director 
B u d d  B o e t t i c h e r  i s  o n e  o f  t h e *  -
. American action* directors whose 
work has been re-evaluated and 
; rediscovered during the sixties revival 
of interest ih American movies. With 
;• Robert Ryan and Julie Adams. 
MONSIEUR VERDOUX (1947) 
Roger Manvell calls this "the most, 
bitterly satiric of Chaplin's films." It 
concerns the dehumanixation of men 
in. modern society, with Chaplin play- - -
ing a double role'of respectable citixen ^ 
and murder. With Martha Raye, 
(April 10, 15), . 
OUR AGENT TIGER(I965) Robin 
Wood writes of Claude Chabrol's film: 
"(it) is generally thought to be in-
. ferior, although I'm not so sure. Here 
>  t h e  c o m p l e t e  u n f a t h o m a b i l i t y  o f  a r e a s  
> of the plot is quite fascinating." With •••• 
Roger Hanin and Margaret. L,ee.(April 
THE SOFT SKIN(1964) A film from 
, Truffaut's "olP' middle period that v 
included Fahrenheit 451, The Bride ° 
Wore Black, Stolen Kisses, and * 
j Mississippi Mermaid. It is somewhat 
Is 
m 
more involved and complicated than 
\ the director's contemporary works, 
> but not ort the level with his best, 
i With Jean Desailly - and Francoise 
ji Dorleac. (April 16) 
LIMEL1GHT(1952) A serious film 
from the increasingly serious Chaplin. 
' C r i t i c s  g r e e t e d  i t  w i t h  m i x e d  f e e l i n g s .  
£ Walter Kerr found, it wordy. Andre 
. Bazin defend the film, saying that it 
-^was made to disturb rather than ^ 
" please. He wrote "Limelight is 
.^precisely a film in which what V 
.^happens is -never exactly -what one 
C might expect s—i its scenario 4s brim ^ 
;• full of inventiveness as any ever 
. written." With Claire Bloom, Sydney 
I -Chaplin, Buster Keaton. (April 17, 
; 22) I 
W 
o "V .  
... , v- 'Vtv 
d.H-omcntary on the Criminally inSah'e *?*hie Mother and the. Whore (1973) 
at Bridgewater elicited this comment - ^ean Eustache's long film was shown 
from Richard Schickel: "It ifc3* movie ~ ^at the New York Film Festival f1— 
^-S1,^0i^ n0lh5nK a8it re^nt,e88,£;: ̂  .hustled off to Europe to become 
of tlie year's most celebrated films. 
And now it returns, greeted by 
lengthy and usually glowing reviews. 
The [story revolves around a young 
man (Jean-Pierre Leaud) who alter­
nates between an older mistress and a 
younger nymphomaniac. Eustache, a 
33-vear-old French director, examines 
the new sexual revolution, or as Paul 
Zimmerman notes, "people caught 
between conventional morality and 
the new sexual revisionism." Zimmer­
man called the film remarkable. 
Stanley Kauffman points out that the 
movie is about people influenced by 
film characters. Noting that the work 
has "some cultural validity and im­
portance*" Kauffmann writes: "And 
the language in which they speak and 
collaborate on their cosmos is not 
French but the cinema of the last fif­
teen years. They are not kids in an at­
tic dressing - up in adult clothes and 
imitating movie stars. From the 
chromosomes ouf they are creations 
of a world created by film. Their lives, 
we feel, would be a film even if there 
were no camera present." With Bcr-
nadette Lafont ("Such A Gorgeous 
Kid Like Me") and Francoise Lebrun. 
(Two weekends, late March or early 
April.) O 
J - • 
•.mmmmIgffiiilS 
Put on a pair of 
EARTH SHOES 
You*B walk and 
stand better lor 
having done so. 
mm 
EARTH SHOE STORE 
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lip mm Plganag 
With the Nationpl Observer&tatt adjudges, PEARL 
again captured first place ;as the* Best General 
Readership Ca^npus ' Magazine ' in 1974 
Southwestern Journalism Congress. Darryl Farrow 
won first place injthe category of Best Magazine Arti­
cle by a Student with "Soaps that Make You Cry Real 
Tears," (September, 1973.) Sally Jenkins?: story, "Dry 
Rot in ROTC,w (October, 1973,) wop second place in 
I*- that category. Paul Caiapa and Dean^Drnish placed se* 
cond and third in the category of Best Magazine 
Photograph. PauFs photo was featured on the March 
1973 cover. Dean's photo" won second place tri 
PEARLV -own photography ^contest (December, 
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The Monthly Magazine Supplement to The Daily Texan 
FEATURES ' *— rm 
m »3B&: 
Riding the Southbound Roil# 
For those who want to "cooperate" with Czar Simon and save energy or,« more likely situation, for thee# 
who have overspent on No-Doze and bluebooks for midterms, try a new travel method. HARL explores ones . , 
that will make Simon and budgets happy.  ̂ " \ 
PEARl's Guide to Cor Radio Sla«ons"'i ii:' j 
Don't you hate It when you spend the entire trip home trying to find a radio station that doesn't fade In land 
out and one that plays your kind of music? PEARL helps out the old beck muscles by providing a guide for spr* 
Ing Areak driving. 
1$ There Immigration After Graduation? 
Want more then a week of travel? Want more than a summer tour? How abo^petf 
plore the possibilities and traumas of starting your life in another country. 
Th l̂ Sword of Midyear (Fairy Tale) 
PEARL Literary editors have emerged from the huge pile of manuscripts with a winner. Gasping for alr, tbey 
present the promising prose to the public 
vS-F With a Touch of Texas 
Okay Science Fiction fans, this is for you. If s not all cattle and Pearl beer here in the wlId . rna/>a rhlnc *nH nthor tkrAflHc UUa'ua /ia4 uip[4ar, fftA4 lint rMtftV V :space ships and other worlds. We've got writers (not iust riders). 
Bar Belles 
^Attention He-men. The contest is over. The word will bie spread. ̂  
- PEARL's first and last Bar Belle Contest. 
ARTS 
world is at the feet of the winners of 
Stoked On Salt t 
4? A preview of April surfing as an avid surfer meets an equally avid photographer on the Gulf Coast. 
DEPARTMENTS V.' " ''i 
pM Up, Steer In, and Steak It Out (Epkurious) 
^^Whe(e do you go for a realty good steak? Do you get (ust bread and potatdo»tfw side? f» It worth your moneys 
PPAPI trnirt Austin for hecf and r«aorts its findlnas: t Wks • scou s ti  fO  b ef ep ts Its l l g i; 4 
Riyer Tripping tPilcrow) 
Where to paddle, how to paddle, when fo 
'̂ enthusiasts for spring break. 
I$S«
m. 





Off| the Record 
Reader's Guide 
The Reel World 
MZm • " " A3-V 
SsS# • ^ V 1  ^ " I ' m 'IT ^ I 1 
ftMm. rs ttie monlttly supplement to The bally Texan and Is puMisbed>..&* SubnulWidhs are accepted In TSP BvUdlng'4%Sr(47t42M> and should 6*^ 
September through April by Texas Stpdent Publications. P.O. Box 0,f%§ tyfid and tripte-spacad. Indude name, addreU.,and telephone number , Vf v' 
cAsoccaedlngpages. ReK-'" ..» 
«"• »»fyiw ^IPWW. >WMW weiint wwwi»jB i nywini 
^ks«<c  . eiecHdmaouscrlpts wllf berfftiraedJf tui 
•wWna MM-addrissod, stamped •nvelope. but etf^i csimot i 
Uhtvecsity Station, Austia Texas, 7V11/UI opinions expressed herein' 
"* and do not necessarily Imply endorse- -..«r . r ap aimw , OUT aonsrs w assume ,; 
ment by Mie editorv The Daily Texan. Jhe puWtsher. tte University ad- - responsibility lor unsolicited material. V.  ̂
ministration, or the Board of Regents; L . , , r-., Inquhries concerninfl display advertfciatshould be made In TSP BulHHng 













































SlKf'f ̂ But back to Patoski 
hire 
why 
a deaf record 
• '•'V^SfeJT . (-.'V- .'•". v'*'.<'."OJ-.-:C-. ; -r..j .v.- - • • • • ; . r:"r.V^> 
n£etterf to thevdiior should be triple 
spaced and include the name, address, and ' -did you 
phone number of contributor. Mail letter*^;^"? reviewer? I suggest a new title 
u P M K L  P . O .  B o x  D ,  ( W -  f o r  h i g  ^  „ Q f f  , j .  
M t y  S t a t i o n ,  A u a t m ,  T X  7 8 7 1 2 ;  o r  b r t n g -  : • ; <  „  
letters to the PEARL office, Texas Student Kocker. 1 suspect someone 
Publications Building 4,104. slipped him a phony "Bette 
^ ^ jMidler," the album I heard was 
'"I8 lr'umph of the diversity and 
. . .aa®BL35lis«^^.^4.^..r^ug|GJ|| genius ,0f: Miss M an^. &£xy 4& . s&rif-iA' X>*P 
•  • - J f e .  
WITH ALL MODESTY- s£<£c 9*k * 
S|^i 
her arranger Barry Manilow.' 
Oh God, stop me before I kill 
more ..,< - \ i-* < «* -
• - Victoria Bowles 
English •*3 J. M 
f. 
comment we could use more of! ' 
•%-
RESTLESS NATIVE 
The stuff extends its thanks^ 
to Michael R. Levy, publishefrM , t 
o/ 7EJL4S MONTHLY, for hiffijfciJOE NICK REBUTS 'i . 
phone call complimenting the 
February PEARL. That ktnd o/l^-^: "Nyaaaaah!" to both of you . 
sniveling geeks, and stay out of 
my neighborhood if you're 
wise. We have ways of dealing 
with your kind, p .i. 
And Ms. Ingram ̂  I, too^am 
a (choke, gag) native of Fort 
Worth. So call my bfrff,; Toots. 
What  hasCowtowngot to  
offer? When the City Sugardad-
dies can't even keep that 
aluminum salad bowl, Casa, 
Mat^ana  ( 'Pop  B  roadway  
May I remind Mr. Patoski 
("Dylan in Ft Worth," PEARL) ^ 
that there are some of us heresy 
• at U.T. who not only have 
visited. Ft. Worth, but (gasp) 
are actually natives, and'/^ 
therefore, tie runs the risk °f^ Enlightens the Maxes) above 
having his bluff called if he per- ^ w when J h 
sists in wriung this sort of|TV 
sideline tripe again. Should he tfl 
desire a further, personal dis>^ 
course on the feasibility of in 
crust Kimball Museum outfits 
its guards in snappy white 
shoes, you learn to take your 
chances. ' 
#w Actually, there ain't been no 
not action in FW since they 
tore down Mabel's Eat Shop on 
Home Street and all the dubs 
out qn Jacksboro Hiway started 
rottin away. However, a few 
niches of Kool Kulture still ex­
ist, tucked hack in places like 
:-fl) June Lounge on the '• 
Northside. ' 
by  The  New Blueb i rd  
Nite, Club (across Horne 
- f rom the .  „ la te ,  g rea t  
•- Mabel*s.) 
. c) Roundhouse Cafe. 
d) Any local Drive-In. 
e) South Main where all the 
winos hang out. 
I f  the  above-ment ioned  
scenes don't:meet your Stan-
dards of breeding, Al, go put 
Helen Reddy on the ol* tape 
funny hair "and -a bad sore deck and make a day of it in 
throat. Big deal.), and I suspect «®i Arlington. 
the only time Patoski en* ̂  
telligent life in Ft. Worth, Fllji 
be out at the corral taking : 
potshots at 
sheepherdei^. ^ 
^Alison Ingram 'Xl 
^MMHhtory^. 
IC1CKS AND KUDOS 
February's edition should ;• 
have been seventeen pages ̂  
long. Amazing how a magazine " 
can start  out  with  Darryl ' ,  
Farrow's excellent writing, , 
proceed through the almost 1 
equally" enjoyable Barbara^ 
Longeway and David Peterson, '; 
and then strike rock bottom 4 
with the "Dylan reviews." I- \ 
like Dylan, I'm glad he's back, ' 
but I don't care when Dawson, "y 
first heard of him (I was eight _.?« 
yjpars old and thought he had y!0 
b T 
ing) goes to Barbara Longeway y 
for her article on the weight 
racket. She hasj discovered what 
all of us past and present 
; pudgies must to overcome stuff-
f your-face disease and still re-
• main physically and mentally 
s intact. Just quit eating so much 
or learn to live with fat. After ' 
' freaking out jjwith diet pills, 
^parking on thp john with Dr. 
.St i l lman,  ,  a ind becoming 
nauseous withj Dr. Atkins, I 
agree  with  Barbara's  
assessments of jthese outlandish 
/.abuses to the tyody, , r 
But I feel sl|ie tip-toed much 
too lightly oiPer the Weig&t 
^Watchers phenomenon. Having 
- been closely connected witih 
this group for three years, Xsaw • 
its successes and failures. And il 
know that because the program 
/sounds so logical and is more 
-vsubtle than th^ others, it's in-
<finitely more dangerous to body 
.'and mind. ij ' - - • ^ 
Being overweight certainly is 
an affliction, but Weight 
Watchers is no cure. Indeedjj 
it's nothing short of addictions 
The program is designed as 
slow, agonizing process ol 
weight loss (keep those $3 * 
weekly fees cqming in). And 
because the diet • keeps your'' 
stomach stretched with all types 
of "legal" foods; it does nothing! 
to reduce the cravings which 
ultimately^cause all fatties to goi; 
off the track. !, 
If you are in danger of dying 
from obesity, then Weight 
Watchers is a better alternative 
— and then only if you take the 
food program with you and 
leave the philosophy in the lec­
ture hall. But if you are just a 
I sometimes pudgy like myself, 
tjLon&ibf these diets will cut it on 
a^ong-term basis. Only the 
mental toughness (calllt ego or 
vanity) to approach each 
dinner table with visions of 







VOHTW&T nritrrertl*.- •ppMiQtts-? 
Ml-
Ntvtr b*for« am • KM centnt 
ilrvcti iweh • memtiv* dw4. Ttwy 
c«mt—common frnknwi In Ugh 
«dt«ot raunchy 
comp<t«torL wvtrtl (tntanvt 
c»ndid*tM tar high univtnity ot-
ftcts—fltty cam* proclaiming tbtir 
unMwrwd tnOirmwrt for tm new 
RTF BwtWlng. 
AU IMftft »»H wwi1 butnoffitng w 
much m a tebor of I®*#—wrrtlng ot 
onv't *tt«ctlon tor the tww RTF itrwc* 
tura «m t« Mtttt btfor* th« hMrih oo-
* critp winior't av«, to com* upon a -
brtr 6mt grazing in th* maatfow, to 
tMnd • day on Walton's Mountain. 
Wi happily puWHh lb* b*tt of *hn* 
bttow. w* art sick to dwth ct the 








counters horseshit is when he ̂  
site down to his typewriter; 
Is there such a dearth of im­
material (and talent) on this JpV 
campus? If you want nothing r 
more than bad writing on 
trivial subjects, stop wasting 
TSP money. • • 
And don't forget to watchfor 
my upcoming tour guide, **Hi 
Times Where the West Begins," 
in a future issue of PEARL. 
, HEAVY READING 
Two hurrahs, one meat pat­
ty, and a small salad (no dress-, 
But most people can handle 
the actual foodjj'.program. The 
evangelistic apprdach is the real 
k i l ler .  Using words  l ike  
"illegal" for unacceptable foods 
and "cheating" for going off 
the diet, this method fosters 
anxiety, discontent, and guilt 
among «.a group of already 
neurotic fat people. A classic 
example  of  how Weight .  
-Watchers consumes your mind 
as well as your body is the story 
of a 23-year-old Austin woman, 
more  than 120 pounds  
overweight, who stayed away 
from people completely — she 
had never even been on a date 
— because of hjer grotesquerie. 
She  fo l lo .wecr  the  Weight  
Watcher program for many 
months to reach her goal 
weight when —'she was told — 
all things in her life should un-
fold ais bli&. Listening to this • 
gospel each week for months, 
the young woman believed it. 
When the  big  day came 
and all of her problems didn't' 
vanish, the strain was too* 
much. Today she weighs more 
than ever and at latest report," 
was undergoing psychiatric 
care. You can't build your life 
around Weight Watchers or any 
of these fad diets. -
, Since graduating from the 
University, I have kept my in­
terest in ..campus publications, 
and I wish to offer salvos to 
PEARL for  the  very  f ine  
February issue! _ 
. Graphically the issue was the 
most pleasing yet' (the larger 
type is much easier to read). I 
was astounded at the sustained 
level of graphic sophistication 
your student staff has been able 
to achieve. The cover was par-
' ticularly effective. 
Writing has become more 
with-it also. Being from Fort 
Worth, I particularly enjoyed 
Patoski's description of Dylan's 
performance there. I also can 
empathize with Longeway's 
cheeky report of diet pies-in-
the-sky. " Of course, Darryl 
Farrow's  by- l ine  i s  a lways  
something I'look forward to; he 
"has mellowed and matured 
beyond his terrific writing into 
fine reporting. Finally, I always 
try  to  keep the  magazine  
around, if only to consult Cice­
ly Wynne's guide to campus 
|licks. 
Editor Jenkins, you have 
placed PEARL on an upward 
streak! . 
Mrs. L.M. Matetich, Jr. 
BA, Plan II, 1972 
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former English teacher form a 
t r i o  t o o  I u d i c r 0 u s  a n d  
ridiculous to be anything but 
believable. I 
Of course Mr. ! Greene's 
smooth, well-worn prose makes 
the reading comfortable, but 
this story of revolutionary in­
trigue, rather than being tense, 
is generally tedious. i' 
—TOM JONES 
We Were Thfere 
'•:•v ? >_•» -"ii, v 
UPSTAIRS AT THE WHITE 
HOUSE- by J.B. West, Mary 
Lynn Kotz (Coward, McCann, 
and Geoghegan) 
J.B. West serves up his 
memoirs as Chief Usher of the 
White House on a warm platter 
left over from the "We Were 
There" series. Not too sen­
sational or reVealing, but offer­
ing rather a general tiketch of 
presidents, and especit 
ladies, as all-too-human beings. 
That West spanned the years 
from Roosevelt to Nixon in the 
Executive Mansion is 
within itself. But time 
forded J.B. a unique 
live on how the 
cupanits related to the 
history, treasures, and 
ty. To the Trumans, 
simply the place to live 
in office. Jackie Kennedy, in 
her short stay, transformed the 
mansion into a priceless living 
museum. | 
West, as go-between for the 
First Family and the hirjed help, 
dealt almost exclusively with 
the Lady of the House. The 
presidents were so caught up in 
their jobs that of the six West 
served, all, except for Ike, 
maintained separate bedrooms. 
Take Pat Nixon for instance: 
"Nobody could sleep with Dick. 
He wakes up during the night, 
switches on the light, speaks 
into his tape recorder oir takes 









Instead of dealing with inter­
national crises so much, West 
concentrates on the domestic 
side of the Presidency — social 
functions^ family eating habits, 
design preferences, and descrip­
tions of the famfily quarters. It 
all reeks heavily of overextend­
ed Pomp and Circumstance/ 
Two ladies expressed special in­
terest in electronics. After she 
designed artificial birds with 
recorded voices for Easter, 
Mamie E. requested, "Will you 
please shut off those birds?" 
Lady Bird used concealed 
Speakers in the garden to point 
out, in her recorded drawl, the 
flora of the White House. 
Fun Facts as these are laced 
throughout the book. Most are 
dull anecdotes or recollections 
of momentous faces, places, and 
events, but some tidbits stand 
out enough to make the reading 
amusing: JFK skinny-dipped; 
Harry Truman loved poker, 
Eisenhower, bridge; Ike always 
entertained with Fred Waring 4 
and tiie Pennsylvanians (Yuk) 
while JFK preferred Pablo 
Casals or Isaac Stern." 
T h e  c h a n g i n g  o f  o c ­
c u p a n t s  o f t e n  b r o u g h t  
clashes in taste. For example, 
when the Nixon clan moved in, 
glad Jackie's Catlin Indian paint­
ings were removed. Tricia gave 
the reason: "I felt like 4 was 
about to be scalped every time I 
walked down the hall!" 
West, from a non-objective 
standpoint, relates publit im­
ages in a semi-private light. . 
T h e y  l o o k  l i k e  c o m m o n  
heathen politicos thrust into 
the nearest thing to royalty our 
fair land has, which makes 
them appear all the more 
egotistic, frivolous, and petty. 
It's all so confusing, these un­
c o u t h  f o l k s  g u n n i n g  o u r  
B u r e a u c r a t i c  t r a c t o r .  W h y  
doesn't anyone write about the 
private lives of the Waltons? 
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• ' i3ry¥-. Poetry as Fun 
THE GROUND-^EROPOEM 
Up,, up, & out! * 
Then, ground zero J 
Where do you fly? 
And how! 
Zipflush! f * 
Exploding flowers. Wow 
Weary suns rising & falling, t, 
Flintskin. 
See you at the fair. 
over the fiesta ... Yeh. * „ £ , ^ 
COLLAGE No. 11 ^ 
(Poetry/Music Festival Banners) . 
The corrugated fruit-picking cliff-dwellers 
Window-rock mountain-airs v 
Night & gales \ 




>< *2,' & ̂  ̂  
1 ~r 




Interstellar Communications System 
The Flying Magnets! 
The tit-rope moon-dancers 
The raining obelisks! 




The Speaking Sneakers! 
The split Feed bags -
The fiery be-whiskered Mother Lodes 
. The talking chocolate-bars 
The haunting Uranium Spanish Flies 
JUMPSONGS Norm Moser. ready-made box lunch video 




Jumpsongs is an experiment. 
Rather, Jumpsongs is a collec­
tion of many experiments. 
Some work; some don't. Most­
ly, they come to life at unex­
pected moments. Many passages 
are opaque with the poet 
himself jumping from line to 
line, leaving no room for an 
audience. Or so it seems at first. 
way which potentially adds to 
the poems a stream of fresiiin 
flowing audience energy," Injf?|.^ 
this way, symbolism is not lost 
o n  w o r d s  o r  t h i n g s ;  r a t h e r ,  i t »  
found somewhere i^ietweenj^ 
making connections instead of 
distinctions. The experimental 
forms pay off by leaving a cer 
tain freedom in the air— t,he 
Ifreedom to search for whatever 
m 
This is the clue to Jumpsongs* M is you're searching for. Moser j 
effervescence. Moser is an is an everyone,; 
everyone — an everyone set 
free in the wilderness. Set free, 
running through the bramble 
patch, nerves catching and tear­
ing on every thorn. Set free 
laughing. Set free to cry. He is a 
loner, a lover who refuses to 
yield and, at the same time, an 
integrated world spirit rolling 
with the blows. 
His poetry, taken sensitively, 
looses sparks—the kind of 
sparks fireflies loose in firefly 
fuck. The friction of Moser's 
verse at once grates against the 
sensibility and, with increasing 
luminescence, sweeps between 
D e s p i t e  f  i t s  o u t w a r d !  
appearance of disjunction, [ 
poetry smooths^ the • neuroticl 
edges of discontent by ronfronti 
ing the world for what it isj 
therapeutic reality trip, if you] 
will, with Moser out fronty xen} 
chips aflying. ' . . , " 
O n e  l a s t  w o r d  b e f o r e l  
another: Jumpsongs does not 
aim at reconciliation with 
"common sense'' or, tar poetic 
terms, : lyrical form. The lines 
are open-ended .tubes reaching | 
out for a cork." '" t 
A n d  t i i e  . l a s t  w o r d ;  T h e |  
p h o t o g r a p h s  b y  U n i v e r s i t y  
'the membranes of the firefly professor Hal Wylie are out 
•b'-
spark dance. 
This book will sweep you up, 
| then throw you down. Yes. No. 
Yes. No. Moser jumps into a 
day of poetry and swims. Never 
hesitantly, sometimes beyond 
the next wave, mostly rolling 
| w i t h  t h e  t i d e ,  s o m e t i m e s  
[fighting violently against it. ; 
Jumpsongs is post-video. 
I Moser stops short and refuses 
I the reader a vicarious overlay, a 
a-sight. Jumpsongs is fun. 
ROBERT GOULDYX 
Ail books except Mf Secret Garden 
reviewed courtesy of the second-floor 
tradebooks department of the Univer­
sity Co-Op, 2246Guadalupe. ' ff • 
My Secret Carden nevie^ed courtesy 
of Experiment Bookstore, upper level 
of Dobie Mali. 
wmmm 
m Reader's /: 
! iWBsapiffiw • sb 
:P8)P 
•• 
Edited by Dan Jones 
and the White House 
Sound catcfty? No connectiori is ins 
Vended. This month, PEARL review 
is hodge-podge of new offerings, in­
cluding ti&b vety_: different critiques of 
American sexuality and a new novel 
by'Graham Greene. Some recollect$; 
Hohs by the former Chief Usher of the; f-*:iz, 
louse round out lhe fare. 







MY SECRET GARDEN Nancy 
Friday /Trident Press) . .. 
Garden is the latest book in" 
"tKe .] newly discovered and 
; • already overly-exploited field of 
sexual sensuality. Friday says 
__ JjT that her expedition' into the 
!Js€ never-before-explored world of 
, the female sexual fantasy.took a 
lot of guts and some ' other 
things that -women don't nor­
mally have. Her journey into 
the deep, often perverted, and 
5 •: very ;un-Walt Disney world of 
the Woman's mind may be 
astounding to someone who has> 
been Ipcked up in a tiger cage" 
iof the last fifteen years or WhoJ 
ha« the basic imagination of '3 ... 
frozen planticium and hasn'tfi 
mm 
heard of "J" or '"M.V-.4. 
W 
ess.-
Friday had "J," the authoc ^ 
6f The Sensuous Woman, write?" 
a foreword to the book describe 
; ing it as "scientific," which sh^c 
no -doubt feels vindicate* the-
controversial material. Also in-, 
eluded are ~ some commentsl>" 
from a psychiatrist at jhe end . 
informing the reader who may/ 
have : been disturbed by the 
book i that she has sexual-,-
hangups and should be com*.; 
milted. 
Her "scientific" method con-fa^ 
sisted of interviewing womenrfj 
who answered ads she had placlH 
ed in yari JUS publications ask-p;,; 
ing women to send in their sex-|£| 
uaj fantasies. 1 , - j 
, She categorized thil*>esultc^ 
iriUf an imaginary "House of^ 
29 ' 
a sort of 
s e x u a l  
room for 
^animal lovers would be 
.^equipped with beasts ranging 
^rom donkeys to snakes. 
•Another would offer something 
palong the lines of a Parisian 
wfcCafe where a • woman could 
make love under the tables. ;. 
The book offers relief for 
3s|Wmen who thought that they 
f>vere neurotic because they 
were the only opes in the world 
;who had sexual fantasieb and 
the others who use fantasies to 
senhance their sexual pleasure 
you know who you are). Other 
than that, it is just a collection 
of stories that most women 
have in their minds but don't 
^express very often. 
It is the kind of book that 
would be good to read on the 
bus as long as there isn't a nun 
with wandering ^ eyes • sitting 
n e x t  t o  y o u . , - ; -  / .  *  : r -
> —CRAIG POWELL 
Decadence 
SEXUAL SUICIDE George F. 
- Gilder (Quadrangle) 
While most people probably 
'' think of sexual suicide in terms , 
of trying to spend $500 on. a 
two-hour binge in the red light 
district of Tijuana or making 
love with a killer whale, Gilder 
sees it as the eroding of the sex* 
ual constitution among the 
members of our society. 
> { Jusl about every conceivable 
> social problem—drug abuse, 
homosexuality, rape, divorce, 
,athlete's foot,, student un­
rest—can be explained by the 
^ sexes' inability to find and iden­
tify with their proper sexual 
rojes. Also at fault is society's 
mismanagement of different in­
stitutions in applying role-
oriented policy in areas such as 
welfare and education. 
Gilder contends that men are 
sexually unstable. Their drive is 
sporadic, impulsive, and they 
must constantly reaffirm 
.. themselves of their sexual vir­
tues or face impotency. When 
single, men are dangerous, un­
successful, insecure, and con­
st! tute our major social 
problem. 
On the other hand, women 
are the sexually superior. Their 
sexual identity is affirmed 
b i o l o g i c a l l y .  b y  s u c h  
phenomena as giving birth, 
breast feeding, and having a 
higher orgasm. By combining 
man's traits with woman's 
through marriage, the man 
settles down and becomes the 
J provider of the family while the 
woman raises the children. This 
creates the basic block that our 
society is built on. Everything 
is fine as long as thes£ roles are 
maintained in their proper 
placed. 
Biiti as institutions change 
( s c h < f d l s  b e c o m e  c o ­
educational, Women's Lib 
appears), man's position as 
p r o v i d e r  o f  t h e  f a m i l y  i s  
threatened and society starts 
falling apart. Gilder feels if the 
trend continues, the state may 
one day be the producer, 
provider, and family for a race 
of unisexual clones. All because 
.of Women's Lib? Gilder derives 
his argument and logic from his 
m o r a l i s t i c  a s  w e l l  a s  
-chauvinistic viewpoints and 
c a r r i e s  t h e m ,  a l o n g  w i t h  
himself, to the extreme. 
' 
Quiches, crepes, sandwiches, 
European pasteries, coffees, teas, 
' beer, and wine. , 
L k „ " 






Gilder'Js solution to this uni­
sexual dijemma is for the sexes 
to realize their roles and live 
- them. Men; - can best become 
men by spending twelve weeks 
in a Marine basic training camp 
and women can realize their 
sexuality [by indreasing their^ 






THE HONORARY CONSUL 
• praham Greene (Simon and 
^Schuster) 
With The Honorary Consul, 
Graham Greene has produced a 
book most notable in its un-
j evenness. Its bad qualities dis- : 
'courage unqualified praise, but 
the good qualities save it from 
, total disregard; 
c. Set in Contemporary Argen­
tina, the co-plots revolve 
around; the abortive attempt of . 
Argentine rebels to capture 
and ransom the American am­
bassador. This results in the 
capture of Charley Fortnum, 
^ .the Honorary British Consul, 
and the - affair between Dr. 
Eduardo Plarr and the Consul's 
wife, a former prostitute. Dr. 
Plarr, associated with the rebels 
by former friendship, becomes 
entangled in the kidnapping 
scheme and is given the oppor­
tunity to view the ^motions otJ 
the cuckold.' 
. ? In Mr. Greene% attempt to -
deal simultaneously with the 
concepts of poetic death, pas­
sion, and love, he created ' 
neither the kaleidoscopic 
breadth nor microscopic depth, 
essential to thematic interest. 
The book'^ primary saving 
characteristic is - its comic r* 
development " of secondary 
characters. The alcoholic con­
sul, an overly1 * sentimental •% 
Argentine novelist;;;and a 
PEARL March 1974 
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| The atmosphere at Big Tex, -
5420 Airport ilvd., is less rush* 
ejd than most of the quickie'.'. 
sjleak placesii Traditionally: 
decorated in"early homey Tex-
api,?? the dining room is pleasant 
gnd attractive.; Salads, included 
ill all steak ilinners, contain 
more than just lettuce and have 
bleu cheese dr jssing that tastes 
lijke bleu cheesi;, not like soured 
mayonnaise. The usual baked 
potato and Texas toast is the" •-, 
usual baked potato and Texas 
t<jiast. Steaks aj*e tender, juicy, ' 
flavorful, and ^nough to cure a. 
case of the munchies. " 
Tjhere is a distinct difference 
befween mediujm and medium-
well rarely found in moderately, < -
restaurants, 




• ,l|i • . >. »-»• •• • . . 
thpan run of the mill 






Steak and Ale, 2211 W. Anders 
sm Lane, offers probably the 
Steak! The finest and 
probably the truly indigenous 
Texas food should be easy to get;' 
, - and rather exceptional in the 
state capitol, by reasonable es­
timate. But it ain't necessarily1 
so — PEARL staffers scoured 
the city in search of fine beef at 
prices for interested students, ; 
and only occasionally found a^ 
place to suit all needs — so here . 
follows the findings of another 
epicurious expedition: 
Arthur DeFelice, owner of 
the Pelican's Wharf at 425 W. 
Riverside Drive, opened the 
restaurant as the beginning of a 
chain specializing in seafood -
and steaks at moderate prices. 
The usual _,"ranchification" 
found in most steakhouses is ab­
sent here — instead, soft, rock 
comes from the stereo, the 
seaport decor is a refreshing 
change, and attentive help 
make you feel at ease. Chilled 
salads are made of all manner of 
fresh vegetables, and the steaks 
have an outdoor-grilled flavor. 
; Entree prices range from the 
$3.95 Teriyaki Beef Kabob to 
the $8.95 Steak and Australian 
Lobster. 
DeFelice says, "If you want 
to come in in an evening suit 
fine. If you want to come in , 
blue jeans, that's fine too." 
—LEAH LIEVROUW l" 
"Old English," described 
Todd Figg, manager of the The 
Saxon, 6801 Burnet Road. With 
battle flags, swords, maces, -
shields, axes, and suits of armor, : 
the term fits his north Austin 
steakhouse, modeled after a 
wayhouse in days of yore. 
Handing us menus, Cynthia 
the waitress led us past the bars 
(one for salad, the other , for , 
drinks). "We basically serve a 
businessman's lunch iiwith I 
sandwiches, salads, and a few 
steaks. At night, we add more 
steaks and sea food." d 
Tuesday through Saturday , 1 
evenings include entertainment, ' 
usually guitar after 6:30. The > 
"House Special" is ;a fifteen- * 
ounce chateau briand for two at td 




of steak dinners 
menu, printed 
on a meat cleaver, ranges from 
the twelve-ounce King Henry 
VIII sirloin strip ($6.95) to the 
$3.75 Tavern Chopped Sirloin,: 
. - and has numerous exotic dishes:" 
' in between. All steaks are < 
• choked over aiji open flame —-' 
the grill is right behind theV 
: salad bar so yoU can watch the^ 
cook work while you're helping: , 
yourself to a king-size , tossed' 
, ]The service is gdbd and very 
personal, the atmosphere is that 
{'oft an old English pub, and the® 
•dress varies fro^a casual to very 
formal. Ovipra 11, it 's a 
restaurant welljworth visiting 
If you go south on Lamar 
long enough, you enter the sub­
urb of Oak Hill' where the at­
mosphere is early American 
with a Texas twang. Convict 
Hill Restaurant is located on 
Highway 290 at Oak Hill. Their 
specialty is steak. ^ «- . 
,More expensive steaks are cut 
an inch and a half thick and 
range from $5.35 to $6.35. 
Cheaper steaks run from $2.95 
to $4.95 and are a half-inch 
thick. Each dinner is served 
with a loaf of homemade 
buttermilk bread and a salad 
from the: salad bar; a la carte 
orders of baked potatoes and 
corn-on-the-cob round out 
the menu. Though prices 
and selection make it somewhat 
forbidding asj a "family 
restaurant," it is nonetheless 
ideal -for someone who just 
wants a good steak dinner 
without having to get 
dressed up. ; . 
Another long tfrfvfe /for 
dinner, this time north on FM 
2222, leads you to The Feedlot „ 
on Lake Travis. Getting its 
name from the two obviously 
bored steers who graze in a 
small trough in the bar, the 




f /supper atmosphere, great ser-, 
- Mce that never leaves your glass 
empty, country-western music, 
*vand a mid-to late-1800s motif 
(old framed pictures, adver­
tisements, and Cfad West fur­
nishings) are what you get 
^when you walk into The Back 
'^iNfeches). w 
"Pj "Open Tuesday through 
^|^Saturday nights (5:30 till 9:30 
%^.m. generally, but call 'for 
Specific times), the Back Forty 
specializes in steaks that really 
hit the spot "cooked over an 
! ̂ open wood flame.'' Prices range 
, from the $5.45 large T-bone 
' ,^"The Specialty of the House") 
j^to the $1.95 four-ounce 
" •;* chopped steak ("For the Little 
;^WrangIers")§§|Served' with a 
huge plate: of tossed salad* hot 
buttered bread, and a baked 
potato, french fries, or corn on 
>• the coir (take your pick), each 
meal lets you leave happy with 
, jour tummy full. 
. Dress is casual to matcjh the 
friendly atmosphere, So wear 
.what you want and leave jour 
tie at home. 
—DON PARRISH 
A-Vij Though the service is good, 
L the food is lacking in spirit. 
• Medium rare steak came 
charred on the outside and 
chewy on the inside. The at-
® mosphere more than made up 
? for the food, however (even the 
drunken argument at the next 
table added style to the piace)> 
—LESLIE SPINKS 
Except for the enormous 
glass cases chock full of Carol 
Lmdberg's personal 2000-piece 
collection of black glass of all 
varieties, the restaurant (House 
of Steaks) almost at "the end of 
the road" (741,4 Burnet Road) 
resembles a regular serve? , 
yourself quickie steak place. 
Prices, ranging front $3.49 
for a five-ounce sirioin plus a 
lobster tail (with baked potatoe# 
W PARRiSH Tex SirIoin Houses wer^g or freneh fries and bread) to. . 
H«sarty appetite^ like Little Joe /'I 
and Ben Cartwnght's belong at -~.f 
Bonanza Sirloin Pit, 916 E. Ben s 
Wliite- Blvd. Vou can't go 
wfong with a sirloin, served 
with baked potato, salad, and a 
~slace of bread, dipped in a batter $ A' 
lof eggs and spiceis, then grilled. 
•m yAW', 
wm. 
f jlf you ^/can make it through sixteen-oui 
the main meal without breaking ^ ,7 Serving 
the Austin fore-runners of thl 
Bonanza genre of quick-steak# 
restaurants. The basic fare at 
the Big Tex, 2105 Hancock; 
Drive, is composed of a steak! 
baked potato, salad, and Texas -.. 
toast. Prices for the comboff 
range from the $1.69 special ta / 
about $4*50 for a whopping 
sixteen^ounce- ̂ sirloin^ 
little slower was.a 
and lobster plate, $7.95, would 
also fill the bellies of hungry 
squires and their ladies. Varlet 
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Made from Bonanza's own 
. Jteirted and improved recipe, it 
4-^MBts anything Sara Lee has to 
* offer. 
' —SHELD0N1JPPMA$I v 
than some, which gives ample 
time to eat one's salad. 
However* the final product waa' 
worth the wait—cooked 
ately to oirfer. 
WS&&1 n 
$1.09 for a "LonsCal" meat 
pattie, cottage cheese, and jello^ 
are comparable around town. 
There's one compelling at­
traction besides the rar§ and 
fascinating glass collection — 
the food. Crisp green salads 
with non-soggy tomatoes and 
home-made dressings, freshly^ 
brewed tea, home-mad^ cream: 
gravy over hand-breaded 
chicken-fried steak, broiled 
meats served exactly the degree 
of d oneness ordered, dl com* 















, iWithits {nasi looming largefe^ - J?0r * place that sells more 
tj|anlife^ The Fortress,, located ;; ̂ afooo than steak, Rainbow 
south of Austin on Hwy. 71, is a Inn Steak House, 404 S. Lamar, 
vintage 1898 post office and 
general store deeded down lor 
generations and revamped into 
what is possibly one of the most 
interesting and finest 
restaurants in Central Texas, 
The Bed Dog Saloon, a 1973§2j| 
addition to the original "Rock^ 
fit':" 
main course. From 
chicken fried steak ($2.45) to 
Rainbow Inn Special Steak 
,($5.50). It's great. 
The fourth restaurant in that 
location (Youngbloods, Mickey 
Mantle's, and Catfish 
Store,*"'' mixes good strong|?|| * taste buds and gets them in gear 
drinks«and offers weekend^ for the "* 
pijmo playing • to shake it^j 
wooden rafters. Bentwood^ 
chairs, rid table cloths, and 
candlelight give the up and^ 
downstairs dining rooms a quiet||| 
country dlegance. 
The much recommended Toplpt died), Rainbow ®nn *s a 6reat 
Sirloin, dinner for $5.25 in-^ place to celebrate birthdays, or 
eludes hot homemade croutons,f|| Fridays, or seeing your hun-
a salad (which is large enough dredth red Volkswagen, or.... 
for a meal in itself)* a baked " —SALLY JENKINS 
potato smothered in butter, 
sour cream, and chives, warm^^i? Hock your blue jeans and 
bread, plus a steak cooked to^'s'ave your lunch money if you 
personal.plerfection. Less expen- have someone special you want 
sive cuts of meat, though equal-to get to know bejtter. At Nor 
lypalatabk, range in price from ̂  p. . .-»^n-i  . . .  
$4.95 to $1.35. From first step 
through the swinging doors, to 
the last imelt-in-your mouth 
swallow of beef steak,The For­







m an E a ton'  s"y- Polonaise 
Restaurant, from the sliver of 
Quiche Lorraine with your 
dinner menu to the Farmer's 
Bros, after dinner mint with 
orange peel, you'll find sustain* 
ed, imaginative quality — the 
kind conductive to romantic. 
jeyenings. 
The menu is in transition (a 
«5S ^Farther .north still is the 
Sirloin Stockade at 88281 
Research!. Modeled in 
m' 
1m: 
blackboard features specials of 
the day) because^ such Texas 
strangers as crab, lamb, and 
l*P veal are nearly impossible to 
Bonanza-Big - Tex vein, com-|| come by these days if your 
plete with wagon-wheel^ specialty is quality 
chandeliers, the atmosphere .« ̂  And, appetizers,^ Vegetables; 
But hold still a minute ... •-' • soups, are — rarity of rarities 
if you're so hard up forSv? 
ihelsss 




—whether it artsy elegance, 
rustic roughness, or gauche ^ 
godawfulness — that you figure ^ 
it should be listed on the menu 
and brought out with the iced 
tea, don't bother with the 
Stockade. If, on the other hand, ^ 
you're hungry, you may as well 
chow down here. 
It's the All-American, family-
style, eat-and-run restaurant. 
Not your glamour palace —the 
beef wonPt cut with a mar-fg with "a hearty wine sauce, 
malade spoon and the salad isn't and after your salad you might; 
bastar^w^^it^ garbanzo find Eaton himself standing at 
beans;'^ your elbow behind a table of 
&But the meat is plentiful aromatic, luscious ingredients 
enough at, around $2.25 to fill a f ̂  cooking it for you.^SfK-^; 
hollow spot, you get a softball- Cfff Eat on and on and on. If 
size scoopjof oleo on your baked ^ spending money on food (and 





— imaginative: braised celery 
and eggplant (that's rights no 
baked spud With sour cream) as 
vegetables du jour, Canadian 
cheese soup (you expected 
French onion, maybe?), a thick 
cheddary liquid With untold 
herbal delights beneath the sur­
face of taste, for soup du jour, 
and unheard of desserts sueh as 
Raspberry Foo I,  Banana 
Foster,  Kohlua Torte,  for 
; Order crepes or something 
Sir least $20 for two) gives you 
Besides, yoti ^et a free r^;": pleasure, Polonaise is the place 
viiniller ice cream cone on the "t" to overindulge. Gold rims on 
way out. Jjpft y#nji|ler,jsery^ the plateg symbolize the eve-
yerself. 
DARRYL FARROW MM^BARBARA LONGEWAY 
is high on the list of any- beef 
-fancier. Owner Gaylan Stroth 
redecorated-the old building in 
"classy Western" complete 
with branding irons on walls. 
But so much for atmosphere^ 
It's the food that's important. A 
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Austin's h^Wesf and largest night club 
complete game roam - pool, football 
large seating area with dance floor 
A. GRAND OPENING April 12th!!! 
B. All the BEER you can drink $2.00 
C. , Freida anff the Fire Dogs—Doug Sahm—Ogie Meyer 
n 
^ - Month of April  
illSWr 1 1 
Ferlin Husky—April 13th 
The Eagles—April  17th |  
Tanya Tucker—April  18th 
? 200 Academy St. 
1/2 block off 
1201 S. Conoress 
for advance tickets 
442-1475 s 
f̂ uctt /̂ ay, creator of ̂ )ke Hfekrn l̂ eitaurantf invited you to 
'peed-
Sits 
Dancing Under the Stars 
Wonderful Food 
Cocktail* in the Wdtertrough Saloon 
Open: 5-tt Tumid ay-Saturday 
11:30-2:30 and 5-10 
Sunday Buffet 11:30-2:30 









• Filet Mignon 
• Brisket 
. • ^rolled Trout 
FEED L0T| 
RESTAURANT 
' 'n i'v! 
m m i  % • ' .  
i ,fi f 
' t 
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Mon.-Thurs: 
1 til midnite. 
Fri. & Sot. 
1 til 2 o.m. 
Sun. 2 fit 
midnite 
ICE CREAM PARLOR 
2120 GUADALUPE (UPSTAIRS) 
Announcesthe Mile Hi-Art Gallery 
Hand-carved Wall .Plaques: twice a* nice 
and half the price of comparable goodie*. 
Dali, Etcher, Magritte, Parrish. and many more. 
A Note for the Timid: 
P.S. White Light Has Invaded Nothing. 
504 west 24th 478-1577 
RED SEAL 
CLASSICAL 








MULTIPLE SETS AND k r 
SPECIALLY PRICED SETSl ; 
ON SALE TOO. / * M 
4 ' \  
WEACCEPT BMKAMERICMO 




VIRGIL FOX * 
VAN CUBURN 
EUGENE ORMANDY 
ANY MANY OTHERS . 
h~m 
1 <. -1 "n J y (f  ̂
HIGHLAND MAIL 434-3697 -''M 
•<)  4 -  .  
•TOlJ 1-j 
"Mm 
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Off The Record 
By Joe Nick Patoski ¥e^3S9T^S-)J -̂V r̂,; 
>- 1 
«u .f r^, " f-c: - V, 35^ 
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••'lit was another Friday night 
in my Dimension, and I, restless 
as all get out, cruised aimlessly 
through the cosmos in my space 
biif^y, my head full of Moloko 
p lus. iis' * To hell with the 
plufonium shortage," I mused, 
"Fuel or no fuel, ya just gotta 
check out the! action/V I felt 
tuff — sixteen .and On Top of 
the Universe. "Holy Asimov, 
I thought as I passed near a blue 
ntebula, "If only Buster Crabbe 
could see me now!" I mashed 
the accelerator to the floor fir­
ing up: the supercharger power 
pack, and spun over a few galax­
ies to see what was on Judy Jet-
son's printout. Maybe $he was 
up for a cometburger at tlje 
Sonic Drive-in, Or, fat chance, 
the Space ̂ Cadets' android orgy 
on in .nearby abandoned 
meteorite., •Gk&s.v;# t 
- Before I could figure what 
excuse her digicomp would 
sputter this time, my Videovee 
buzzed on, and a familiar face 
known to me in a past life 
materialized on the screen. It 
was the Chief. "Ca-zart!" I 
cried, as the audio crackled 
through, "Starship PRL calling 
Joe Nick, Space Cowboy; Do 
you read me?" f ' 
IflHesitant toanswer, I still 
replied, "Space Cowboy to SS 
PRl^T read.lQver.'^$-^g| 
llSrhe: Chief seemed angry. 
"Hey man, get outta the clouds 
and come down before we in­
crease the Thorazine mix in 
your air supply. You've got a 
hot stack 'o wax to review and a 
deadline to ftieet. Hop to it 
before Kre have tp put Olson on 
it." 
Um, yes. Back to the world as 
Curtis Mayfield would say. Bui 
dis month gang, I'm laboriously 
slaving at the oP Smith-Corona 
in body only, my spirit firmly 
wiivering somewhere out there 
among the ultragamma rays. 
Then it might be psychosis from 
Sifar-Trek reruns. 
Anyway, let's fetlST OfC 
teen kings and queens, into the 
heavens and ' do the Funky 
Monolith! Big deal if we find 
beer cans on the moon. 
iStin Ra is from Saturn or 
. Egypt and in this current state 
of mind resides on the South 
^Side of Chicago. One of the first 
- jassmen to leave reality Behind, 
" "US?, 
itek & fv > 
zM 
•I 






4* ** v_ 
evidenced by his late Fifties andfS 
early Sixties Space Bop re-
' ; released on Delmark, ESP, and 
^ Impulse, Sun, (or is it Mr. Ra?) 
remains way ahead of the pack , 
in neutron fission. His latest 
studio material, circa '72, 
- levitates somewhere between a 
f tribute to Bob Wills Versatility 
and 24 hours of John Cage. The 
nomadic rhythms are not for.', 
K<\ the uninitiated, but still the t. 
sounds can feel accessible, ow*'; 
' " ing greatly to the bass of Ron-. ' 
nie Boykin and Ra's Mighty " 
•?f ?* Wurlitzer or whatever it is. The 
horn section remains plagued , 
£*?! by overexpressive tooting and 
r * wheezing that is reminiscent of 
Archie Shepp gone crackers. 
\ Ah, ya take the good wid da 
bad. SR's been there and back ,-
and just might fill in real nice 
for Skylab . v  r  
, • ,s* Mainstream progressos in jazzf-;-
ky have taken up the intergalactic; 
^ call of the wild, too, led most - < 
7' visibly by John McLaughlin > 
and his late, great Mahavisnu, 
^  O r c h e s t r a .  B e t w e e n  v <  
Nothingness and Eternity^ 
^ (Columbia) is most likely the^'!j 
last'for the band' and for Big 
John himself; the most un-^'; 
satisfactory since he plugged in:i:'":-
Hio»» by Shmky fcwer 
and left this world, as we know 
it. His King Hell tooth gnasher 
of a guitar is up front all right 
but the emotion is contrived, 
the same old riffs of a few 
albums back keep surfacing 
again. Only when the Ork plays 
as a unit on "Trilogy" is there a 
sense of variation and interest 
— Jerry Goodman's, spirited 
violin easing McL's nervous in­
spirations to a pleasant level. ^ 
Pianist Chick Corea who 
onc e  worked  w i t h  John  
McLaughlin on Miles Davis' 
renowned In a Silent Way and 
Larry Coryell's Spaces in the 
early Sixties, now has copped 
Mahavishnu's cosmology and 
style on Hymn of the Seventh 
Galaxy (Polydor), the third 
release for his quartet; Return 
to Forever. The change from • 
the cool earlier albums is 
engineered by -young power 
guitarist Bill Conners and the 
employment of catchy titles 
like "After the Cosmic Rain" 
and  "Theme  to  t he  
Mothership" to attract the" 
space  h eads .  The  gu i t a r ^  
t hough ,  doe sn ' t  domina t e  
Corea's tingling piano runs that 
lilt and float then build to cook 
on "Space Circus." It's the 
keyboards here that make the 
difference. ' 
Another entry in the ex-
traterrestial derby is Mannfred 
Mann's Solar Fire (Polydor). 
MM, heretofore known mainly 
' for their sonic seasoning of Bob 
•Dylan songs, have also adopted 
t he  Corea  me thod  o f  
phraseology. Only this effort, 
throwing Earth in with Pluto 
for effect, reminds one too 
much of the Mann's mutilated 
interpretation of Prine's "Pret­
ty Good" and no enuff of the 
initial Earth Band venture. 
Manfred, himself, has yet to 
match the stride set on "Do-
Wah-Ditty-Ditty." 
i  T o d d ,  (Bea r sv i l l e )  
Rundgren, that is, is one of the 
few albums and/or artists to 
boot rock 'n roll into the Seven­
ties. On this double set, his 
allreetest all around, Mistah R., 
the kind soul who saved Grand 
Funk from oblivion, oozes-
classical wonders and juvey 
ballads to make you think he's 
your friend or in love with you, 
t h en  marches  h i s  a t o m ic  
streamroller right through your 
eardrums. Such are the sinister 
mo t ive s  o f  "K ing  K o n g  
• Reggae"  and  "Heavy  Me ta l '  
; Kids," both individually more 
noxious than Machine Head 
could ever be. 
And then as if to prove that, 
indeed, somebuddy's still doing' 
acid on a regular basis out 
t he r e*  comes  Hawkwind ' s  
newest Space Ritual (United 
Ar t i s t s ) .  T hese  guys  t ake  
themselves real serious and 
rhyme "dying with flying," an 
old cop from Joe Byrd and the 
Field Hippies. Anyway, 9 this 
disc was done before the paper 
shortage and makes a real fine 
UFO if you wad it up and stick 
it in a cannon. And he*, listen 
up to Lemmy the bass giiy. He's 
into one note and that's all but 
he's sincere and who cares 
' when the walls are turning into 
jello? The big gimmick for 
Hawkwind is a thing called the 
Audio Generator and was 
retrieved from the Beach Boys 
garbage shortly after "Good 
Vibrations." And if that don't 
j i gg l e  you r  c e r eb rum,  
Hawkwind  b r i ngs  a  l a rge  
breasted dancing woman on 
their tours for visual stimula­
tion. Sum fun from the Kings 
o f  1  Uranus '  '  r o ck .  O  
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^Stanley got back from the coast 
^last night He called. He said the 
y% waves were coming in lovely little 
^overhead tubesf?|A nice blowing 
$ squall line in the Gulf and a good 
offshore. He said sets started to 
appear about 6:3(L and he got out 
there just as the sky was going 
jjjfj purple and there wasn't; another 
soaring soul in the water. M;. 
V  -  .  . . .  , i e s  But Stanley has told mote 
about Texas surf than I have. 




he says, and lost his 
went under for what 
^seemed like eternity, and when he 
® found the surface, he saw God 
waxing a twimfin Bing with skinny 
srails. ^ r^L.^r> - - • *' i*'v 
5 More likely they, were piddlin' 
^little carving waves, breaking at the 
^,.top and rolling. The u&uai 
^SMarchtime hotdogging variety that 
||you maneuver and turn on, cut back 
lagainst-^working up and down the 
^llface; and it ends up spitting at you, 
and you fussing at it, busting ass 
i * * * i: 





Stanley's most often full of 
In the summer down at Port f. 
when you're lucky if you can find 
surf, Stanley calls it a sport He 
takes it for the fun, the good times, 
B and the exhilaration, and, as long as £ 
it lasts, that's enough. . 
; Take October, though, when you 
K.get an occasional five-foot day and 
suddenly Staniey'll be deeming it an 
_art, and wifi drive you absolutely 
.crazy talking about technique and 
c rea t i v i t y ^  and^ 5  i nd i v i dua l  
statements. *•*' ' , 
, Then over the holidays fast year/' 
Stanley and Bill and Laurie and Ray 
Sneed went down to San Bias on the 
west coast. of Mexico where the 
waves were tubing overhead almost 
every day, Stanley, came back 
saying it was a mystical experience 
a sou! rush ... a religion. , ".rvum 
But even that's not the uftimafti 
After Beulah when Stanley went 
under and saw God, he decided he'd 
become an every-day surfer. He 
stayed at the. beach all day. Got 
almost black. .He found a job on a 
fishing boat that went out to the red 
snapper banks so he wouldn't have 
to leave the island. ;• r
Stanley began to talk"Aft# ft 
^wholeness" of the sun and the surf. 
*'The only thing that's like surfing is 
life itself,/r he once im^JAIsp 
riding dirt bikes." * If1'-
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Name of the game: Out-zap the energy be fore  go ing  h om e ,  t rave l  ea s t .  AMERIPASS  an d  bus  t o  New Hampsh ire ' s  
monster (OEMftjg. |jf? ^AMERIPASS is riot refundable so plan to bikeway and peddle west through the Ohio 
Objective: To go anywhere your 'Hearty ^get your money's worth by traveling the full i ft;and Wisconsin bikeways.-tf you peddle out, 
desires during spring break while the energy -%|month. -;^w 'tT®'®"5 &>*"'-?<• j 
monster hides and watches. ' If you are adventurous and in good 
Rule one: Your destination must be irrele- physical condition, -you might prefer bicy*« 
vant and you must be willin^to^nj^et; c|ing to busing, while playing OEM. Bicycl-
ting there. 
Rule two: You must be willing to try some 
method of transportation, other than car 
(dirty word}. |g. jj&Bfe 
Alternatives,to paying bEm are: To sit in 
front of the boob tube as the stomach turns 
or, to drive (dirty word) anywhere and 
everywhere during spring break refitting 
the 
c'%m* 
Out-zapping the energy monster will be 
easy if you think in terms of how, instead of 
where, to go over spring break. How about 
taking the bus. While most of us ride buses 
out of necessity to classes, home, or work 
:i9r- few realize the advantages the bus offers 
Itlie poor vacationer. First of all, just like in 
the ads, you get to watch all the scenery 
through big, panoramic, tinted, picture win­
dows, eight feet abov« traffic. You don't 
ha ve -  tp  -wor r y^atout  fau l ty  
navigators changing flats,, or a guilty 
conscience for not picking up hitchhikers 
either. "When every gallon of fuel county it 
is cheaper!; A bus gets more passenger miles-
per gallon bf fuel than any other form of 
Are you sold yet? If not, Greyhound 
offers AMERIPASS a discount ticket 
good for a month of unlimited travel over a -
100,000-mile, U.S. and Canadian route 
system and their routes are interchangeable 
with those of Continental Trailways. Your 
ticket is punched by a driver every time you 
transfer buses. AMERIPASS costs $149 and 
entitles you to discounts at numerous hotels 
across the country, Post House restaurants 
in Greyhound terminals, and Avis Rent-a-*; 
Car. Call in advance to make reservations 
for hotels and rented careje^. 
Discounts for Avis Rent-a-Car do not ap* 
ply in Canada; however, there are 22 hotels 
thro ug ho ut .  Canada  tha t  honor  
• AMERIPASS. One other goodie offered to -• 
entice you into "going grey" is a red, white* 
and blue Drink Up America thermos com­
plete ̂  with a greyhound on the front. You r 
can have your bottle filled with coffee, tea; 
cold fruit drink, or anything else they offer " 
JStAl any time during the trip you may stop 
off, return to another point, or head home,^ 
You could conceivably leave Texas, stop in 1 
New Orleans, Miami Beach, tour New~,(/i 
England, see Canada via Montreal," 1 
Winnepeg, and/ Vancouver, and then catch 
some sun and sand on the West Coast befdre ~ 
visiting San Francisco. Afterwards you.-
might head home through scenic Yosemite 
and Sequoia National Parks or, if you would 
ra ther  pee  Rocky  Mounta in  Nat iona l  Park . . ,  Why  
ing is good exercise, allows you to cover disr 
tance quickly but not so quickly as to 
remove involvement between you and yous 
immediate environment. There are some 
disadvantages, however, to traveling by 
bike. You are always responsible for a large, 
cumbersome possession which may get 
i 
ipped off. You are also limited as to wh 
you can wear. li 
In spite of its disadvantages, biking is j| 
fun way to vacation. Thanks to a Florid 
couple who eleven years ago started the ide 
of marking streets for bicyclists, many states 
have created bikeways which follow .scenic 
routes and offer the more/ independent 
traveler a chance to ride without the traffic 
hassle. i: 
just coast to the nearest Gireyhound or Con­
tinental Trailways Station and ride the rest 
£ of the way in cushioned comfort. 
*:: Be sure to pack your bike if you use a bus 
' during ypur tour. Any store that sells bikes 
will hav^ a bike box, not over five feet long 
since bui stations charge by freight weight 
and distance. 
Serious bikers need to carry a small repair 
kit, change of clothing, light saddle bags, 
sleeping bag, and quick energy foods. 
Goggles |nd a bandana are good protectors 
s against the wind. 
Playing OEM by bike has two hazards: 
dogs Aand.jcars. It would be a good idea to 
take, somie Halt, a chemical used by U.S. 
Postal Service mail carriers to ward off dogs. * 
; .Always rijJe with the stream of traffic, and 
'" remember eight to fifteen miles a day is a 
good average for beginners. 
If you don't have $14# and are afraid cars 
might crunch your bike, try walking. Walk­
ing is riot to be confused with hitchhiking 
which has lost its novelty in the last few 
years. No<r should walking be confused with 
backpacking which implies being weighted 
down. Walking is a relaxed, unhurried way 
to see.thie country. Everyone knows that 
walking isigood for the bod and saves on gas 
money, b|it few realize that walking can be 
an enjoy^ile way to spend a vacation. The 
National Trail System Act of 1968 instituted 
a national system of .recreation and scenic 
trails whifh makes it possible to walk north 
and soutff or east and west. The National 
Trail System — Appalachian Trail and 
Pacific Crest Trail — consists of Super 
Trails following a remote wilderness way, 
.yet not ttjio far from metropolitan areas. t 
The Appalachian Trail begins at Mt. 
Katahdin, Maine, runs southwest through 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
and Connecticut to the New York state line. 
The Pacific Crest,Trail runs 2,156 miles 
from Canada to Mexico and is a twcf-foot 
New Hampshire, for instance, has arienj- path that! winds through Washington and 
mile bikeway which follows the Connecticut 
River. Wisconsin mapped a Swissconsin 
Trail which includes a stop in New Gorus^j 
"cheese capital of the nation." The state, 
also tore up the tracks of an old, abandoned 
railroad bed and surfaced thirty miles for 
bicycles only. Ohio offers a bikeway 
through the state university's nineteenth-
century grain mill, covered bridge, and 
early-American burial ground. Asphalt 
bikeways also : wind through Cape Cod 
National Seashore's miles of white, sandy 
, ' Cycle tours are coordinated by American 
Youth, Hostels, 20 West 17th, New York, 
N^Y., 10011. But many cyclists prefer the. 
freedom of riding^ alone. 
If you drive (dirty word) to the bikeway, 
you will need a bicycle rack for carrying 
your bike, or you can pack it in the trunki 
not (back to OEM) use art) 
Oregon Forests. 
If you Would like to do a little walking, 
but are riot broken in for long-distance 
trails, consider nature centers and national 
parks. Again, as. with a bicycle tour, you 
may want to combine bus power with foot 
power. j 
Before setting out on any walk, please 
equip your feet with proper footwear. Shoes 
should be high-topped and broken in before 
you leave. High-ankled sneakers are good 
for mild jaunts. Take along some wide 
adhesive tape and apply a strip at the first 
limp of blisters. And always use a map that 
shows trails of the area.-
You will probably have to endufe a few 
skunks, domestic dogs, rain-soaked clothes, 
or a longef trip than you planned on, but 
that's a faii trade for the cocky feeling of in­
dependent you'll get from Out-Zapping 
the Energ)j Monster, o 
I PEARL March 1974 
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"Believe me, buddy, my interest wilf never flag," CAPPY RAY 
McGARR (below) is sure to be thinking about being selected a Bar 
Belle. 
Without question, Cappy is a renaissance man of the arts.Drama~: 
connossieur: He can do a consummate Jimmy .Stewart impression and • 
has a cute Kirk Douglas chin. Singer: Cappy can yodel for five minutes 
without stopping. Beau Brummel: He starches his blue jeans rather 
heavily and wears Big Boy Boxer underwear. 
Cappy has also journeyed to Big Bend eight times without parental 
supervision and may or may not know Sandy Kress. 
IP 






Hwta by thotdon Uppmow 
"You didn't see this kid take a dive," bubbles affable PAUL 
MATTHEW LOW (above). 
Paul is a senior math major; an orientation advisor, the membership 
vice-president of Alpha Phi Omega, and an aquatic nut who belongs to 
the University Underwater Society. 
Paul claims to have been a runner-up in last year's Bluebonnet 
Belles contest. Although we didn't check this out, we suspected it to be 
a vile, calculated lie. The poised and pleasantly chipper way that Paul 
told the suspected lie wasn't overlooked by our judges. 
PEARL March 1974 
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"Boy! What a lift this honor couldhave been for me." DAVID DON BERRY (top)r,^ 
likes to say-^f his narrowly-missed Bar Belle title. ^ 
i Personable David is a government and pre-med major who lists his membership 
both the Ail-Around Good Persons and the Arrogant Bastards Aiten. - ' > 
"Now there's a capital idea," hopeful JOHN RICHARD MORRIS (middle left) must 
have been flunking of his chance for a Bar Belle landslide.' -
Currently a Texan news assistant and a member of Sigma Delta Chi, he was recently 
elected to the TSP Board of Operating Trustees, soundly thrashing a candidate the 
CHARLES REACA^ 
3 PEARL staff vehemently o| 
'•Not to have been selected Bar Belle was un-beer-able" 
KIRKLEY Jr. (middle right) seems to be saying., j; 
Charles recognizes the value of a precise and exacting balance of scholarly pursuit and If; 
community service. A history major with a high-C average and praiseworthy pen-? 
manship, he is a devoted member of the Union's Musical Events Committee, and has 
served as vice-president of the Midnight Hooters, r four-man drinking club which once . 
met at Scholi1 foe a cheeseburger and a Lone Star. 
"Stop, look, and listen for my bandwagon," LUCY MARGARET W, A ONER (bottom? 
left) could have been warning. 
She relishes the memory of a time eight years ago when she was selected "runnermp fc 
outstanding girl safety patrolman" (her emphasis) in Corpus Christn « , v 
Our judges were duly impressed that Lucy has consistently shown the assert ivwiesa 
and gumption to march headlong into their own "man's world." And that's why they let!; 
- ^er' ' V L • • ' k "" " "t 1 Cross me out, smiles good-natured MR. X (bottom right). „ f, 
A write-iin candidate, Mr X. says, "I don't want to |»e made a fool of. I don't want to be [: 
involved iri a boring, sexist contest which makes fun of men." •* | «-J 
. A final-year law student, Mr. X objects strenuously to his being included among the > 
Bar Belle finalists, cheerfully reminding PEARL that he would sue everyone involved  ̂®||jj 
we were to use his name. ^ >• '*>«. 
"And finally," he says, his easy-going smile peeking above a volume containing iiS 
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The balloting went on late into last 
night. On the back three seats of an 
ER shuttle, the iudges took a final 
look at the entries and marked their 
selections, i Ten were outstanding. 
From these, fiye vyilj be named Bar 
-Belles of 1974. " 
The real work for these nine young 
gentlemen and lone lady only now 
begins in earnest. They've posed for 
our photographers, displaying 
"what they got" before the eyes of 
:our discerning judges, the next will 
be months of excitement and 
making new friends that our winners 
aren't likely to forget, no matter how 
hard they try. 
The ten finalists were selected 
who best satisfied each of four 
requirements: ^ 
1) 30 or more UT semester hours, 
2.5 or better G PA, 
"campus awareness," 
a good personali ty and 
appearance. 




subjective category in which our 
judges were asked to iot down 
relevant reactions such as "friend of 
the farpily," or "has swell gams." 
Exciting, frenzied months lie 
ahead for our ten finalists, five of 
whom -will follow the narrow and 
exacting path to the Bar Belle 
throne. 
The results of our contest are 
published below. 
The lucky ten are: 
f 
f r - it J • J-l J. A.%. 
i i"IiVju»t had to be me in the final wash," well-scrubbed PAUL 
WALTER HANNEMAN (right) must be telling his friends. 
: A first year law student ^ho is as quick with friendly gab Mi 
with the crushing rejoinder, Paul is a member of the Student Bar 
and administers as president of the Tom Corbet Space* Cadets. , . 
|%He is much impressed with being selected as a Bar Belle finalist, and 
"wholeheartedly congratulates utf for being "pseudo-intellectual liberals 
at : the UT departmftnt^ of , Jpurn«Ii«ni who are making asses .of 
-L M ^ ' T -• UlCIIIMilVCt. i'C1'' 
Welh said. Paul. V ^ V* 
tSSrSpkA f 
I ?1 "Glad you were cheering for me," rahs PERCY EDGAR LUECKE 
tll(below). Percy entered this contest on behalf of the Forgotten Man 
T-iMr. Nobody, Ms. Zero, people like yourself. 
"I am the consistent voter, the informed reader, the blood donor, 
the' loyal sportsfaiV' he cites. "I am the solid background against 
which the honored lew stand outthe bun for the hot dog| as it 
;«ete.M . 
sj^ Percy is a biology major with a 3.8 GPA and is very, very lonely. 





|^"Cotild that be tfie fulfillment of nfry dreams tapping on my door?' 
wonders high-stepping ALVIS JEROME SIMS (right). • \ 
A man of diverse find natural talents, Jerome lists aittOn^ his ac-
: complishments having a letter published'in The Daily Texan, a sister 
who graduated from UT with high honors, and a brother-in-law with a 
grandfather clock which chimes just like the Tower. $ * 
This first year graduate student in library science allb^m&rvels his 
friends with his tap dancing and owns a highly developed speaking 
voice. "I use the Union's TV lounge and the audio library a whole 
lot," he croons in a full,- rich baritone. / v 
S 
' * „ 
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By Jean Lenzner 
P-fe S Y', 
The "Aztec Eagle" departs Ntievo Laredo 
every day at 6:25 p.m. and arrives ih Mexico 
City 24 hours later. Besides offering views 
of the Mexican countryside which could 
never be seen from an airplane, t|ie trip is 
unbelievably cheap! Round-trip^, first-class 
accomodations for two cost only$49.37. , 
Unfortunately, this train no longer rum 
through the colonial city of San Miguel de 
Allende, which has become very popular 
with college students and is decidedly easier 
on the pocketbook than Mexico City, 
However, it is possible to get off die train at 
Pozo Blanco (ticket rates! are slightly less) 
and then take a short bus trip to San Miguel. 
ACOMODACIONES 
Because it is such a long trip, s«me sort of 
sleeping accommbdations are preferable. >; 
The least expensive .type is Called a "sec­
tion" (section) two «§$ts facing each other 
during the day mjgfein^j bertha at night. 
The upper berth m $5.92 (jjtll rates quoted 
are one way) andrathe lower!berth is $7.42. 
; A "roomette" (hHqoba) J$10.35) has a life 
tie more space and plftftHfy i as wellas private 
toilet facilities. The seat i is c<?ifvCrted at 
night into a lower berth. | j» 1 ;' - y 
First-class accomodations ($jp.79) are 
rather facetiously* referred to as 
"bedrooms" (dormitorios; camarmes). Ac­
tually they consist of a very tiny room 
which has its own toilet facilities inti a small -
closet inside the room, a cOuch by 4ay, and 
at night, two single berths. TheJ bedroom 
does give the most room and privacy and is 
of fried chicken either for snacfes later or 
|even lunch t)ie next day. On the return trip, 
<the kitchen is restocked so there should not 
| b e  t h e  s a m e p r o b l e m  o f  r u n n i n g  o u t  o f a  
^particular entree; and for some reason, the 
meals as a whole are much better, 
y , Another good idea may be to buy a plastic 
jug of distilled water (available at any 
grocery sto're on the American side) for use 
the train. In the dining car, distilled. 
|water is served. Depending on your in­
testinal fortitude, you may or may not want 
use of space possible. However; regardless of -y^to drink the tap water in therooms. A few 
the type o£ accomodations, you will paper cups will also come in handy,, 
probably need to wander around Just to For those who prefer to drink in a more 
avoid claustrophobiayy ̂ ^pl^l^l^i^'^pongenial atmosphere^ the last car -on the 
train i» the observation or bar car (bar-
observatorio), which is open at all times. 
Although the .variety of drinks, served is 
somewhat limited, the car is popular, not 
only for the more obvious reasons, but also 
becauseitsbig,comfortablechairsand card 
really quite a feat of the most economical 
For those hardy souls who enjoy 
roughing it, a one-way ticket to Mexico City 
is only $10.86, but there are easier ways to 
save money. A 24-hour trip without a bed is 
no way to start a vacation. , „ 
COM I DAS tables (bring your own cards) make it a verjr. 
: Meals are served in the diningcar (coche pleasant spot to relax. 
comedor)ol the train, with menus in both RESERVACION ES 
v  - : ; V y v V , y  y y  : v  y b :  A - y y ' '  : - ' . ' - y  V  v . : - .  ' •  • •  
s#%s|v -Because of the expanded 
"vice, which facilitates connections with the 
m--
| Spanish and English.^ 
|. Breakfast, which is usually very good, 
i consists of a choice of three entrees ranging. 
! in price from $1.00 to $1.50* The 
huevos rancheros are excellent; but unless 
you can pass for Mexican* you must 
specifically request them. Lunch and dinner 
(from the same menu) consist of a choice of 
' four entrees which range from $1.25 
for ham sandwiches (sandwiches de jamon) 
to $2.50 for chicken (polio) or steak, in­
cluding dessert (postre) and coffee (cafe)or 
' tea (te). Although that price may sound 
refreshingly reasonable for a steak (bistec) 
beware, for the Mexican version does not 
closely resembly our own. 
v. Unfortunately, the cook may be but of 
one or more of the entrees, especially on the • 
way to Mexico City, so be prepared to make 
substitutions*'Actually, on the trip down it : 
is advisable to plan on eating a big dinner 
.before boarding thetraiiiand bringing a box v.? 
:?Aiitralt^iP 
"Aztec Eagle," the preplanning for the trip 
should definitely include making reser­
vations at least twenty days in advance. For 
information or reservations, write to: The 
National Railways of Mexico, P.O. Box 595; 
Laredo,/Texas 78040, olr call 512-723-5152. 
In the letter, be sure to state the dates of 
departure and return, the final destination, 
and the type accomodations desired. The 
agency will then notify you as to cost, and 
how to pay for the tickets, which must ljte;jr 
done in advance to hold the reservations^ 
For information about any other Mex­
ican train line, write: The Chief Passenger 
Traffic Department, National Railways of 
Mexico, Buenavista Station, Mexico 3, D.F4 
Regardless of the MmilSon, a ToUst 
Card, which is easily Obtained from any 
Mexican Consulate, is necessary.,o 
ZffB 
Caovoes -Kayaks- Folding Boots 






Hancock Whole Earth Provision Co. 
504 west 24tK 47M577 
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By Joe Nick Patoski 




^ > - UP HO, TRAVEL BUFFS, spring break's on the way and if you 
||cin scarf up enough petrol^ it's just a cooi spin down the hiways and 
Jbyways of life to that peat vacation spa in the sky. 
Once you've reached your, destination, no doubt, everything's 
strictly funsville. But the, in-transito portion can sometimes be 
nothing short of Dull City when counting Stuckeys or car bingo 
won't even break the monotony. Times like these are when you need 
Car Radio themost, sg ^ Jn -
Car Radios are great. Thciy enhariciS certain iniuucal forms (e.g. 
Steely Dan's "Reeling In the Years" and "That Lady" by the Isleysj, 
communicate local news and color to the traveler, and generally 
serve to entertain and keep awake the passing motorist. 
So what fun is Car Radio: when you can't tune in any stations? No. 
fun at ail. That's why in the national interest we present all you tran­
sitory noise lovers the PEARL Guide to Car Radio Stations for your, 
holiday listening pleasure. I .s " -r" ."4<I«v£ - ;. . 
Theoretically, die PGCRS ensures" tuneability to some frequency 
oranother on the AM band along our selected paths of travel. In 
reality, there's gonna be some dead spots on the itoad where you 
can't pick up anything except solid stati6 (allright enough if you're 
into it) as in the famous West Texas Kilowatt Warp. But this guide 
will at least help. And if you don't like what you hear^ turn off the 
* » «nd talk to yourself or sing old camp songs. 
We'll begin with the Biggies, thepower giants with the strongest 
jCJfMgnals. You can June these in throughout most of the state on, just 
gpboiit *ny travel .route: -
Day and Nighf. Towers of Power 
SAN ANTONIO — WOAI 
DALLAS 
4 
plenty of oldies. 
Tight Top 20 Rock mixed with I 
WFAA 570 — Same format as WOAI but a bit j 
•'slicker; super fine Midnite Nostalgia on Sat. | 
jiNilcs. •. | - ; | 
jiKRLD lOflO - Father to KLBJ's byoo-ti-fulj 
Imcwzak stj^le with; sharp local news. | 
HOUSTON -
. J, • ; • "••'.• • • » 
FT. WORTH 
KTRH 74 All news. I 
I 
WBAP s820 — Biggest Country station in the| 
world. Nightly slices of Texana midnite to six on J 
the truckers' delight, Bill Mack's Open Road | 




Daytime Only Big Boys 
; ' ' • f. " 
IKTSA 5501 *— Top 30 rock, 
r v 





More Top 30. A Big D institution j 
I 
I 
XEROK 800 — 
XEG 1010 — 
KWKH 1130 — 
WLS 890 — 
WHO 1040 — 
KAAY 1090 — 
KMOX 1120 — 
•'n . 
KOMA 1520 — 
WSM 650 — 
XERF 1570 — 
till Gordon McClendon sold it. 
• , 1 • | . | 
Nighttime Giants 
: tpk'vufr y:- • 
Top 30 nock from Juarez. 
Bordertov^n madness. Religion and records for j 
sale via R^y. ike and Hank Williams' 40 Great | 
Gospel Hijts. L I 
c & w .  ; '  
Top 30 Cnicago Hock. 
Banal co#nsilk C&W from Des Moines. j 
I 
Just another Top 30 number except in late | 
evenings^hen Beeker Street probes the alleys I 
of laic Six|ies psychedelia. J 
'  ;  1 A ' "  "  I  .  i  
Sho-me state news iand views with Blues hockey I 
and Cards: beisbol. ! • ' I 
I 
Hyper Top 30 stuff; often the only station you I 
can get in! the Rockies. j 
Weak signal sometimes but worth the Sat. Nite I 
broadcast^ the Grand Old Opry. . J 
> - - r '  - I  
Hard sell religion from holy prayercloths to I 
autographed fotos from J.C. himself. When J 
you're bopming 250,000 watts from Acuna, | 
God's way. (or is it Glen Turner?) is best. I 
Au a^in to Dioltas 
GEORGETOWN — KGTN 15|0 — Local, lome polka. 












KAWA 108.0 —-They call it "cross-country 
WACO 1460 — Decent rock and roll for the Bi-{ 
b l e  B e l t .  i l p i P j i l i l c ' :  J  
""" PEARL AAarch 1974 
HAPPY HOUR SAILING 
(2 for 1 Sailing Special) 
Weekdays 2-4 P.M.' 




















BASIC (Starts 3/18/74) $16 
ADVANCED (Starts 3/26/74) $27 



















OYSTERS * REP SNAPPER 
RAINBOW TROUT 
RAINBOW INN STEAK HOUSE 
LUNCH & DRINK SPECIALS MON.-FRI. 




Mon. - Sat. 10:30 till 9:00 .iJSgk&Sfc 
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S-F Continued id^vW<r-V : "-
serious."? No, these people are a real threat' 
to the established; order, a casual eight-* 
fingered glovelaid against the jowls of Fate. 
Joe "The Pro" Pumilia has claimed that ; 
other writers regard (he Axis as they would ? 
fire ants or walking catfish, a creeping, sub- a 
human, unstoppable, somehow unnatural 
•A 
plague from the;. Southi^^f^^^|^|p?f|f' 
Stevens Utley, at last report; lived in 
Carrollton. Utley, with seventeen works 
published, ranks ai the best selling neopro 
in Texas. It was Utley, working in collabora­
tion with Pumiiia, who produced "Hung 
Like an Elephant," without doubt the most 
disgusting work of SF ever to emerge from 
Texas. 
Lisa Tuttle made her debut in the 
summer of 1971 and bears the somewhat 
dubious distinction of once being profiled in 
Seventeen magazine. 
Li«a .explains her tackling the 
predominantly male world of science fic­
tion:. "The messenger of the Lord came to 
me and said; 'Thou art blessed among 
t .  
women. 'M r-r :B 
mef 
J 
Art by Bob Mb: 
So tightly knit is the Axis that many of 
tKeir best works (even the infamous 
Hung4?) have been produced in collabora-
Rhodan, is best known for his fan­
zine, Citadel.,*.-
Tom Ream y is a free-lance-writer in in-
lion. The most .ucce»ful of Ihese^ finilcsima| Telas Bes, known for 
partnerships is that of Buddy Saunders and 
Howard Waldrop. Saunders lists his main > 
influences as Da .Vinci, Alexajndpr. th.c 
Great, and Donald Duck. v-
A mustachioed, brown-haired man in his 
lite 'twenties, also of Grand Prairie, 
waldrop is a- student at UT-Arlington. He ' 
entered fandom in 4963 aikl achieved 
prodom in 1972 when Analog published hbia 
story, "Lunehbox," "/ 
In July '73, Saunders-and-Waldrop's 
story, "A Voice and Bitter Weeping,"^ 
appeared in Qalaxy. This story, which quite -
impartially can be called brilliant, caught 
the efe of an editor at Ballantine Books. 
Thus, Waldrpp and Saunders were able to 
totally devastate the Turkfe^ City 1II|| 
Neopro Rodeo of Texas by announcing that 
they were, the first of the Axis to sell a 
novel. Tentatively titledtlThe Texas-Israeli -
War," it concerns the efforts of Union- . 
hired Israeli mercenaries to crush the Se­
cond Republic of Texas. It i» undoubtedly 
ithe best fuiure-Texaa novel since Fritz 
Leiber's "A Specter Is Haunting Texas.'f$i 
# George Proctor b a journalist working for 
the Dallas Morning New* who, although he 
his fanzine Trumpet, Reamy also worked on 
the SF pornoflick "Flesh Gordon." 
: H.H. Hollis is the pen name of a Houston 
ISwyer. Out of respect for his privacy, I will 
not reveal his true name. 
Anyway, I don't know it. Hollis is no longer 
a mere neopro, but an established writer. 
However, his kindness to his juniors has 
given him a place in the Axis. Hollis wis at 
Turkey City IV, where his opinions were 
hearkened to with deep respect. 
Texas' tenth pro is Neai Barrett, jr., ex-
public , relations man lurned freelance-
writer. At last count he had written six 
novels (among them "Leaves of Time" and 
"Kelwyn'^amLthirty short stories, *.« 
' "ET. R. Fehrenbach, now a noted San An­
tonio historian, once wrote SF. He must! 
have tired of starvation wages. • ,'U^i 
- Another influential group of SF1ii^it^iil| 
(given low priority for leavingTexas.) in-i 
eludes Gilbert Shelton, creator of Wonderlf 
WartHog, a comic strip for the now defunct 
Texas Ranger. Shelton's best known work of 
SF is "Wonder Wart Hog and the Invasion s 
of the" Pigs from Uranus." The Uranus % 
ha* sold two stories to the juvenile series Fight Song from that cartoon has become a 
* 
sort of unofficial Texas SF anthem. Shelton 
now does ''Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers" 
for various underground newspapers 
around the country. Sometimes it shows up 
in The Rag. 
Ah artist known simply as "Jaxon" was a 
co-founder of the underground comic book 
Skull Comics, which specializes in horror SF 
and fantasy. , ",,-11^ 
Four Texans, Shelton, Jaxon, Moriaty, 
and Todd, formed the Rip Off Press, now 
one of the biggest underground comic 
publishing firms in the nation. 
And, of course, how could we forget SF 
conventions. There are four major "cons'4 
in Texas: .Dallas' D-Con and Partycon, 
College Stations' Aggiecon, and Houston's 
Houstoncon. Activities at conventions con­
sists mainly of dealing, talking, watching 
movies, getting drunk, and staying up until 
the alcohol-exhaustion combination 
produces utter stupefaction; Cons usually 
produce half-a-dozen mindless hulks dazedly 
watching Mr. Ed reruns on TV at eight in 
the morning, still awake after a night of 
high-pitched, feverish partying. They crawl, 
they groan, they emit garbled Zulu war 
cries; sprawling helplessly on the floor, they 
quote fragments of Romantic poetry or dir­
ty limericks. jjp&V ' t "f ' 
It's a great life. O s,S&, 
& 
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I LAREDO •— 
I 
I' | i* P * % *!"• 
I- v "* "*  ̂i «.*v - fr 
| FREDERICKSBURG «V * -•«« 
1 
I 
KWHI 1280 — Day hours only; no-jive polkas j 
rlvn',"'.?tf T** local "H BhEVlLLE4 . 'KIBt^' #p.n^( .» 
-3 ' J p. •>' • r programming, loc*l sounds, 
KORAl^-Miaaie.ffl.eR^p.6^: KEYS 1440"^ Rockin' by the b»y„. 
• kenr 107# '-i' c&w. f 'd',V i \ i ;3-''*-%£$5f{5vjMYS 1360*~ 
KPRC 950V NBC network. ^ * j 
KNUZ 1230 iot KILFs teen j ™™"f(njSK133,,«M moaly MORf* 
listeners, ' . . J .. ma 
• 3 Ah,ce'ms£0, K0PY1070 -S"l ^ ^ 
' i ROBSTOWwAi 
«^#V •'-• :v>;-
\ RAYMONDVILLE -KSOX 1240 ^-' Kuntry pi „ 
, 1 RIO GRANDE > V. t 
^ KGBT 1530 ^ En espanol. , 
KRGV 1290/^ Country sounds to pick citru^f 
/.-•-"33g bv. iM ' 4* 
KULF 790 f— MOR porridge. 
KYOK 1590 — Black voice of soul. 
KXYZ —1320 — ABC nooz. . 
I  ' 1 ; :  •  
Austin to Laredo 
C&W. 
KROB 1510 — Na^iviHe^fest 
you^ 
SAN ANTONIO — KKYX 680) KBUC 1310, and KBER 1150 —J 




All are C&W, I'll take KKYX for signal and| 
quality. f ^ ! 
KAPE 1480 — Soul sounds. ! 
KITE! 930 -r Mewzak. |' - 4 | 
KONO 860 — Top 30, looser than KTSA. I 
KM AC 630" t— Great all over the road station, j 
Lou Orooniiplays choice heavy metal rock un-1 
heard: on AB| or FM irt the afternoon followed] LAMPASAS 
x'4£i 
Freddy Fender 
910 —"fop 30 rock but sorely missing' 
•T1 * 
Austin to 








* ^ > 
KHLB 1340 g C&Wl 
KVWG 1280 — The only thing between SA and |§£ 
the border; ethnic, daytime onlyV J SABA KBAL 1410 Fi 
poraryiu 
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ustin wa raso '"ft 
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I SAN ANGELO —^ KWFR 1260 Daytime} contemporary. 
I A &SS$ffyf 
J Jr S 4 
I c 
j BIG LAKE , KWGH 129<| — Desperation station; daytimel 
I , only, there atin't nothing^else out herdi " | 
] MIDLAND ^l ii .kCtt&;550 ^€omempodn^y llOR with dashw} 
I - c ^V'V ^ Top 30, C&W, and glojbs of commercials, | 
{ ODESSj KjOZ^Ej 123of-' Top 30 r|E»ck. \A 
I 
! SWEETWATER 
^ KEAN 1240 
KNIT 1280 — ABC outlet. 
KRBC 1470 ^ Top 30 roek. ^ 
KWKC1340—Wert Te*« C&W. 
&-*• 
I-rw»l music. 
I SNYDER -m 
\m m 
I LUBBOCK ^ 
KXOX 1240 ' T X t & 
KSNY 1450 -JSAnother local blockbuste# 
Contemporary. 
CBS n ^ 
Hi 
i 
1 r. a u • >*>>,•? I 
k,-d 
i I CARLSBAD 
| (maybe) 
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Pi^o, but *Ut saying one hell of a lol. 
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usually must prove that a national cannot migrants under its rules, which can be quite 
fill the slot. If it is business for yourself, you 
generally must show that your services can­
not be found locally, 
Independent skilled tradesmen, such as 
electricians who work with their hands, face 
a greater chance than managers or 
professionals entering the foreign job 
market, yet th6y too confront restrictive 
work permits. 
:  " -L* t*« 
Professionals ^doctors, lawyers, 
HICHT NOW# many" Univerdt^ J"****. 0> 
students are .eroing in on those last IwSSr beln* overl>' qualified or apeeialrced. The , Zealand, 20 per. 
hectic d&ys prior to spring'break. Thoughts; ^ 
of exams and papers mix with plans for a 
day escape. Whether just & short jaunt to see^f 
the folks in Buda or a nifty trip to Sun 
Valley for end-of-the-season skiing, it's go^ r 
ing to be great to let a few brain waves run 
around in unstructured nakedness. 
" Six works later, summer may offer altcr^V,\: 
natm$ ;t« more school or a job. .Camp^'_ f> 
ing in Canada or basking on a MexicanV" "^ 
'^|Ur maybe it s that long-dreamt-of gradua-:; •' 
lion .trip abroad. Man freedom at last. |"/T, 
Bum around Europe or head down the Pan-£^ ... 
American Highway for six months. The ul-|^;- $, 
timate escape. t 
JReally? Think about itil -3*> ^ 1 
PThere may be one more step>„ short of?' ', 
hitching a trip to the moon. (Remember the-, y-" '} 
days when that was just a fantasy?) 
Move to a foreign country. Permanently.-!; ;; 
That's right... not just a few years abroad ; 
with a U.S. corporation. Really pack up; 
board a jet, slow boat, or whatever; cut the 
red, white, and blue umbilical, and settle 
down in Upper Volta. (It's real. Check your 
atlas. No, it's not a Moscow suburb. Try 
western Africa.). 
' forever. Eat. Breathe. Earn a liv­
ing. Maybe raise a family. Have a real cross-
culture experience. ' 
diplomatic "rule of reciprocity,'' for in- , 
stance, determines that if doctors from X . 
country are forbidjden to practice in the i 
U.S. without residence requirements - and J 
stiff exams in English, then American doc­
tors in X country can expect like treatment.-
, strict, leiuent, or nonexistent. (American 
ingenuity is everywhere.) Our IRS con-
: sultants have graciously trained foreign tax 
officials yipj/ jthe latest techniques of 
foil ee t ionjsfeccssi ng. , 
Like ta||I, living costs vary from high*, 
among the industrialized, more affluent 
nations to low among those at the other end 
of the spejbtrum. A comparison of capital 
cities by the U.S, Department of Labor 
shows Paris 45 percent more expensive than 
C., and Wellington, New 
ercent cheaper. 
i; Americans depend greatly upon the 
private automobile to the extent that many 
of us look down upon less-developed nations 
which realty have far superior systems in 
terms of overall, efficient mass services — 
buses, taxis, trains. 
wmm 
- V 
j /v? "55. r 
. 5s." • 
\ 
r:: engineer specializing in , 
conductors is often expected to know a great 
semi- Besides tike private automobile, other lux­
uries may have to be eliminated by expense 
eal about the general field of electrical and/or scarcity. Housing rental isn't a 
Approximately ^ne^and-a-half Million 
Americans have answered that question to-: 
day ... with probably as many different ~ 
' reasons. And that's discounting government I 
employeesp^the military, and their % 
-; / 
All this conjecture really is more than a 
rebuttal to "America ... Love It or Leave-, 
It"'bumper stickers. Some people leave to j 
,„wget away from ... social unrest, racial ten-* 
^l^sion, moral decline, middle-class standards, 
^restrictive legislation. Others hope to find 
- peace, and quiet, clean air, better 
weather, laissez-faire economics, -more1 
Ipmeaningful work and personal relations, 
sdfreligiouS'fulfillment, healthier climate. 
So you make the move, then what? Many'f 
Americans retire comfortably abroad and | 
any countries welcome their dollars in J 
eveloping economies, but for the majority -
||il immigrants it's a question of continuing t 
To'many consuls, this is the vital point A 
you,, can't add something to our 
^economy, you ire likely to become a ' 
• detriment."" One added,-vWe have our own : 
here, loo." 
Competition ̂ with natives comprises | 
fMi 
engineering. Nursing offers an exceptional 
°PP0rtunity almost everywhere since de-* 
? mand overcomes reciprocity rules. Unskill-
: ed laborers, forget it. The world is full of 
* good pick and shovel men. 
* - Scholars; both studeints and instructors, 
find themselves in one of the better bargain-
.. ing positions, at least for the first few years., 
r"Indefinite" visa extension8 are common^ 
for instructors. 
(The small investor can often find en-
(ranee into less affluent economies without 
a skill, but "fast buck" artists, beware. A 
^Brazilian financier says, "If you have a 
^110,000 idea, you better have $30,000 
*4behind it." Different work ethics, business 
^procedures, and government regulations 
can eat you alive if you push too fast or go :• 




J&riother problem. Almost without except 
Ition, every country withholds work permits 
3 O YOU THINK you have a saleable, 
'.'^transferable skill? If you can find a slot, 
iyou'11 work hard: and there will always be 
"reread on the table. Ever heard of taxes ... or 
Rising cost of living? Inflation and IRS are 
: everywhere! Not only theirs, but ours. 
Double jeopardy in the fleshy 
If you maintain American citizenship, 
y^you are still bound to file a yearly return 
^Ihere, even if you don't owe anything. Some 
^countries have treaties preventing dual tax-
important, the! from those' who would put a qualified Ration; others don't. Most 
^national out of work. American companies tiost country 
v *5 '-'•ft'- ** 
widespread practice outside the U.S., and 
where it is j; usually means unfurnished or 
grossly expensive by our standards, 
j Telephones often take months to obtain. 
A Frenchman compared Americans and 
Europeans: An American, he said, spends 
his time worrying about earning money and 
little about Ihow he spends its. A European 
ponders cautiously how he spends it and 
cares less how he earns it. 
Let's be honest, just how much change 
can we adjuist to? Any dislocation from the 
environment we know/takes its toll. Strong 
negative reaction to such a move, "cultural 
shock," cani strike as a near-complete men­
tal and .physical debilitation, though tem­
porary and only part of a longer develop­
ment. • 
Various psychologists describe the 
culture transition in several stages over 
j three or moire years. Simplified, the critical 
! initial Stage begins; With a "spectator" phase, 
> an elation aj new sights, sounds, and smells. 
: Soon, the pewcomer seeks a few basic 
{ satisfactions in life and thus enters a more 
"participatory" phase. Here, the settler will 
incur the "<hock" — a choice of make it or 
break it andjreturn home. Americans bound 
by "cultural arrogance" — the American 
way is the only way—' fall as easy prey. 
Tio   handles tax business with lm-
Cultural shock is essentially caused by 
- .v---. 
• . ' - 'V 
meeting hes(d-on with the habits, attitudes, 
PEARL March 1974 
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Robert Ervin Howard was born in 
Peaster, Texas, in 1906. He spenthis.entire 
life in Cross Plains. Thirty years later he 
shot himself.^^_ 
Howard's literary achievements in those 
thirty years have made him a legendary 
figure, almost an archetype for later Texan 
science fiction writers. 
Howard was a frail, bookish child, so anti-
intellectual redneck classmates habitually 
beat the bejeezus out'of him. Years of tor­
ment made him big and mean; he grew to a 
height of six feet, weighed two hundred 
poiinds, and practiced boxing constantly. 
But the damage had been done. Howard 
habitually muttered about his "enemies:''' 
and carried a six-shooter in the glove com­
partment of his car. When he went for a 
walk he would often stop short and shadow-
box for a few seconds with an invisible 
enemy; and he took sudden, violent lilies 
and dislikes to people. 
Howard is best known for his creation, 
"Conan the Barbarian," a sword-wielding 
adventurer of incredible vitality and 
limitless macho who dispatched in­
numerable enemies (mostly evil sorcerers) 
in rivers of gore. ^ 
Howard's works are still unsurpassed as 
sheer teeth-gritting, headlong, colorful, 
vicarious violence. Howard had known the 
berserk lust to kill often enough to make it 
entirely satisfying on paper,- and: his im­
mense natural talent allowed him to make a 
comfortable living — an extraordinary 
thing for a pulp-fiction writer to do in those 
days, or now, in fact. ^ 
Howard left behind him a new literary 
subgenrej ("sword-and-sorcery")* many un­
completed manuscripts, and a tradition. In 
, 1970 Marvel Comics Group adopted Conan. 
Science fiction is more than'a literary 
genre. It is a way of life for its "fans" who 
are classified in terms of activities. 
Those who specialize in writing letters to 
professional and amateur publications are 
known as "letterbacks." Addicts of Star 
By Michael Sterling 
Trek, (a large and slightly crazy group) are 
known as "Trekkies;Buyers and sellers of 
SF works (mostly comic books) are known 
as "dealers." "Fakefans" are those with no • 
interest in SF but intense interest in fans 
It'sflalr to overestimate the status-
boosting potential of the fanzine among, 
fans; when a fan's hand closes around a 
mimeograph crank he .may lose all control. 
All fans are literate; many of them are 
themselves and are regarded .as slightlyv vocal; ,some of them outright loudmouths. viife 
perverse. ( 
SF, say its fans, is unpopular and rouses 
outside hostility. Since the landing of mans 
on the moon ridicule has died down greatly, 
but still most fans have to deal with sporadic -
taunts and derision. Inevitably the victim$ 
of such persecution gather to revel in their 
eccentricity. Outside pressure, with its total 
lack of understanding, promotes cohesion 
among fans sufficient to overcome even the; 
humilitating burden of Aggiehood, 
Which brings us to Texas fans. The first 
recorded fans in Texas called themselves the 
Tri-City Chapter of the Science Fiction 
League, a dozen people from Baytown, 
Pelley, and Goose Creek, which lasted two 
. years, 1938-39. 
Dallas, a bit late but in the running, 
started an organized fan group, as distinct 
from individual fans, in 1954. Harry 
Warner, a well-known chronicler of fan­
dom, once wrote: "Texas fandom became 
nationally celebrated through the lurid 
anecdotes written by those who escaped 
sane'[and alive from the state's fandom of 
the fifties." . 
\ Fantastic tales, many of them libelous, 
are tofd about the Dallas Futurian Society. 
In 1958 its unpopular (but dominating) 
president was re-elected for the fifth time in 
a row, but the club itself was abolished, and 
Texas discovered the fanzine (fan magazine, 
published by amateurs). The organ of the 
Dallas Futurian Society (peculiar expres­
sion, that) was CRIFANAC, an acronym of 
Critical Fan Activity, with a delightfully 
obscure sound. Fans in general have an 
abiding affection for crypticisms and 
obscure references, which they use as 
passwords. < 
3̂ ? 
The prospect of forcing one's personality on 
one's peers is coveted and bitter feuds have 
sb roken  ou t  ove r  con t ro l  o f  c l ub  :-i.o • • 
^publications. So stimulating is the status of 
editorl that most fanzines are free, given 
-away 4o whoever asks for one (or whoever 
Athe editor thinks deserves one). 
^ Fanzine statug is surpassed • only by | 
: prozine status. To sell a story, actually 
/receive money for it, causes an actual ^ 
transcendence of fandom to the heady 
heights of pro-hood. Fan terminology, cryp-
tic at best, ridiculous at worst, terms anyone f0i 
who has actually received money for a work ^ 
of science fiction a "professional" whether (i# 
he supports himself by writing, or not. 
A= few people actually make a living ,..r; -
writing science fiction. A^ minority of those 
live decently. Poverty creates * unique Iff 
relationship bet ween Writers and readers of 
science fiction.;;: » > v -r 
Dr. Chad Oliver, Texas' premier science 
fiction writer, and professor 
anthropology at the University, sold his first 
story in 1950. In the years since he has 
published/iseven SF novels and. a Western. 
His latest SF work was, The Edge of Forever; 
Oliver's next work will be The Kamba of 
Kenya, an anthropological work that he has 
been laboring on for the past ten years. 
0 With the splendid disregard for common -at; 
sense that is the earmark of the true SF 
fanatic, eight young writers tefer to ,(T 
themselves as "neopros" rather than simply !*' ^ 
"new, young writers." Since five live in 
Dallas and three in Houston, they are 
referred to as the uDallas-Houston Axis.**' y },• ;£ 
ir r -t 
s' -Ml 
c These rfre not just any group pf dingbats., 
Was it not David Gerrold himself who said, 
"The Dallas-Houston Axis will be a power to 
reckon with someday ... if they ever get 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 PM 
TUBS. & FRI. 8 AM to 3 PM 
CLOSED WED. A SAT. 
409 W. 6th 
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VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC Je«*|y4̂  __ arts™ 
May 19-August 19(93days) > 
Msy2&July 23(62 dsys). • *••--
MaylfrJulylKtfdays) 
Call 478-3471 
Before you make plans to go to 
EorcM^dsnt forget your Travelers' 
Check, that is the type of fowlers' 
Check that Merit Trawl can provide 
foryou—a thorough checklist of 
everything you need to Ipow before ¥M 
embarking for Europe. S^oce our staff ®K 
has been toEtsrMiealnWet as many f?3f 
tow stHeruylOsrtnfw.ther know  ̂VIA dclta ANO ICCLAMOIC 
ItmlaadwfllhrtpyoiiBtaiiraw M«? 
SSSSKSS&HSU f "7̂ '™ ""™r > UwULimiatn/lt ̂ at «S 
Hira'a how tooet ther 
Charter Flight 
VIA CAPITAL INTCIINATIONAL AÎ WATI 
£.-t A4*> ->3£ A  ̂
May U-Angust21 (S3 days). 
DaHutoLuzem- AOTO aa bourg to Delias ?*»/3.UU 
»- t Houston to Lutem- ama >17 
Uwrg to Houston vOCmE..// 
-&-<• •̂e-% * V 
;h" a 
SS?? fUt,* 
Wo can alio halp you with 
•:v:> Student Rail Pasaes -Eurailpasses ••,-• .£§fl»Sf 
, Eurailgukie -Complete Selection of Maps 
_ . -— Auto Rental and Purchases • VW Adventures Charter flight. ndneMy Isr Uat- . & Lists of Hostels Foreign Study ProgranM -•••«.-«- '—'*•• Travdlnwrance 
Jtesae Inquireabdut ou^KLM 717 Group JT Spac® 





and staff and their immediate tank-
lies. Price based on s pro rata share of the total charter coet ( MS seats). 
nwdigbtisaboardCopitallntar-
nattonalAinraya, an American 
Certified SuppiemenUl Air Carrier 
whoaedenMnstr̂ eddipeniUiilitjr 
hHenahledttto 
5JS5ST ̂ 329.00 
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SOS?: 
Smack your lips 
andstomp.your feet, 
do da, do da. 
oewiriaceS 
to dance and eat, 
oiedodaday. 
•Stedk 
Restaurant and Bar 
Now, that there is a Lock, Stock 
& Barrel in Austin, you can have 
a total evening of entertainment 
without driving all over town. 
First, come into the bar for a 
cocktail. Jlien go into the restau­
rant for delicious prime rib, 
quality-aged beef, or other 
uniisual delights. Then stroll 
upstairs and dance your little 
heart out to live entertainment 
If up to 50 of your closest friends join 
you for dinner, we provide you with 
a private room for the occasion: 
S-S ; ' 
LOCK-STOCK & BARREL 
£*£*• *") , 
tteVî CMitaM.tnrke-Umk 6m 11 AM DtmmtnmSM PM. Happ ItotdMPM. Si«4fty. Bruch froai 11 AM. RcscrralfoH acccpted (6 or onmc). RcstMtut A Bar. 
i * 
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and behavior patterns of anothericulture— 
daily1 manifestations we rarely think of -~ 
speedy operations as a library; desk, 
appearance of certain foods, the manner in 
which directions are given to taxi drivers. 
In Rome, an American housewife's ac-
cumulated dread of buying an 4incleaned 
chicken each day, forced her into crying 
spells. Another woman later tola her that 
the' poulterer, would have cleaned and 
jointed it if she had asked.' \ ; 
In the second sta^e of acculturization, 
the newcomer begins to identify with his 
new country. The pronouns "you" and 
"your" become "we" and "our." Local 
friendships. grow. Accents in the language 
improve. Courtesies and manners become 
natural. The newcomer feels moire like a 
countryman. -
.li-. 
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Rhodesia ealand, to being; But it's a long way from feeling 
thus the final stage — assimilatilon — is 
perhaps reserved for the settler's children* . 
Having reached a level of identification, lit* _ 
tie more is expected of ft fwrei^l president. ' 
The look, sound, dress, and movements of 
the native-born are difficult to acquire, ' 
short of birth. Trying too hard mjiy cause, 
resentment by host country members. - -
: A new arrival already wears the label 
foreigner;" without the language, he is 
doomed to be an outsider as well. Israel im­
mediately •enrolls immigrants lacking 
Hebrew in state-run -adjustment centers 
called "ulpanium" where they study five 
hours a day, six days a week, for a month. 
Tbe religious bond alone is insufficient to 
overcome a myriad of unintelligible 
languages from radically different cultures* 
Australia has a similar program. Major 
shock awaits anyone who thinks he canj»c-
^ Author Robert Hopkins in his Vve Had 
It, makes two particularly good recommen­
dations for attempting the cultural leap: (l)1 
Remember what anthropologists havelearn- «^ •.« 
ed there are no superior or inferior ^g IIITH ALL THESE general ground 
cultures. Only different ones. (2) Be politefs^ rules and recommendations :in mind, the 
and speak softly. You may be mistaken,for a??; would-be U.S. emigrant, must consider 
Canadian, but it's worth it. Reserv^ is m6re |, :: another factor. Okay, all you would-be U.S. 
often considered a sign of strength andi%; emigrants —you may have decided you want 
ill Pedpj^-alfoWtAg 
status than of weakness. , , , 
/ - - M'v. -- • 
Besides cultural obstacles, those }qf time, -
'weather, and climate must be dealt with. =. 
Time problems, principally "jet-lag," dis-£>' 
appear in a couple of days, but acctipiatiza4; J 
tion takes more patience... and t|^«.«bou^| 
all, besides wanting lo adjust, mP1 
out, but who wants to let you in? 
Immigration laws don't happeti 
They reflect Economics; 
chological than a cultural problemi j 
' Adjustments to heat required few dayss 
rto two weeks while a shift to cold 
two weeks to a month. Altitude coifeipensa-g 
tion takes longer — up to six montjh&|%1^ 
J- The wise newcomer to high altitude will 
slow his daily pace to prevent shortness of 
; breath and aid digestion which proceeds at a 
. slower rate. Alcohol fans soon find <niie bot-
tie of beer takes on increased effeCjlL 
bf 
chance* ec former ^ ^ 
colonial ties; and attitudes toward race, agef^ -
and cultural manifestations such as hair and -
dress styles. They are subject to immediate^ ' ' 
radical changes in response to politics, 
national attitudes, and the weather. For e%v!' 
§i ample, the massive immigration schemes of: 
Australia and Canada grew from needs to : 
support growing economies. In contract, •; 
Switzerland recently aimed at restricting ' 
foreign settlement because of a discovery in v 
the mid-19^^a| one residrat in si* was J 
s v: -a 
Variations in policy determine three ma||;^| 
jor classes of countries: people-seeking 
-—accepting, and—allowing. The seekers!*!! 
i j ^ x i F I C d h -  . .  -
People-acceptors, often until rec'ently in 
ihe first category, principally desire cor­
porate and individual investors with capital 
to stimulate already manned economies 
Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Ecuador* 
Liberia, and Venezuela. Chile b raoidhr re­
joining this group. f§£ ^ 
'' ' 
highl^ 
Restricted numbers of persons with critical 
skills for industry. They may have either ad­
vanced or developing economies, but all 
share .the problem of dense or fast-growing 
populations -|i|to name a few — Austria, 
Angohi, Britain, Bolivia, Ceylon, Dahomey, s 
Fiji, France^ Ghana, Htmduras, Ireland, In­
dia, Kenya, japan, Lebanon, Mexico, 
Nepal, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Spain, . 
Thailand, and' most former 
b e a n " 1 — _ <  
Motives for policies depend on many fac­
tors, some obvious andf some transparent. 
.Canada prefers those under 35 years old. 
Switzerland and New Zealand discourage 
pensioners. Most European countries 
decline people seeking treatment under 
national health programs. Rhodesia and 
South Africa want whites. 
Ireland, Portugal, Greece, Yugoslavia^? 
and Poland are amenable, to pensioners 
returning to their country of birth. 
To minimize competition with local peri^r 
pie for jobs and to boost economies*! court' 
tries like Brazil, Canada, and New Zealand ' 
Willis 
Generally, advice on most problems Is generally lands of wide open spaces, actively^M will often waive age and skill barriers when 
jfreely available from the natives ^||f one|g| search for numbers, though within certainr|!f the applicant guarantees an adequate in*, 
®speaks the language^^^w„«s?-l"i cat<»<Hies and Jimits.,^^ustralia, Canada^ dependent income.; Money talkfc ' ' "" 
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fears, before departure. The more inciden- |M Narcotics laws institute a real hammer. 
taUsettled before leavings the better, arid ^In; February, 1969, 121 Americans sat in . 
tjhe simplest to start with is your nearest jails on drug violations in twenty foreign, 
passpdrt office. Unless entangled in major countries. A year later it was more than 
legal problems involving alaw-enforcement400, one-thifd in Mexico alone, and it's 
'•( •L^-. ' ''.LLJ.1 . ;TM 1 1 A«R*W%M«#A4L V%V 
vantage itif airline 14-28 day excursion fares. 
An active schedule ; will wear out the 
average jperson within this time frame. 
Then lake offend look the place over. It 
may bij a £ot Different- than travel 
brochure^ nfogazinle : articles with brilliant 
color phpto^ |»^ ̂ lories of nirvana from a 
Wend.... v 
agency, anyone can expect his passport 
$if|iin five Weeks after proper application. 
- The passport booklet basically provides 
|he bearer's identification for (1)* fair treat* 
mentby foreign governments and (2) 
limited assistance by U.S. consuls. It is 
iisually a prerequisite for a visa, an 
authorization to cross a foreign frontier. 
growing. In 1971, Iran executed by .firing, 
squad five convicted lopium and heroin 
An American consul is little help other 








^Consuls repeatedly emphasize one final, 
piece of advice. At some timeprior to final-
decision on immigration, but after a greatf: 
Obtaining a visa initiates novice travelers, ^deal of research on the proposed new home, 
to the fact that many of the rights and |fgmake a visit. Lay out an agenda searching 
privileges of an American citizen cease at |f!OUt employment, housing, and-fechooling for 
the border. • ^ ^children. Investigate history and geography. 
Visas fall in categories for tourists, y^Make appointments in advance. Take ad-
^luilcnK. JIUMHOS,' retirement, exit, and 
^residence or immigration, ' our principal 
concern and the most complicated to ob­
tain. Few countries allow visa status change 
while in the country itself. 
_ Residence visas often demand additional 
^^requirements: (1) work permit (2) proof of 
-^economic responsibility (3) certification of' 
profession or trade (4) deposit of bond (5) 
; j»roof of intent to deposit money in the new. 
I country's national bank (6) personal inter-
sgj&riew. x ~ 
The Immigrant now bears the vaguely un-
flavory title of resident alien, which grants 
^ Jniost rights of the general citizenry. Possible 
1 ̂ exception—voting. Mexico and Panama 
^refuse foreigners land ownership near a 
"'c^seacoast or border;" s 
' Amid all these manuevers in a foreign 
^Icountry, loss of American citizenship can 
iccur by (1) naturalization (2) oath of 
allegianfce (3) military service against the 
- <~U.S. (4) service in major political post. With 
Exceptions, such as the Soviet Union, most 
' countries do not require resident aliens to 
obtain citizenship. 
. Dual citizenship occurs with advantages 
^ciind disadvantages, depending on which 
countries lay claim to the individual. It real* 
ly isn't important which one he claims. 
Different legal, systems rudely awaken 
many Americans to their new cir­
cumstances. Criminal codes may be based 
ss^Hi tin* Napoleonic theory that the accused -
IfimiM pro* c his innocence rather than the 
^KTHSIT liiis guilt. Extended pretrial.detention 
, in primit'ue conditions represents the rule 
IS 
' k • 411*» ~ ^ 1 r" ft t v '  V i s i t '  ' a ' l a w y e i *  f o r  Sure and as many other 
< advisers as possible, especially about 
employment. Look for different opinions. 
' Disreganjf. the money. A small expenditure 
* can lead lk> a greater profit even if the whole 
i idea is ctjjpncd. 
Returrilhome and think it over in familiar 
surroundings. It's a big move. 
iNumibter one piece of advice 
PLAN AHEAD. "A journey-of a thousand 
Chiles begins with but a single step" ... and a 
>oadmapi| < - " 
•m 
^Founded in 1824 by former American 
slaves, Africa's oldest republic is the only 
black African country permitting immigra-; 
tion in. the-traditional sense. This richly en­
dowed country has opened its doors since 
1943 to foreign blacks and investment to 
help wrestyits physical resources from the 
Fer aqata income remains bdow $200 as 
in many developing economies. Typically, s 
labor laws guard native employment. Im­
migration laws reflect this by accepting only 
those with necessary skills not in competi­
tion with the populace. Work permits must 
be sought by employers. In certain 
technical positions, the government re­
quires the immigrant employee to train a 
Liberian in his job. t ' * , t * ' 
f^^Those passing the three to four month 
processing surrender substantial personal 
freedom to government administration. The 
government is the principal employer and 
W'Wy 
also assigns domiciles around the coun-
" .tryside tjo prevent overcrowding of 
Monrovia,) the capital. 
- Liberia. distinguishes between resident 
and immigrant visas —. the latter being 
more permanent. Ninety percent of the 
several thousand black American alien im­
migrants first entered as residents. A two-
year triad period precedes optional 
naturalization. » 
Liberians puzzle over the reluctance of 
American [blacks to relinquish American 
citizenshipi Commissioner of Immigration 
Edward S. Jones emphasizes the desire that 
they .join; in Liberian society. "Most 
American iNegroes coming as immigrants 
don't seen| to be willing to assimilate into 
our *socie® 4)Ut attempt to form their 
separate croups, which makes them 
strangers Epr as long as. they stay here, If 
they are willing to freely mix with the 
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shipper for ten years, he promised me 
some; day the opportunity to join him 
as partner, arid work for a -share of the 
profits instead of a wage. I was over-
joyed; here at last was my" chance to at- j 
tain wealth! 
"I redoubled my efforts arid im­
proved my performance, so that in five 
years I was the most, valuable servant 
the wealthy shipper had. No one was 
superior to me except my employer; I 
needed only wait for the inevitable day 
of reward. v. 
"Finally the day came. The wealthy 
shipper strode into my office at the 
docks, and arinouriced to me that he 
was very pleased with my labors, and 
would double my wage. But he added 
that there would soon be a change. His 
son, newly come of age and of whom I 
had not known, needed a job. 
Henceforth this son would be the agent 
of contact between the wealthy shipper 
and myself, a position that clearly 
superseded mine in authority, though 
it carried no responsibilities what­
soever. I was still his paid servant, and 
I realized suddenly that I was never to 
attain great wealth, never to work for a 
profit instead of a wage, never to be as 
good as he or his newly risen son. 
"I was overtaken with, rage; here I 
was carrying all the burden of the 
enterprise and he was reaping all the 
rewards! Screaming with fury, I grab­
bed a bow and a quiver,and he took to 
his heels. He was old, but he could be 
quite fast on his feet when given suf­
ficient motivation. I kept sending 
motivation his way as fast as I could 
launch the arrows. , 
"I shot him through the leg just out­
side the fire temple^ and he crumpled 
on the steps. My last arrow buried itself 
in his withered flank as he was crawling 
inside. 
"When I entered, still in a fit of 
rage, he was grouched at the altar, 
claiming sanctuary arid calling for mer­
cy. I grabbed a dagger, and ignoring his 
pitiful groans, did slice his scrawny 
neck so that his lifeblood ran all over 
the sacred altar! 
"O King of Kings, truly I am the 
greatest criminal in this palace today, 
for I have slain one of the wealthiest 
men of the kingdom! Let, then, this 
sword takip my name, and bestow it 
upon the year to come!" And Jundil 
•rent his robe so that his chest was 
bared, and he went down on one knee, 
bravely anticipating the sword. And all 
.the court marveled at his fearless 
manner, for it was well done. 
Then Bah ram VI gravely said, "Slew 
you then only this one man?' 
And Jundil answered boldly, "Truly 
it is as you say, 0 King of Kings, just 
one man." And the face of Bahram VI 
was very stern indeed, but there could 
be heard subdued laughter amorig the 
nobles, for none there had risen to 
their high places without the murder 
of some man, and most had murdered 
more than one. 
Then the Great King spoke in judg­
ment. "The notoriety of your crime, 
PEARL March 1974 ' 
Jundil, lies in your defilement of the 
fire altar, for blood sacrifice is for-, 
bidden to that cult. As you did not in-
tentionally profarie th;e sacred 
precincts, thus you did not commit the 
crime of sacrilege. Truly you are 
stupid, Jundil, for never should the 
poor servant trust the promises of the 
rich master. Wealth is never shared; it 
is always taken. But only the most 
stupid of men take it in public and 
defile a religion iri the process! Be: 
gone, stupid man!" and Juridil was 
gone that very day. , ' 
_ ow only Murada stood before the 
Great King and the assembled nobles 
of the court in the central hall of the 
great palace at Ktesiphon, and sudden­
ly everyone was silent, even" unto 
Bahram VI, for no one knew what 
dangerous secrets this mail might 
reveal. Then spoke Murada in a quiet 
voice which yet could be heard; by 
everyone in the palace . "Hear now, O 
King of Kings, the tale which I tell. 
For it is fitting and proper at the 
Midyear's Fest that the story of the *. 
greatest criminal of the year past be 
told, and lo! he is present in this mul­
titude today* and for the moment I will , 
ignore .my own; crimes, and speak of 
him. 
"There were two bffethers, and the 
older was the lord of the younger, and 
the younger brother did hate his older • 
brother for this and decried his posi­
tion. 
"Now the younger brother did stir 
up trouble among the nobles of 
the land. Some he told that their lands 
were to be forfeit to his older brother, 
and promised surety. Some he told 
their lives were to be forfeit for crimes 
past, and promised safety. Some he 
promised provincial governorships and 
satrapies. And to all he promised 
; restoration of the ancient feudal 
privileges, and to this most of all 
harkened the high-born ones of the 
land. j-
"Over a hundred of these dis- » 
contented nobles planned to raise 
revolt against the older brother in 
favor of the younger. And this revolt 
would surely have succeeded save for 
the quick intervention of a faithful ser­
vant of the older brother, who did not 
wait for orders, but killed the danger 
while it yet was young. 
"Now the younger brother was sore­
ly afraid that one of the conspirators 
might have revealed his name. He 
decided that more direct action wpuld 
be required, and quickly, lest his older 
brother learn of his treachery. So the 
younger brother went to his own close 
companion and chief advisor, a tall 
.man of dark countenance, with a hook­
ed nose. And he asked this man to do 
him a great and" dangerous service, the 
nature of which should forever be 
secret. And this man agreed to do it. 
"The servant of the older brother 
learned of this through his spies upon 
his arrival in the capitol, and he 
hastened to warn his lord. But he arriv* , 
« ~ j-"1*?' 
„ ^ 
* - ' -
ed only in time to see the deed done, 
in a swirling of cloaks and a flashing of 
daggers, as his lord stood alone'in his 
chambers. And as his lord died he was 
apprehended for his earlier services to 
the older brother his lord. And the 
'younger ' brother took his older 
brother's place, arid strengthened his 
position arid forgot his promises to th$v 
nobles of the land, and prepared a 
reward for his own servant."^ 3 • 
Then Bahram VI, whose visage was 
pale, did hurriedly rise and don thick 
gloves, and spoke over-loudly, saying, 
"Enough! It is obvious to all here that 
you are the greatest criminal of all. ... , 
Pharsta! For you have contemptuously* r 
deigned not to tell your own tale, but 
to cast innuendoes and unfounded aegj 
cusations ori people unnamed. 
have your words been true! Insomuch 
-as this has besmirched the dignity o£ 
this high court ceremony and offended; 
my honor, I declare you to be guilty o 
high treason!" i _ 'fs 
And all the nobles were silent. Then 
spoke Murada again, and still his voi 
was quiet. "Nay, Bahram VI, such 
,not the case, and I will name those in­
volved, for I, Murada, was the servwt& 
of the older brother, and the name ofec/"^ 
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= But he never finished, 
VI suddenly took up the hot 
of the fire, and did plunge it with both 
hands hilt-deep in the body of Mura4a, 
so that it was quenched a second time 
with a hiss and a scream. And he spoke 
loudly for all the court ,to hear. I, 
Bahram VI, Great King of Pharsta, do 
bestow the name Murada on this sword 
and the year io come!" And the 
Murada sword became wore than a 
sword, and took on its special powers, 
and set itself arid its possessor apart 
from all others. 
And now Ntfs«h, faithful servant of 
the Great King, stepped forward expec­
tantly, and he was a tajl m»n with dark 
countenance, and all noted that his 
nose was hooked. And Bahram VI 
withdrew the Murada Sword from the 
dead man who wu nameless, and all 
marveled at the shining gemstones and 
gleaming blade, and by the magic 
within it, no blood stuck to the sword.. 
Then the Gr^t King spoke, confi­
dent and sure. "I, Bahram VI, do pre­
sent this Murada Sword to NSreah, my • 
close companion and chief advisor, in : 
reward for his -service! And further­
more, I do grant to Nirsah the satrapy 
of Seistan, to hold unto death and to 
rule in my name!" And this last took 
many of the nobles liy surprise, for 
they were not expecting such an import 
tant satrapy to be given to Nirsah, whp, 
was not of their party. Yet all ac­
counted it a good Midyear's Fest, and 
most eritertainingr ' 
And Murada Year in the reign of 
Bahram VI, Great King of Pharsta, was 
one troubled with strange portents and 
unseemly doings. But the rule of 
sah, satrap «if Seistan, was long and 
p r o s p e r o u s ,  a n d  h e  a l w a y s  b o r e  w i t h ^  
honor the Murada Sword, 
. . . . . .  




among the court, for this was expected. 
And as they btought the sword before 
hirti and placed it in the sacred fire, the 
faces of the chief armorer and the 
master craftsman glowed with pride, 
for it was a great work, but the old . 
sorcerer glowered darkly. §*; r;?;" 
Then the Great King commanded 
that the three most notorious criminals' 
of the year past be brought forth from 
the royal dungeons, and swords clicked : 
and spears clacked and it was done. 
And the first of the three was Dashag of • 
Jundishapur, who had boiled his entire 
family in fiery oil while they yet lived, s 
And the second was Jundil of Nahwaz,; 
who had cut his employer's throat in 
the fire temple, defiling the altar. And & 
the third was Murada* who had beer} 
the chief assassin of the former Great 
King, Ardeshir IV, and had slain over a I 
hundred nobles at Dastagird without 







he three looked upon the slowly 0 
heating sword with faces of dread, for 
\ everyone knew the custom of -the ,5 
Midyears Sword, and none wanted it 
to bear his name; The nobles watched 4 
with face? of anticipation, for 'the f'i 
stories of the three xriminals were the 
. chief entertainment at the Midyear's . 
Ftest. And' for most of the court the C 
judgment was made on the basis of the a 
subtlety and cleverness of the tale, and 
often the greatest crijtninal was the one -
who gave the poorest story^i \ , 
Because they did not wish the honor 
of being first, Jundil and Murada fi 
stepped back as one, leaving Dashag to ; 
the fore. And he fell to his knees in ob-
iffi 
vioustear* saying in a quavering voice, 
"O wise and gracious King of Kings, 
whose mercy is boundless, hear now 
^y^o^l'atale!; 
"I, Dashag, a lowly but honorable 
rug merchant, was betrothed to the 
least desirable daughter of a man to 
whom my- father owed much money. 
Yet I did my duty as son and married 
her, though with misgivings, for she 
was fat and had red hair. And I did my 
duty as husband, and she bore me five 
daughters before she grew so l^rge I 
could no longer mount her.|^;-fivT ; 
"Yet it was not her fslt that I could 
not abide, but her tongue,. In her 
father's house she had been spoiled by 
many servants, but I was bankrupted 
by food bilk, and could afford no lux­
ury. She complained mightily of 
everything,-especially of me. I was too 
poor, )I was too weak, I was too thin, 
and' on and on! Then she: taught my 
daughters to complain as well, and 
bitter, was their nagging, though they 
never outmatched, their mother. 
"I began to frequent the housed of 
pleasure in the lower quarter* and 
there I found' a female I could enjoy. 
She was young, she was thin, she was 
skilled in her art, and most of all, she 
was silent. Alas, I fell in love with this 
wonderful wench, and I knew I must 
take her as wife. 
"I met the enraged screams of my 
first by reminding her that a second 
wife is inferior to a first wife, and must 
serve her. That was better than order­
ing daughters around any day, and she 
grew quiet for the first time in my life 
with her. Then I pointed out that she 
could take in- washing to pay for any 
added expense; she need not do the 
laundry herself with other women 
around^ This convinced her, and I was 
allowed to bring home my second wife. 
"But my happiness began to dis­
sipate as time went on. My first wife 
took the second under her wing, and 
over the years I began to notice a 
strange resemblance in her to my first 
sp6use;^The thin and. desirable 
courtesan began* to gain weight, and 
worse, she loit her silence, and her 
voice grew shriller and sharper until 
she was the equal of my first wife. I 
realized one sad day that they were 
even allies, and their unholy alliance, 
which had created peace in my house, 
was directed against myself! 
"My second wife bore me five more 
daughters, before I lost any interest in 
procreative activities. My worst fears 
were realized whenthey turned out 
just like their mother^ loud and heavy. 
There were twelve females in my 
household, all of them devoted to mak­
ing me miserable, and their success, was' 
driving me mad! 
"I came to the unpleasant conclu­
sion that the only way I would ever be 
rid of my dozen demons Would be 
through their deaths, for divorce was 
unthinkable, and my ten daughters 
were far top ugly ever to marry off. 
Thus I laid a plan by which I might cast 
them all off the roof of the uppermost 
story of my house, thinking that their 
great weight "and the' great height 
would surely finish them off. This I 
could have explained as an accident, 
for my house was in sad need of repair. 
"Accordingly, I came upon my 
wives and daughters grouped in the 
central courtyard preparing the huge 
washing cauldrori for the many 
clothes^tfor their enterprise was 
gallingly successful, and all were re­
quired. I told them in my most fearless 
manner that I was going to kill them 
all, and to hie themselves to the roof at 
once. They laughed, of course, but I 
had brought a long spear, and at last 
they began to- climb the rickety old 
outside stairs to the roof, some of them 
still/giggling.  ̂flilllll 
:|''That old stairway had barely taken 
two of them at a time, and now tHat an 
dozen behemoths strode up it even 
'' simultaneously, it creaked and crocked 
mm 
-mm 
£ and finally crashed, < tumbling them 
into the huge washing vat which lay 
%v just below. " ̂  j 
^r i;"That cauldron was big and new and 
very well-constructed indeed, for it 
held them all, though a bit tightly^ 
fMost were knocked senseless by the 
f fall, but my two evil wives began to 
scream, and I lost no time in silencing 
the old elephants. Then I built high the 
. fires underneath the cauldron, so that 
; the washing water began to boil 
furiojisly. 
"When the fires had enough, fuel to 
last for a long time, I went away, leav­
ing them boiling in the cauldron. It 
' was some time before I was ap-
, prehended and unjustly accused of 
burning them in oil! , 
"O merciful King of Kings, hear me 
now, for I did not fling them into boil­
i n g  o i l ,  b u t  b u b b l i n g  w a s h i n g  w a t e r !  I t ;  
happened that over the hours, as the 
fires burned on, the water all boiled, 
, and the bodies began to cook. And, as 
.. often happens in the Case of such bulk, 
much of the fat was melted off the car­
casses and reduced to liquid lard, and 
this, O King of Kings, was the boiling 
oil-|n which they were found!" ' 
The nobles applauded mightily, for 
' they were won by the merchant's 
pitiful tale, which was very good. The 
great King, too, was pleased, saying, 
"Rise, Dashag, and cease your grovel­
ing, for you are certainly not the 
greatest criminal of Phareta, though 
you may rank with the greatest of 
fools! Gp, and marry no more!" And 
' Dashag was freed that very day. > 
Now Jundil boldly stepped forward 
of his own accord* and there was no 
tremor in his voice as he said, "O King 
of Kings, Lord of Pharsta, truly I am ; 
- the greatest criminal here this day!" 
. And many an eyebrow was raised 
among the watching nobles, for the 
forthright approach was seldom used, 
being somewhat unsuccessful, and they 
wondered that he would try it at all 
before a new Great King* not yet dure 
in his rule, and therefore inclined to. 
,, - view such boldness with suspicion. And 
, - . they strained to see how he might bring 
. it off, as Bahram VI coldly spoke. 
"This is indeed a rare statement, Jun­
dil, for it invites your name to a new 
year. Proceed!" 
\ And Jundil stood straight and proud 
as he spoke, fearlessly. "I, Jundil, grew 
up poverty-stricken in the seaport of 
Nahwaz. I looked longingly upon the 
great merchants and shippers, for these 
wealthy men were the_ true elite of the 
city. And looking upon their splendor 
and power, I resolved that some day I, 
, too, would be counted among the ' 
wealthy ones of the nation. > 
"As I grew older, I bent all. my•"[ 
v powers to this resolve. I studied hard, ' 
and forsook everything that might : 
stand in the way of wealth. I laughed at 
' the priests and cast off religion as ; 
r foolishness, and learned to control my : 
iust and refused love as frivolity, and I i 
made no friends, save one man.' ; 
f" ?&4'The one man I counted as my 
friend wad the greatest of shippers in 
iNahwaz* whom I met by chance. He 
iff took me into his employ, recognizing 
|ssmy innate abilities to acquire the goods 
of this world; I started low, as a mere 
cleric of shipping, yet worked hard, and 
'^earned the, admiration of all my 
!'.J superiors, over whom I was promoted 
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MEXICO'.: 
) clusters,' 
r t 1': • 
Whether isolated in "gringg
colonies of Americans such as Ajijclby Lake 
Chapala near Guadalajara, or immersed in 
some mountain pueblo, about 400,000 
Americans live in Mexico. But mayfae only 
half represent hard-core pe^ittanent 
residents. One reason is the six imiteration 
categories. Designed, in various degrees to 
prevent abuse by holding .the foreigner at 
arms length, they simultaneously welcome 
' him and his dollars. ii: ' 
Strict labor and immigration haws ex­
emplify. (1) Aliens are excluded from most 
professions: medicine, architectute* law, 
engineering, and teaching in private and 
secondary schools. (2) Ninety percent of 
workers in any establishment must b^ Mex­
ican. (3) Aliens can own land, but .without 
mineral rights. The possibility of expropria­
tion is written into the contract bi*t rarely 
occurs without great abuse. I j 
Keeping one foot on base| many 
Americans live in Mexico as tourists.! Once 
every six months, they cross back into the 
U.S., spend a day, and reapply fqi^nother 
six-month tourist card on the wlkyt back 
south. <. ^ " | " 
More difficult to obtain, the/sii in-
migrante categories "differentiate b|r means 
of livelihood: investor in business! (inver-
sionista); investor in securities; -
professional; someone assuming a-position 
of trust; technician; recipient of permanent 
fixed income such as pension or s interest 
(rentista). The process demands a Mexican 
lawyer and six to ten months. ' ^ v 
Rentistas are exempt from Mexican in­
come tax on all fixed income earned outside 
of Mexico. On this single point rests its pop­
ularity as the most sought-after arrange­
ment ... siesta with security. 4 i 
Since the 1967 Israeli-Arab,JWf, the it 
aliyah—the coming up to—Israel from' 
the U.S. and Canada has skyrocketed from 
1,700 to over 9,000 per year. The effects of 
last falFs conflict are expected to be similar. A»| 
In addition to the catalyst of war and the 
desire to seek a Jewish identity, the suxge by 
North American Jews has been boosted by |fes| 
the revitalization of the recruiting arm of g 
the World Zionist Movement, the Israel 
AUSTRALIA* ililllll 
A country sure to arise in any discussion government's massive immigration scheme 
of immigration, Australia ranks eighth .since World War H was defense* Fear of 
among American transplant populations, another threat from Asia opened the doom 
Despite visions of kangaroos, wide open to an annual high of 180,000 in 1972. Most 
spaces, and absence of racial tendon due to Iy European, primarily British, they include 
laws barring non-whites, many Americans Greeks, Italians, Germans, and Poles. Pre* 
go and then discover it ain't necessarily so. : sent ceiling jg 140,000; 'Of Americans, one 
- Yes, kangaroos abound. in four sticks, totaling 25,000 today|^ 
Yes, there is plenty of avatiable-1fsih(i, ^di Other often unknown realities: co«l of 
little arable soil. An informed choice must 
be made for agriculture intentions 
followed by hard work. ^ i 
c ^r*rv 
Yes, laws strictly regulate 
living is similar to the U.S. with housing one 
of the highest;, the principally suburban 
population imitates Southern California, 
with smaller houses and fewer cars; 
non- watch more TV than Americans. 
Fast-money success is rare. The natives 





European" entry, but more because of lack 
of education and skills than©skin scoter; 
Since 1966, approval of Japanese, Malay- They cherish their relaxed outdoor iife in a 
sian, and Polynesian; applicants has slowly «uperb climate and appreciate free public 
increased, education/health/pension/social services-.' 
Prearranged employment is not a require­
ment for immigration, but, as anywhere, is a 
The original motive for the Australian , good idea. The job market remains un« 
regulated and wide open, with • certain 
professions excepted^ Government ettploy-
-l. i ment services cover the country. Primary 
and secondary teachers stand in great de-
•mand^^ :'--M 
For those interested, processing tbr 
a consul requires three to four months. 
Assisted-passage plans for boflk 
.permanent-residence and working-visitor 
^ visas encourage people to go and have a try. 
ft The amount of subsidy depends oil the 
proposed minimum length of «taj^ 
To avoid gross misunderstanding, let's 
clarify one point. Many Americans equate 
New Zealand's situation with Australia's. 
After all, it's all "down under." Not so.. 
Strong similarities exist, but equally strong 
differences are more the rule. Investigate 
N«w Zealand as New Zealand. 
i 




More purposeful recruiting and sensitive^ Canadians for Aliyah and its sister organiza? 
counseling in the fourteen centers in the tion in Israel supplement, often parallel 
U.S. and Canada have given possible im^| and sometimes contradict the IAC. They 
migrants a more realistic view of what to ex̂ J| concentrate on practical problems such as.,: 
pect during the six to nine month process||g job and apartment hunting,, , shopping, : 
ing. Formerly, North American Jews enter||j obstetric care, and above all encourage and 
ing Israel had suffered culture shock, were|i: arrange trial trips for prospects. Since the> 
frustrated with Hebrew, felt at odds with IAC deals only with Jews, the AACA is taskfe^ 
the collective nature of the society, and, : ed with discouraging non-Jewish nmnigr^l 
became lonely when the horrendous ;; tion. 
bureaucracy ignored them. Absorption^' J 
Centers at the receiying e^d vfi lollpwed - Other countries' and nationalities have, 




through with help. similar organizations, but Israel's are 
Ij^fhe private Association'of Americans and probably the world's most successful. 0, W" 
• • ••••• 
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A Fairy Tale 
By Alan Dulaney 
Long ago in Pharsta it was the 
custom of the Great King each year at 
Midyear's Fest to present a sword to 
-..that servant who had distinguished 
himself so mightily as to surely deserve 
it. And this sword was so well known 
that it always bestowed its name on the 
year to follow. 
Of all the many fine swords smithied 
in Pharsta each year, this was the only 
sword ever to receive a name. Yet it 
deserved a name, for it was a sword of 
special powers, and he who possessed it 
always became wealthy and had long 
life and much success and gained great 
honor. Such a sword was indeed a great 
reward. 
Silver was inlaid in tbe gold of the 
hiltl in a pattern so cunning that the 
$ye could never completely follow it, 
andl was confused and bedazzled. Great 
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all the fiery .colors. But its unearthly 
beauty was not the cause of the sword's 
wondrous powers. 
Spells of great power and strange " 
weirds were crafted by the mightiest 
magician in the kingdom. Always the 
last and strongest of the spells which 
the old sorcerer would work into the 
sword Vas that which forbade its use 
against the Great King, and never was 
such a sword raised against any Great 
King. Nevertheless, this powerful 
magic was not the source of the special. 
attributes that abided within the 
sword. 
The blade of the sword was always 
unadorned, for it gleamed of its own 
accord. It was straight and long and 
double-edged. And it was sharp, so 
sharp that it could cleave the flesh, of 
an ox with scarcely any resistance, and 
it mever lost its edge. Though the blade 
was its most deadly aspect, yet the 
special powers of the sword were not 
derived from its excellent steel. 
In the process of forging the blade, it 
was necessary that the hot steel be 
quenched in a liquid salt solution, so 
that the metal might be cured for 
strength and resiliency. This was done 
by all the smithies of the land, and 
made Pharstan steel sought after by 
many foreigners. Yet in the armories of 
the Great King at Ktesiphon a special 
step was taken so that the quenching 
process produced the best of all blades. 
Each blade was quenched twice, the 1 
first time in seawater, and the second 
in blood. 
The blood was only that of animals, •; 
drawn from the constant stream of 5 
•*" sacrificial sheep, bullocks, and assorted * 
birds that were butchered daily at the 
palace, for the Great King was a 
religious personage as well as political 
overlord. At each sacrifice substantial 
amounts of blood were collected; 
which then went into a huge vat to 
quench the Great King's steel, and 
make it the best steel of Pharsta. Yet 
the sword was not quenched in the vat 
of animal blood. 
The ilct which was the source of all 
power the sword possessed, which 
released the beauty of the jewels work­
ed into its hilt, and the magic of the 
Sorceries laid upon it, and the strength 
of the steel that made it, was performed 
at the height of the Midyear's Fest in 
full court ceremony by the Great 
King. The recipient of the sword was 
announced in the great central hall of 
the palace, and then the sword itself 
was brought _out by the chief armorer 
and master craftsman and the mighty 
sorcerer, and placed in the pit ol sacred 
fire, so that the blade might heat. Then 
the three most celebrated criminals of 
the whole year past were brought 
before the Great King and all his 
court; the high- nobles of the land, and 
each explained his crime. And the tales 
they told were always highly enter­
taining, and cunningly designed to 
show why its weaver was not really the 
: greatest criminal of Pharsta, for none 
'; wished to be so considered. And when 
the Great King had decided which was 
y.-
____ _ _Jp® : 
1 the worst, that one was seized fcnd Cast 
J down before the Great King, and he 
donned thick gloves and took the hot • 
7 sword out of the sacred fire and thrust 
it deep into the criminal's body, so that 
; the second quenching of that sword 
was with humdn blood still alive. And 
the life that the sword took released 
• the special powers of the sword* and 
the sword took the criminal's name and 
made it immortal, and the following 
• year took the sword's name. And. all 
the people of Pharsta knew of the 
sword, and great was the honor of its 
possessor 
Now in the reign of Bahram VI, it 
> . happened that the Midyear's Fest was 
his first full court function, for he had' 
only succeeded to the throne upon the 
assassination of his; old.er brother, 
Ardeshir IV, a short time previously. 
And this was a murder unsolved, yet 
this fact was never mentioned among 
the nobles of ttfe land. For certain un-
fortunates among them had discovered. 
thlt Bahram VI had great wrath when 
reminded of it, so that it was not deem­
ed safe to speak of things that he did 
not wish discussed,^ neither strange 
deaths nor certain unfulfilled 
promises. 
And Bahram VI wished to honor 
Nirsah, his close companion and chief 
advisor, who had done him .a great and 
dangerous service. So it was that he an­
nounced to the nobles arifayed 
magnificently before hiiti that the 
sword this year would b« given to Nir­
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